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Preface

Ths algorithms in this document are in part still under development. The majority of
them have been tested and proven to work correctly iD a mildly structured atmosphere,

however, section 8.3 (algorithm A3l3), which derives the apparent quantities, requLes

further verification in the case of waves. Wave detection criteria have been included to

flag images influenced by the presence of atrnospheric waves.

tic errors inrod by uncertainties in the CDB when using
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The Characterization Data Base (CDll) contairs instrument calibration data and deriyed

of th9 algodtlms described in this document.

Atmospheric data are corected using the CDB, therefore, any errors in the CDB values

It is important to consider

WINDII data.
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INTRODUCTION
This document is a description of the algorithms needed to process the WINDII data.

Processing is done on a daily basis and on raw data files that span one 24 hour pedod.

The algorilhms are set up to operate on measurements in sequence. One measurement is

composed of a background image and 8 phase images. Frequent calibration measure-

ments aIe a.lso processed and used by the atmospheric measurements. Hence these data

would be processed first and the results stored for later uso.

A standard notalion has been used to describe the image data. A given image is divided

into two fields of view with rows and columns in each. This is indicated by subscdpts

hr7 with fi indexing the lield of view, i indexing the horizontal row andj indexing the

vertical column. Each image in a measurement is indexed with k. Hgnce the intensity in

fleld of view i at bin locadon (iJ) and in image or phase step k is denoted as f,;;1. Each

algorithm normally operates on lhe full image set of one measurement.

Instrumental effeat,S are described primarily in the Characterization Data Base (CDB). A
standard bin is used in the CDB which may not be the same size as a given measurement

bin. In all cases t}le measurement bin is to b€ an int€gral multiple of CDB bins. This

allows the CDB bins to be combined to provide the instrum€ntal effects at th€ measure-

ment binning. C DB Li*9 o.re- 3 i/e ^ iAdal 5at6s6 sip'lr hp6
r-,Lave lr = f ot r 7 = *oc^. o*1 'q , c"l .^*.
Error estimates and error propagation are all taken to be first order and are based on the

form:

For a function r =Jtrl,v, L/, ...) the variance is given by

Deviations from these basic assumptions will be noted in the individual algorithrns.

However, if no difference is noted (tlen it can be assumed that t}le basic relations hold.

2 2l ox\ 2tox\ )lAx\o = o l-l +o l-l +o l-l +...t u\au, u\dv/ *\6w/
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Part I

Al-Telemetry Depacking
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CHAPTER I

A11 - Quality checks

The level 0 quality data is checked for bad data, telemetry drop outs, or missing data.

Useable data do not exist dudng these times and thus no data can be cata.logued under

these conditions. An error report is generated in the log files.
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CHAPTER 2

ALz - Depack data

The level 0 telemetly data from WINDII is read and the header information is used to

depack, or decommutate the different types of measurements. For observational data,

three files are created with atmospheric and background measurements in one, frequent

phase measurements in another, and frequent dark current measurements in tre third. A
measurement log nle is created giving a detailed list of all the measurements. The data

files are used by subsequent steps. (-i17elddofl€++ruetffcs!1)....-

All
}S 'c\L'*,L'*

a-rnh^9,$4. 6L

aa- P h+G
t 6 rr.,,..n^

Y a

[o,
ogt

bl
u.o

oo o

000
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000

&c.
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CHAPTER 3

A13 - Catalogue data

The depacking t'uoction also sepa.rates the infrequent calibration memory dump

and engineering data. These data are catalogued and are not processod any furtherd

by the SDPPS. Also a time grid which matches the current day's data, is created for later

use. The creation of these files is reported in the log files.

( ,I- A,.Y i\ .Y ,,.*l,r)
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Part II
A2 -DataCalibration
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CHAPTER 4

A2l - Remove instrumental effects

4.1 A211 - Subtract dark current

4.1.1 A211 1 : lnitialize bin llags

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The bad bin map in the Characterization Data Base (CDB) is searched and bins in the

measuremenl are flagged with a '0' value ii aDy bad bins are present. Otierwise the flag

is initialized to a 'l' value indicating a good bin.

INPUT:

The input pa-rameters are:

. lr'rop - CDB bin number on vertical axis of the first bin of the window.

. NDr, - CDB bin number on v€rtica.l axis of t}re last bin of the window.

. Nr,, - CDB bin numb€r on horizontal axis of the first bin of the window.

. N{/? - CDB bin number on horizontal axis of the last bin oi the window.

o N, - Number of measurement bins in the vertical in the window.

. Nl - Number of measurement bins in the horizontal in tie window.

. N* - Number of images in the observation, calibration or background measuement

. BBmapq, - B

t\r. 3^-.
adB rn map from the CDB. (0 for bad, I for good)

(css)
OUTPUT:

The output paraneters are

F/aSshrk - Flags mapping the good and bad measurement bins

SDPPS Algoilhfis: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1993 12
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A21 - Remove instrumental eflecls

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The CDB window is ahvays the full operating alea of the detector and the CDB bins are
always 5 pixels in rhe horizontal by I pixel in the vertica.l. Each measurement bin is
ah^,ays an integral number of CDB bins. The measurement window may be located any-
where on the detector irea. The top, bottom, left and right sides of the measurement
window are dofined in terms of the CDB bins.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

AII flags and counters are integer values and so the division operations which define Np,
Nq, i andj are true integer divisions wilh no remainder. The flag value iodicatiog a bad

bin is always '0' and a good bin is 'l'.

Flagso o= I V h, i, jandk (EO 4.1)

(EO 4.2)

N. -N +l {ffi

Flagso o= Flagsu rx BBmdphpq V i and t

tor p = 1u160 1o Nbot and q = Ntht to Nlf,

where:

@ (Eo 4.3)

(EO 4.{)

(EO 4.s)

(EO 4.6)

,lrr-f 4 cb& PP

+l
.'{^

v'

/A
\r

I t$..x'

r = I l+l

li_l+l
lNih\ NryZ

vL
for saturation in imago

-f dD 'tta^''
4.1,2 A2112; Dark cur.ent tromtrequent cat

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

. Setnass * lrlp;^-
ibration XY

k l.d.
A linear interpolation in time is made between thc dalk current measuremen

13 SDPPS Algortlhms: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1993

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all measurement and calibradon images.

*ts

rl

#,*,f1

ta-
U

I

V
-{

during fiequent calibrations before and after the measurement image that is ro be cor- . , " 
' 7) -a

rocted. The dark cu[ent monitor from (he same frequent calibrations is also interpolaced -lf- t

and the dark current mask is adjusted using the dark current monitor for the cunent ,n 94,
image. The adjustment is made ooly if fte difference bet\Meen dle image dark cJrrent 4lr {.".
monitor and tlte interpolated monitor value exceeds some predefined limit. /'

^ 2*.



421 - Remove instrumental effects

INPI,JT:

The input palameters are

/i{^_r - measurement image bin values from depacking funct-iou.

DC6i$) - duk cunent map obrained at rime rl during the lasr frequent calibration

prior to the measuement image.

DChij(2) - dalk c\nent map obtained at t2 in fte first frequent calibrarion following

the measurement image.

ABl".. - Bad bin map for the dark current monitor (from CDB).

dcnrt - four values of dark cunent monitor for oach mgasurement image. (4 = I to 4

andt= I toN&)

dcm(tlq - four values of the dark current monitor for the last frequert calibration

before the measurement.

dcm(t)q - four values of the dark current monitor for the f[st frequent calibration

following &e measurement.

,,/ - [ime of $e first frequent calibralion.

,2 - time of tho second frequent calibration.

,* - time of the measurement image.

DIH - Dark curent threshold level (from CDB).

a,,. - Dark cunent bias value or analog to digital converter bias va.lue (from

c;;1'. F'r^ coBr
adc,n - Dark current bias value for the dark current monitor pixels (from CDB).

4#;:

OUTPUT:

The output parametgrs are:

. DCAhijk - darkcurent map corresponding to Oo time of the me asure ment image

adjusted for he dark curr€nt monitor (index t indicates th€ phase image).

. lrr^,,, - measurement image conected for dark cunent bias.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes that the dark current va.ries linea.rly with time b€tween frequ€nt calibrations

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Can be carried out only if the binning for the dark current is the same as that of the moa-

surement image. Also assumes that frequent calibradons are available both before and

after the measurement image. Wherg this is not so, a single dark current measurement is

used and a quality flag is set. The procedure is cdtically dependent on the choice of
threshold, initially set to DTH = 3 counts. This value can be adjusted with experience in

orbit. If the process proves unnecessary, the ll)reshol d can simply be set to a high value

freouent calibrati

wirhin (trt lninures

ons are done every 15 nr inutes. If no frequent calibration isNormally

rrvtrilable th€n the IIt6(t re.- cqltbratisn-f€r$uf6B€nf€ffip€{d-
jrg-{ethe atmospheric measure menlisneed" 

"^a^- +4-- af*o l"*'fr
afss.

ca.{..:4u,*-r"" o. +L-

SDPPS Algorithms: lssue 3.0, ,ilarch 15, 1993 14
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421 - Remove instrumental efiects

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Combine the CDB dark current bias values to obtain average value for measurement
bins. (See 42113 below for CDB bin conversion)

ooc^r= uu"'ug" of oor^," v(P,q) tn (i,i) (EO 4.7)

Average the dark current monitor valu€s accounting for bad bins

S aB. (EO 4.8)

(EO 4.s)

(EO 4.10)

(EO 4.13)

(EO 4.14)

(EA 4.15)

C-l

dcfi 
k

l_
- \' dcm .BB.
N L. q* dcne

{
l_

dcmttt=-\'dc ttt BRt N Z- t' q .tcd.

acn6r1 = ! 2
Crrrl^-* w-4\a""4 

)

dcm(t) qBBdcn. 
(EO /r.l l)

fr, *-L
"J ,".A

Cu ^r^* 
,30-

c.Y"LXr'l

VA
Calculate the interpolated dark current for each measuremeot bin. This applies to both

tho atmospheric measurements and the frequent phase measurements.

(EO 4.12)

Calculate the interpolated dark current monitor value. This is applied to both the atmo-

spheric and frequent phase measurement's.

tt'tt
DCh k = DChi (tt) * ]]jr, IDCo,,ttr) - DChr(tt)]

I -l
dcmi, = don(t) + L-'] ldcnlt) - dcmltll

'2 'l

lf ldcni*- dcnol > Dffl (counts) then the dark cunent map is corrected as follows:

DCA. ... = tDC....-a-^ t

otherwise

{/'
/.

," value of dcml will be much larger lhan the value of dcmll in the case of lhe images

of tie frequent phirss calibration. This is bccause the integration tirne of the frequent

{

$+rr^.

(
a

*tr
$r f

^P(r

1

E

lssue 3.o, March 15, 1993

q=1

-._-

).rh")

t "aW
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421 - Remove inslrumenlal etfects

phase calibration is much longer than the integration dme of the dark curent image.
Therefore the difference in dark current due to the difference in integradon time is
reflectcd in the ratio in 4.14 and this correcb the dark current map to the appropriate
value for the frequent phase.

Remove the da.rk current bias from (he measurment data.

lu, =lu -aoc (EO 4.16)

tlr, {;/f^uffi*

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

-L ,.. -2 The responsivity conversion factors and the filter transmittances for the CDB bins
v1t'+\*1"24 within lhe current specified measurement bin are averaged to produce the va]ues for the

t, current measurement binning.

4.1.3 A2113: CDB bin conversaon

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. Nrop - CDB bin number on vertical axis of the first bin of the window

. NDo, - CDB bin number on vertical axis of the last bin of the window.

. Nrht - CDB bin numb€r on horizontal axis of t}le first bin of the window.

. Nfi - CDB bin number on horizonta.l axis of the last bin of the window.

. Ni- Number of measurement bins or rows in the vertical in the window.

. /y'i - Numb€r of measurement bins or columns in the horizontal in the window.

. CRtqq- CDB responsivity data (in counts/Rayleigh-sec) for tie appropriate filter

and aperture (open or closed), for the CDB binning.

. CAro{ CBq, and Cchpq - CDB responsivity lineadty correction facto$, for the

CDB binning. (these are'whito light'values, that is they are not wavelength depetr-

den D

. CThpq- CDB filter ransmittance value for the emission line and filter of the mea-

surement, for the CDB binning. Transmittance is normalized to unity at the filter
peak.

OUTPUT:

The ou(put parameters are:

. MBtuj - responsivity conversion consistent with lhe binning of the current measure-

ment image .

. MAhij, MB hij and MChij - responsivity linearity correction factors consistent with tlle

binning of the current measuremenl image

. MTq - frlter transmittance consistent with the binning of the current measurement

image.

b

SOPPS Algodthms: lssue 3,0, March 15, ,993 16



A21 - Remove instrumental etlects

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes that the responsivity and transmittance of a bin can be obtained from the

responsivities and transmittances of *le pixels within it simply by averaging.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Generally applicable.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The indecies are all integers and so the division operations which define i andj are true

integer divisions with no remainder. Index p increases from Ntop to Nbot ar,d index q

from Nrh, to Nn.

Let N
Nlft-Ntht+l

rndN = '.?N
)

then Nac

MRh = LLCRhe, V (p,q\ in (i, j)

(EO 4.17)

(EO 4.18)

(EO 4.1s)

(EO 4.20)

(EO 4.21)

where

( o - Ntoo\
i= l' 'l+l

l/v)

i= (q - N'h'\ 
,,

The same equation applies to MAtuj, MBnii and MC ,;1, using

measurement biu. Similarly for the fansmi(tances:

I

ZZcr uo, v(p,q) in (,,j)

;| 
to u'"'u8" out' th'

with i andj as above

4.1.4 A2114: Besponsivity linearity

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The dimensionless correction factor is provided by a third order polynomial in the signal

levol.

INPUT:

The input pammet€rs are:

. luc^,i, - Dark current bias corrected signal level (io counts)

. DCAhijk-Dal-k curren( for measurement bins.

'17 SDPPS Algorlthme: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1993
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. MAaj, MBhij and MC24 - values computed in A2l l3 for rhe lineariry polynomial

given below.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. L/,,_r - linearity correction factor for intensity.

. LDh t- line?.Iity correction factor for da.rk current. itemize

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes that the signal light levol corresponding to a bin can be obtained from the

responsivity Lhat characterizes that bin, muldplied by a dimensionless Iinearity potyno-

mial.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

If the CCD proves to be accurately linear, this processing step will be by?assed. Or it
may turn out tha( A, B and C may be represented by constants for tIe whole CCD.

Switches should be provided to allow for these possibilities. Alternarively it may be nec-

essary to apply the linearity corre{tion only to signals in a given range. These questioos

will be answered after the insEument is cbaracrcrized.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Lt^,u = l * MAt,,)' 
1 uc,,) + MB ni1' ( ur^,,)' * M C o,i' l uc,,)t (Eo 4'zl)

Lo^,,,= l+MAnii, ID'Ahijkl +MBhijx |DCAo,rrl2+MCn,rx [DcArijkl3 lEo 42l)

4.1.5 A21 15: Subtract dark current

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The dark current obtained from A2t 12 is subtracted from tie measuremeDt image

INPUT:

The inpu( pammeters are:

' DCAtujk - dark current map obtained from function A2l12.

. 1.. - measuremenr image values from function 42l12.

. L. and L^ - linearitv factors from A2l14.

. Conyerl - electon to count conversion factor (from CDB).

. DnE - estimated digitization + readout + electronic noise contribution to vadance

(from CDB).

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

SDPPS Algorlthms: lssue g.O, March 15, 1993 18
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/DCr,1 - measurement image corrected for dark currenl

o;c^- - Initial error variance estimate (incounts).

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

As in A2l I I and A2ll2.

(:EIITFEIIA .rF APPI IEARII ITY.

Requires that a dark current image was obrained from A2l 12

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION:

Before subtracting the dark current cbeck to make sure that the frequent dark current

matches the atmospheric measurement in terms ofbinning and exposure rime.

I tr'tc, , DCA. .r

(EO 4.24)
L L

(EO 4.2s)

4.1.6 A2115: Sel bin rlag indicating clipping

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Tbe dark current corrected data are compared with the noise l€vel of the dark image to

determine \Mhether the phase waveform has been clipped. Clipping occurs when the

intensity of the observed line is weak and the measured data points are close to the noise

level. Certain poin6 on the waveform a.re then lost in the noise and are not valid data.

Also since the dark current has been subtracted it is possible for the corrected signal to

be negative. This function is inrcnded to check for t}lese bad data points. If clipping is

detected a nag is set which is used in the apparent quantity calculation to reject affected

data points.

INPUT:

Tho input parameters are:

. Flagshijk - flaBs indicating the goodness of the bin data (see A2l I l)

. /Dc), 
r- 

measurement image values corrected for da-rk current.

. o[- average standad deviation of dark cunent (from CDB).

OI.JTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. Flagshijk - qvality flags which indicate the goodness of the bin data

^ flur. + DCAhii;
o'^^ = - ''" "'+DRE

C o nvert

19 SDPP9 Algorithms: lssue 3,0, March 15, 1993
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HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

When low light levels are measured the phase waveform may be clipped for certain

phase steps. If the data are not rejected from the calculatioD of the apparent quantities

then large distortions will occur. The clipping results from the subtraction of a dark cur-

rent from a sigoal of comparable magnitude. It. is not possible to estimate, even for neg-

ative values, the actual modulation depth. Hence it is better to tlag the data and not use

them in the fit.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all images.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Each bin is chocked against G,, as the indicator for clipping.

ll I 
ocr,,r< o nth"o llags nir = o

Note:

(EO 4.26)

(EO 4.27)

(EO 4.28)

(EO 4.2e)

DCAh =1ssr.,.
Nz- 4 lti

o?= I ts{DC. -oct.,'o N_l/- /- nu

i=lj=I

where DCq is the dark curent image.

4.2 A212 - Convert lrom counts to rayleighs

4.2.1 421211 Convert counts to rayleighs

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The signal level in rayleighs is computed from the signal level in counts, kxlowing the

exposure time, the responsivity value and the linea-rity iactor.

INPUTS:

The input parameters are:

SDPPS Algotithrns: tssuo 3,0, March 15, 1gg3 20

The variance of the dark current io each field of view stored in the CDB is computed

from da-rk current images as follows. It is not expected that this calculation is needed for

each dark current image as part of the SDPPS. If a representarive value stored in the

CDB proves to be uffeliable theo this calculation will need to be done for each different

window and biD combinadon. The window and bin size will changc with each filter
group. The following is the del'inition of or.
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JL
DC tut

- Dark current corrected signal level (in counts) from A.2l l5

clc,-- Initial error yadance estimate (in counts) from 42l 15 f.>L
. ,"np- exposure time in seconds.

. MRr,jj- responsivities for the measurement bins, from A2l 13. (in counts/rayleigh)

OI,,TPI,JT:

The output parameters are:

. /cRl-. - signal level (in rayleigbs).

. o'"*",,,- Initial eror va.dance estimate of signal level (in rayleighs).

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Generally applicable.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

s*),L

I o, ...
t-^tl
'CRr,,, - t xMR...2rP nu

(EO 4.30)

(EO 4.31)ocr

').

ooc

u ,<MR. .\2.xP 4U

21 sDPPs Algorlthtns: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1993
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CHAPTER 5

422 - Remove observatory effect

5.1.1 A221 1: Determine ECI coordinates of line of sight

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This tmnsformation gives as a function of bin location in the CCD the Earth CenEed

Inertial (ECI) coordinates of its colesponding line of sight. The OA-SAT-ATT Orbit/

Attitude sorvice routine is used in this function.

INPTJT:

The input parameters are:

. See functions A22lll to A22ll4

OUTPUT:

The output parameters ar€:

. See functions A22lll to A22ll4.

SDPPS Algoithns: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1gg3 23
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-)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICAEILITY:

A-*;-

,

-)

)

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

5.'1.'1.'1 A22'11'l : Determine bin centroid in FOV trame

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The bin cenfoid is calculated for each bin in the FOV in units of CCD pixels. The loca-

tion of the upper window in the split filter (5) is determined in absolute location on the

CCD and then is transformed to the correct altitude range in the next algorithm,

A22t t2.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. NyB - Number of pixels in the vertical column in measurement bin.

. NIrB - Number ot pixels in the horizootal in measurement bin.

. Nyly - Number of pixels in the yeritcal column in t}le window.

. NHIV - Number of pixels in the horizootal in the window.

. Nylov - Number of pixels in the vertical column in the field of view. (from lhe

CDB)

. ly'H/ov - Number ofpixels in the horizontal in the field of view (from the CDB)

. NyO - Number of pixels in tle veritcal window offset.

o NHO - Number of pixels in the horizootal window offset.

. NlyS - Number ofpixels in the window separation.

. N, - Number of mgasurement bins in the vertical window.

. Nr - Number of measuremont bins in the horizontal.

. Ntop - Pixel row from the top of the CCD, of the rop of the measurement window.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

' XC61 - Bin centroid horizontal coordinate

. yC,.. - Bin cenroid veri(cal coordinate.lul 

--

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumos all the window and bin ioformation is available from the measurement header.

Borh fields of view have the same window dimensions and there is no change in window

dimension during fie time of one measurement. I[$rEls_a"splilyl'd3ry+:n-b8th win-

dows in each I'Ov have rhe same bin dimensionrtd winddw dimensiois.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Thc split field filter 5 produces two windows in each field of view. The uPper window is

the background and the lower is the OH measurement. This routine should be called

once for each of the upper and lower windows to produce two sets of XC and FC. The

24 SDPP9 Algorilhms: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1993
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depacking function sepamtes out the background and measurements and so treats filter
5A. and 58 as two different images. Tbe Nrop parameter is computed for oacb of 54 arld

5B windows.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

check rhar N = ryY and thut N. = 
NHW

, NvB r ' NHB 
. Also if there is a split window then tie

window separation NWS must be accounted for in the calcularion of rhe bin Nrop. (See

figure 5.1)

Each field of view is defined separately as follows:

XCt = U - 0.5) xNHB+NHfoe-NHO-NHw

fcl - = (r-0.5) xNVB+Ntop-l

XC2 = (j -0.5) xNHB+NHO

YCz. = (i-0.5) xNVB+Ntop-l

The value of Nrop, as computed in the depacking function, is:

For the normal case (including filrer 5A):

NtoP = 1',JY664 - 1',1Y9 - NWY + I

For the case of filter 58:

NtoP = Nvccd- NvO -,WW - NWS + |

where NVccd = 256 is the total number of pixels in tlre CCD in lhe vertical.

(Eo s.1)

(EO 5.2)

(EO s.3)

(EO s.{)

SDPPS Atgorithms: lssuo 3.0, March 15, ,gg3 25
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Figure 5.1: Bin and window location in lhe two fields of view (FOV) as seen lrom the image side.
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Fiqure 5.2: Numbering convention used ror pixels

t60 t59l5E

FOV 1

OA

160 159158 8l 80 79

CI
l0

160 159

210

210

o ccn Top

2

132

133

t34

FOV 2

8l 80 79

254

255

CCD Bottom

)

(-.2

Tho boresights and optical axis are located at pixel coordinates, Cl(255,80), C2(255,80)

in each FOV and OA( 133,160).if FOV2 or OA(133,0) in FOV l.
rl

5.1.1.2 422112: Determine coordinates ot line ol sight in IPF

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Calculate l]Ie lioe of sight passing tlrough a given point in the Insfument Pointing

Frame (IPF) using the instrument angular field of view. This function uses l-tle optical

distortion measured in the instrument characterization to correct the flat field approxi-

mation for the position of a pixel in the reference frame. The image plane is first

assumed to be flat with no disrorrion and the (X,Y) posirion of a given bin is trans-

formed to angula-r posidon. The relatiye increase or decrease in angular position due to

distortioo is next calculated. The flat field angles may then be adjusted and the IPF

directions calculated. Filter #5 is split using a wedge prism. This deflects the image to

the upper half of the CCD detector and adds its own distortion. Hence lhis special case

It
II

'I
II

SDPPS Ngortthms: tssue 3.0, March ,5, lggs 27
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is ueated sepamtely. In order to determine the correct pointing information tbe upper

image in the split filter is fansformed to the instrument pointing frame with its own

transformation mat-rix.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. XChij -Bin centroid horizontal coordinate.

. yctuj - Bio cenlroid vertical coordinate.

. Acr - Angle,in radians, in horizontal of one FOV (nominal value is 0.06981 rad or

4') (from the CDB)

. Ap- Angle,in radians, in vertical ofone FOV (nominal value is 0.10472 rad or 6')
(from the CDB)

. NHfov - Total number of pixels in horizontal in FOV (from the CDB)

. NUfoy - Total number ofpixels in vertical in FOV (from the CDB)

. XOAiYOA|-The (X,Y) location, in pixels, of the imaging optical axis for each

field of view. (from the CDB)

. ad,e bdin cdjr - Coefficien6 from CDB to describe optical distortion. (referenced to

tho imaging optical axis)

. owdio bw i", cw1i" - Coeffrcients from CDB to describ€ optical disto(ion with

wedge in filter 5. (referenced to the imaging optical axis)

o 6crr, 6pr,6cr,5r, 6p5, - Offset anglos, from the CDB, to lranslate windows in each fov

to the optical axis so tbat rotation due to pdsm missalignment may be corrected.

There is a unique set used to translate filter 58 windows.

. 8Sl - Transform matrix for rotating bin position into IPF for each boresight in tbe

normal case. (These are 2X2 matrices)

. oAah, oAPh - Offset angles needod to translate the window or bin centroid from the

optical axis reference frame to the boresight reference frame after distortion and

rotation corections.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. UIPF tuj(c) - Array of direction cosines of the line of sight of the bin centroids

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The angle subtended by a pixel is defined by the total angular field of view divided by

the number of pixels in the field of view. The angle measure is radians. The angular

FOv and the pixel dimensions for each FOv are assumed to be available from the CDB.

It is assumed that the optical distortion is synmelric about the optical axis of the imag-

ing oprics. Hence the distortion corection is first made in a reference frame attached to

lhe imaging optical axis at point (XOA,YOA). The tilt of the Michelson may introduce

some small asymmetry, however, the characterization of the inslrument is required to

verify this. Until this is done the symmetrical assumption will be used. Since fte angles

2A sDPPs Algotlthns: losue 3.0, Ma.ch 15, 1993
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used are rcferenced to the imaging optica.l axis the parameters Ac., Lp, a76, b4;", c4i",

awdis, bwdis and cwdis are independent of field of view.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

This function accounts for optical distortion within the field of view This can be mea-

sured on tbe ground before flight, however, it cannot b€ measured direcdy in flight.

Consequontly once in orbit the two functions A22l l2 and A22l l3 cannot easily be sep-

aratod. Any on orbit a.lignment measurements will measure the product of A22ll2 ar.d

A22l13. However, if we assume that the optical distodoo does not chaDge after launch

then a shift in the instrument pointing frame will cause a change only in F1, (A22113).

Hence we can adjust Fr, and not chaoge A22l l2 pammeters. This also has th€ advantage

that only two transformation matrices need be saved in the CDB rather than one for each

CDB bin.

Note that the definition of lryov and aP must be consistent and that the pixel coordi
nates used for yOA aod yC must be the same. This will avoid any problems with the dif-
ference between lwccd =256 and NVfov = 24O.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONT

See the definition of the UARS and insuument roference frames for definition of the

angles. The distortion parameters calculate a relative increase or decrease in the angular

position of a pixel based on the angular distaoca from the imaging optical axis.

"'r, = (

Urr, = [

xoA. - xc..\n oulrno
NHfov I

YOA. _ YC, ..\
___--------_ | \ Au

NVlov )

(Eo s.s)

(Eo 5.6)

(Eo s.8)

(EO s.9)

Use the small angle approximation to calculate t}le angular distance from the imaging

opric a] axis (X O A, Y O A),

\o. =

If normal case (not filter 5) Then

(EO s.7)ool + go2o

DISn = ar,+bo,('tohi) + c di"(to hij)

Else (upper window of split filter 5)

DIS u,, = awor,+bwdi"(lohij\ +cwdi,OohU)

Correct the flat field estimates of the angular position of the bin cen[oid for opticat dis-

to ion.

t. .. = DIS. .. x oo. ..hu hu nl (EO 5.10)
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?

B, = D/S...r Bo..,11) nu . n4 (EO s.11)

Translate each FOV wiodow to rtle imaging optical axis so that the \ryindows may be

rotated to account for any t due to the prism edge.

If normal case (not filter 5) Then

c.lr, = c.r., + 6ct, (EO 5.12)

911;, = Prr+68, Go 5.13)

Else (upper window of split filter 5)

alti, = drij+6o5, (EO 5,14)

Plr,, = 0r,r+605, (Eo s.ts)

Rotate the windows by angle 0t using a single rotation matrix for each field of view.

a2n

b,,
(EO s.16)

I r

'l 
L, lu =85.,) ,'r

,J Lp',,J

where the 2x2 marix. B$
tsS\

h

has [J form
+k(

BJ

UIPFhijcl = UIPFhij(z) x tan (P3o;;)

UIPFhij1) = UIPFhijQ) x tan (cr3n,r)

["n.e. -.ine I

[,',,j -*',1
(EO s.17)

(EA s.21)

Now the location of the bin centroid has been corrected for distortion and rotation in the

imaging optical axis reference frame. The last step is to translate to the boresight refer-

ence frame. This is done using CDB pammeters as follows.

o'3... = OAa. - a2. ..
ht) h hu

(EO 5.18)

$3 n,, = OA$n+P20,, (EO s.1s)

The bin centroids have been located in the boresight r€ference frame so oow the direc-

tion cosines may be computed.

UtPF...rzt = cos(
4t) -t1.,+ Psf,, (EO s.2o)
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V- Vao .

'f: - uH'ril;'
' \.r4

.{-

Y

Lr,rir
a+2k "

.dl

T

;erio{ y.,
a+ I ,...t{t

5.1.1.3 422113: Oetermine OMF coordinates

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The vector in the Instlument Pointing Frame (IPF) is transformed to the vector in the
Operational MACS Frame (OMF) according to the g rransformarion matrix Fr,.

tNpur: I pF +. a!r( F

The input parameters ine:

. UlPFhijk) - Afiay ofdirection cosines in the IPF.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. VOMFnijk) - Direc(ion cosine array in OMF coordinates

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Two transformation matrices arc defined in the CDB. one for each field of vie\r. Each

L) eh.e,n

Fa.^ cbaGl,

-X5' *,rr\qn*
tn""sLu--.tr]^ u.talrir

c_rPF.
marix F, is a 3X3 matrix with the gener^ 

2r1;"_, , pr-.r _\

yY 
I .o,o. .i, B, 

"osv. 
- sind. si-, 

| -.^ 

"y:::..' Y "".

, =b 1.*"J:".:;;;:,;,,:l; - il,",;"d;-.":""1: ".;-.
llrrt uJtr l*" /0.,
ptt:oA y. r,n

pi,

where iodex i indicates the held of viewffi rhe elevation angltrp.l is the azimuth

angle,y;16 the skew angte ancl T is the rlisrrlignr.n, malrix (3x3) ransfoming the

Instru-mint Reference Frame (IRF) to the Operational Mac s Frame (Olvtr). f21-o,*

A ?--A y--- f-->/.

cC.*-*r
P

\^roa

o(

h h

II t.J
tA- et,a ":- -fr6 CA&
CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

VOMFh = Fh\ UIPFh.. (EO s.23)

5.1.1.4 422114i Determine coordinates in the ECI ,rame

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This tnnsformaiorr gives the EarO Cenred Inertial (ECI) coordinates of tre line of
sight. The OA_SAT_ATT Orbit/Attitude service routine is used to obtain the transfor-

mation from Operational MACS framc (OMF) coordinates to ECI coordinates.

SOPPS Atgotithms: lssue 3.0, March 15, ,gg3 3l

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. UIt - Universa.l time of t}te measure ment for each image.
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J

TYPA - Type of raw attitude data to be used (see OA_SAT_ATT)

VER - Version of orbit data for calculation (see OA SAT ATT).

VOMFhiy'c) - Dnecnon cosine array in OMF coordinates.

OUTPUT:

The ougut parameten are:

. VEClhij c) -Direction cosine arlay in ECI coordintes forlineofsightforeachbin

in each FOV

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The Orbit/Attitude service roudne OA_SAT_ATT is called to obtain the transform from

the OMF frame to the ECI frame. This Eansform may be used for all rhe bin line of sight

vectors in tle measurement image. Each phase image in a given measurement is taten at

a different time, therefore, this routine negds ro be called for each phase step.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Ca[ tne OA_SAT-ATT service routine and obtain the 3X3 matrix ABC which is the

transformadon matrix from OMF to ECI for each phase image, t. Then,

VECIo , = (ABC) kx VOMFh (EO s.24)

5.1.2 42212t Det€rmine tangsnt point altitude

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Orbit/Attitude service routines are used to obtain the tangent point aldtude of each bin

centroid. These altitudes are saved for each neld of view and for each phase step. The

velocity of the space craft projected along $e line of sight and th€ velocity of the rota-

tion of he earth on a latitude circle at the tangent point are also calculated for uso in the

extraction algorithms.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. UIt - Universal time of the measure menlio.t e a-J^- i.--+ tr 
a

. VEC INj/c) - Line of sight unit vector in ECI coordinaies for each bin.

. yER - Version of orbit data for calculations.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. Zhijk - Geodelic tangent point altitude for each bin.
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HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

In order to locate the measurement in the atmosphere, it is assumed that the bill centroid
line of sight tangent point is representative of the measurement for tlat bin. Two Orbit_
Attitude service routines are called, OA_SAT_ORB and OA_LIMB_CALC.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION:

Call OA_SAT_ORB with Ufe and VER set for the given image. Psat(3), the ECI posi-

tion of the satellite, and ysdt(3), the ECI velocity vector of the space craft, are returned.

Call OA_LIMB_CAIC with UI1, Psat ard VECIl,iipfor each bin, then:

Zo,t, = GEoD -LAT for each bin

wherc GEOD_ALT is the geodetic altitude retumed from the seryice routine.

A2213: Obtain reterence tangent point for image

(Eo s.2s)

5.1.3

--)

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Orbit/Attitude service routines are used to obtain the tangent point altitude, latitude and

longitude for the rcference column for the measurement. This reference column is used

for the combination of the fields of view in A34.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. NyB - Number of pixels in the vertical in measuremont bin.

. N,r Nj - Number of rows and columns in tie measuement.

. Nr - Number of phase images in the measurement (4 or 8).

. ly'yw - Number of pixels in the venical in the window.

. dHlY- Number of pixels in the horizontal in the window.

. Nrop - Number ofpixels in the vertical to the top of the window. (from the CDB)

. NIfov - Number of pixels in the horizontal in the full field of view. (from the CDB)

. NyO - Number of pixels in the vertical window offs€t.(from bottom of imagc)

. NIIO - Number ofpixels in the horizontal window offset.

. UIt - Universal time of the measurement for each phase image.

. VECI tir - Direction cosino array in ECI coordiftes for line of sight for each bin in

each FOv. A -

' Zhijk - Geodelic tangent point altitude for each bin.
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OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. zRhi - Reference geodetic mngenl point altitude for each FOv
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. (nr- - Reference longitude of tang€nt point.

. gRr, - Reference geodetic larirude of tangenr point.

. fRt- - Reference angle of vector w.r.t. North.

. LZRh - Altitude overlap interval used in fi€ld combination.

. A(n, - Longitude overlap interval us€d in field combination

. ASn, - Latitude overlap interval used in field combination.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The middle image ofa sories ofphase images that compose one measurcment is used as

the reference image. Image number 3 and image number 5 for lhe two cases of the 4

point and 8 point m€asurements respectively are used since the time assigned to the

image will be the time at the start of lhe integration dme. Since an average value for the

apparent quantities is calculated in the extraction algorithms it is assumed lhat a single

geo-reference point may be used to characterize the measurement. The point in the mid-

dle ofeach FOV and at the bin corresponding to the peak ir the volume emission profile

is chosen as th€ reforence point. Since the volume emission profile is not known at this

point a column of geo-reference data is computed and then scanned in A34 along with

the volume emission rate profile to find lhe single reference bin. Previous functions as

well as Orbit/Attitude service functions are required.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

A reference point is assigned to atmospheric measurementS only and not to background

measuremeots.

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION:

First locate the pixels in thg image reference column:

For each field of view (Ir = I, lr = 2) and with /c = 3 for Nt = 4 or,t = 5 for Nr=8:

Set j = -/ (in(eger division) and for each i in the vertical column compute the bin cen-'2
troids:

NHW
XCt = NHfov-NHO-

YCr. = (, - 0.5) xNVB+Ntop-l

xc 
r. = + NHO

2

(EO s.26)

(EO s.27)

(EO s.28)

YC.]L = (i - 0.5) \ NVB + Ntop - |
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.A

Call functions A22l 12 through A22l 14 to obtain VECItu(3) for the reference column.

(This is diflerent from the VECldiywhich are input to the routine. These inputs are used

below.)

Call OA_SAI_ORB witlr UTk set for image t = 3 if 4 point or for image & = 5 if 8 point

measurement. Psar(3), the ECI position of the satellite, aod yra(3), the ECI velocity

vector of the space craft, are returned.

Call OA LIMB_CALC wirh Wp Psat and VECf,; for each FOV, tben:

ZR, , = GEOD ALT, (EO s.3O)

(R o, = LONG 

'

(EO s.3r)

9Ro = 656P-1n7 (Eo s.32)

f Rn = LOOK-ANCLE (Eo s.33)

where tlre right hand side of the above are returned from the service routine for each bin

in tbe vertical column.

The overlap interyal is determined from the spatial extent of the measurement based oll

lie location of the first and last images in a measurement. The time of image * = I is
UT1 or UT"rn= Ufl. The time of the last image is for k = 4 or /< = 8 depending on

whether a 4 or 8 poiot measurement has been taken. That is UTad = UTa or UTs.

Call OA-SAT_ORB with UTr, and return P.,,

Call OA_SAT_ORB with U4d and retum P.,,

wirh i =
lr'(integer division),j set as above, srrr, = | and end = 4 or 8 as before,

Cdl OA LIMB-CAIC wi,J:, Wr.* P"o,,_,,aod VEC 144;yal and

Call OA LMB-CALC with UT"a, P,o,..oard VECI;;;,",7

From the return values from the last two subroutine calls and from the input tangent alti-

3

fRt= (
tudes calculate:

l*'.".1,.,,, r 4o06*..q-a)

(Grotll.t- 1 (Eoo-L
\ Lvl,crll )

,'ax (Lolc"u,r,,t t > LoN6.*{ ..r a)

.i,#a!Jsji[,if-):::r,o",GE

lzo,t,i, u*,- Zu,, - ,,;,u*) + 
lZt ,i,i, "na- 

zo,, 
- r,i, ",rl

75 9Rr= [".i",

(EO 5.3i1) r \
oa*tAloa,r.6)\
(Eo s.35) 

t

(EO s.36)
2

LZR 
h
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Notes:

Uv
1. The poinl al i = --- is used to obtain the overlap interval since this is approxi-'j

mately the expected region of &e peak. The overlap interval does not change much

from the bottom to thg top of the reference column.

2. The Orbit Attitude service routines return values bet\ryeen 0' and 360" for the longi-
tude. It is possible for $e longitude to switch between 0 and 360 du ng the time of a

measuremgnt. The value of AqR,, must be checked and corrected for this discontinu-

ity.

3, The latitudo changes very slowly at the poles and so the overlap interval will b€ v€ry

small. It may b€ necessary to define a minimum interval which would be derivod

from the other latitude intervals. This still needs to be confirmed.

5.2 A222 - Determine instrument phase

5.2.1 42221i Detiue prorected velocities

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Orbit/Attitude service routines are used to obtain the velocity vector for t}le satellit€.

The velocity of the space craft projected along $e line of sight and the velocity of the

rotation of the earth on a latitude circle at $e tangent point are also calculatgd for use in

the gxtraction algorithms.

gre

/rctnr.rt")

INPUT:

:til:'"r.*".,,',""o'r,n.r"uru,"*"r,rc at^ ^ sff, ;.*t
. vECIn,{) - Line of sight unit vector in ECI coordinarcs for eactr tin( |
o VER - Version of orbit data for calculations.

4;u.. ".,).
=3or ").

{\^t

OI.,'TPUT:

The output parameters are:

. vps h, - Projected space cmft velocity along line of sight. (n s- 
l 
)

. vretuj - Yelocity of garth rotation at tanggnt point on a latitude circle for each bin

(r4 J ')

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

In order to locate tho measuremgnt in the atmosphere, it is assumed that the bin centroid

line of sight tangent point is representative of the measurement for that bin. It is

assumed that the projected velocities will not change from the first imaBe to tle last

- irneEe ofa measurement by a significant amount. Hence only lie projected velocities for

the i!!r image will be calculatod. Two Orbit/Attitude service routines are called,

OA_SAT_ORB and OA_LIMB_CALC.

36 sDPPs Algotlthms: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1993
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CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Call OA_SAT_ORB with U{arnd VER set for the given image. prar(3), the ECI posirior
of the satellite, and yJdr(3), the ECI velocity vector of the space craft, are returned. This

otSk-_ 3

is done for only.ffiI}ij+-

vpsh = Vsat( ) xVECIhijt. (vecror scalar producr) (EO S.37)

Call OA_LIMB_CALC with UTPsat and VEC|1,,,pfor each bin. rhen:

The rotation of the earth induces a phase change comparable to the atmospheric v,/ind

phase. To account for this we must calculate he vglocity of rotadon at the tangent point

along a latitude circle which is projected along the line of sight. From OA_LIMB_-
CALC we have:

Zr L\MB (X)2 + LIMB (f11 + ttMB (Q2

$ = GEOD_LAT

f = LOOK-ANGLE

0) = angular rotation velocity of the Earth

(EA s.38)

(EO s.3s)

(EO s.40)

(EO 5.41)

TheD,

Y/en- = ozrcosgsiof (EO s.{2)

5.2.2 42222: Calculale velocity phases

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION;

The projected spacecraft velocity along each line of sight and the projected Eartl rota-

tion velocity calculated in function A2221 .lle used to compute the velocity phase com-

pouent of the total phase in a measuement.

INPUT;

The input parameters are:

. l.o - Wavelength ofatmospberic line (in pn ).

. At - Optical path difference (OPD) for given wavelength (in prz). (one value per

wavelength in CDB)

. [4 I - Oerivative of the OPD for same wavelength as OPD (in pn ). (one yalue per

wavelength in CDB)

. vpq4 - Velocity of the satellite projected along the line of sight for tho given bin

(in ,n s'r). (from A2221)
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Vel ocity of Earth's rotation projected along the line of sigbr for the given bin

-l ). (trom A2221)

OUTPUT:

The output parameten are:

. Orhij - Phase due to projected velocitjs5

. A"r- Conecred optical path difference.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPI ICABII ITY

The atmospheric line measured by the intederometer is Doppler shifred by the motion

of the spac€craft. This shift is seen as an effective change in the optical path differenc€
or a change in the order of interference by as much as 3000 units.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all atmospheric doppler measurements

TRANSFOHMATION EOUATION:

^l= F^-,,(#)l
(EO s.43)

ro^' S

C) ai ,2n 
(upt 

urj* ur" 
nrj)

"ro

range IO,Znl (EO s.44)

-,

5.2.3 42223: Calculats zero wind phase

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The zero wind phase is derived from the calibration phase and a relative phase differ-

ence, measured on the ground, which is read in from the CDB.

INPUT:

The input paramercrs are:

.4 f- Time of the curent measurement (for first image).

. Ocoa,," - Relative phase difference from the CDB. (one value per wavelongth)

. Cr - OPD neutral !,ariation (from the CDB). This value depends on the filter or

t( t t\
wavelength and is given by C, = 2rCi 

[], 
- 

L, j

. Al cot^,, - Calibration phase with same binning as measurement and t]le most rocent

calibration prior to the measurement.

. qfi - TIme of the o I calibrction measurement.

. o2ctt,,r - Calibradon phase with same bioning as measurement and the closest cali-

bration after the measurement.

-)
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) . 06- Time of tire <D2 calibrarion measurement.

OUTPUT:

The output paramet€rs are:

. Oo,,_ - Zero wind phase in radians.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The lelative phase difference which is stored in theCDB is (Of-Of) where the'G'

stands for ground measurement and the '0' and 'l' aIe the atmospheric line and the cal-

ibration line respectively. It is assumed that there is no optical path difference va.riation

and that the path difference is constant between ground and space.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Check the measuement type and search for $e frequent calibradons which bracket to

the

for

ould rllLtch gi bin sizesvln tie

fiu
measurement. The filter groups sh

the calihration and measurement.
ajclrrA lo.^ d. Ir^^b"
lt

t the relative phase difference from the CDB. The CDB binoing must be conve edto

qT 
=Cr, u rj-=a+t

) ,)

the measurement binning by averaging the CDB values in a mann€r similar to A2l2l.

Before calculating the zero wind phase check that the frequont phase calibration data

matchelthebinningandfillernumberofthearm.osphericmeasurement.4ss'ocl,:14
t(p f aoqu.J {'a<e a--,A a)o--"n*Ae,<c -L44.v rr-

4' Eu .t"4ffi,*"tr#bffi(i''sl#ift)*'' L8' 
reo J'+sr

fr ,-"^*-*rATi**-,t 1- u7-uf;
*t,,.Ul-,ri la2 c 

^ 
tr,,- o I c^ t^)or,- = ol (EO s.46)

(EO s.47)

-NeteiJh€ linrer interpela.ion sf phasc bctwcrn cal bratioos n ay need to bc e\angod to .

e seceoC erCer fit t^ a ser of calibr

-s€n+€haiacteriu€tin€.-

5.2.4 A2224: Calculate step phase and derive intrinsic phass

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The phase due to the mirror stepping is added to the other phase contributions to derive

the total phase without atmospheric wind phase or to derive the intrinsic phase. The

velocity aDd zero wiod phase values are added and stored for use in ,A3l.

Oo = OaDar-,+O, +Cr
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CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all atrnospheric doppler measurements.

AAZ,A2
.b

6+*

*l- crg kll c-coNrr
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INPI,JT:

The input parameters are:

. @vr.. - Phase due to projected velocity terms.

. Ooi- - Zero wind phase.

. 6h(I) - Phase step for measurement of mirror motion. (from CDB, one value for

each wav€length and each pbase step).

. COAEhpq - CDB off axis effect in CDB bins (from CDB).

. Nt - Number of mirror phase steps.

OI.JTPUT:

The output pa.rameters are:

. oy0, - Sum of velocity and zero wind phase, Ttlis value is catalogugd for use in

A3t.

. or -r - Total or inrinsic phase for each bin.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

All the phase contributions are added together including fte step due to mirror position.

The off axis effect is computed for the step. (same as in A24l) The phase step, 6{r, is

nominally 1 o. 1 fo, ea.h step but vafies due to errors in mirror position. Hence there

is one value for eacb phase step. The offaxis effect is included by calculating the change

in phase for each CDB bin relative to the normal iDcidence axis of the MI.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all atmospheric Doppler measuremenB

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION:

(Eo s.,a)

MoAE. = 
|

nu NrcLLCoAEro, V (p, 4) in (,,i) (EO s.4e)

6{o * = MoAEn,,x I s0, tl.l for * = 1, Nr (EO 5.so)

(EO 5.sl)

(EO 5.s2)
R z"'dvd

Oyo = Ov/,i,+Oo

40 SDPPS Algotithms: lssue 3,0, March 15, ,993

a niy = avo, + 6i 
1,;11,

(EO 5.s3)

Nac = number of CDB bins in measurement bin.



5.3 A223 - Star removal

5.3.1 A2231 - Determine ths angle between the obsarving window and lhe moon

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This algorithm flags measurement sets made too close to the moon. The closest bin to

the cenEe of the obserying window is selected and t}Ie angle between this bin and the

moon is determined. If the moon is closer than MOON&,, the measurement set is

-)
flappeJ and is not furLher Drocessed.

,.il-l -. +i";;-'.:f' "."--;-o-g Ft" 3
tNpur: .!- Lyp.ss"s tkls

_k;.1,. ri{:a'_f seJe-*s
allar;tL*.

(EO s.ss)

. VECI,T* - ECI coordinares of rhe bin cenrroids h= 3 .l 5

. UL- UARS standard date and time for &€{ret imagedn fie measurement.

. ly',r N7 - Number of rows and columns in the measurement window.

. CMOON6, - cosine of ar,gle MOON 6n, the minimum argle between the witrdow

and the moon for which valid data can be obtained. (from the CDB)

OUTPUT:

. CMOON - cosine of MOON, the ar.gle between the wiodow and the moon. (one

value per window per field of view).

. Sflagl n - Flag indicati ng cootamination of measurement set by moonlight

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Generally applicable.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all sets of 4 or 8 observation images and background.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

Select cenEal (or near-central) image and bin

image: ( = 3 if 4 images, 5 if 8 images per set (EO s.54)

column

N.+ I

2

N.+ I

2

-)
Call orbit attitude service routine OA-EPHEM with U4NO = I and MAP(l) = 2 to

obtain the position of the moon. Then rm = DATA\I.L), yn = DATA(2'I'), zm =
DATA(3,\) and (x 1p a y y1 y, 2i,776) the u ni t vector from V EC I 6i1 give.

CMooN = ro,r&."^*ro,rr.r,t +zhtJK.zrn (Eo s.57)

(EO s.s6)

(EO s.s8)
)
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Then Slag4u = I

EIse S/a94, = 0.

Note: If fte image is pollurcd by fte moon, then we process no further.

5.3.2 42232: Fil curve to dala points across a row ot bins

(EO s.s9)

(EO 5.60)

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

A function describing the intensity variation across the row of bills is fitted to rho inten-

sities /cp,r_ by a least squares method. The values from the fitted function correspond-

ing to each bin a-re returned in fir, -r. If three or more data points are missing from the

row, the row is flag ged with Slldgl tuk and is not checked for stars.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. /c*'r - Corrected intensity for each bio and phase step. (from A2123)

. Nj - The number of columns in a row.

. Flags hijk - Flags mapping good and bad moasurement bins. (from A2l L4 output)

. on.,1- Intriosic instrument phase for zero wind, with spacecraft velocity included

(from algorithm A2224)

HYPOTH ESIS OF APPUEABLIIY:
Gencrally applicahle.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all observadon images except Filter 7.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

SJtoglr,r= I V i,iand /<.

lf Flags1,41r= Q 1a12 or more values ofj for a given value of i , then Sfla8ltu. = 0 and lhe

row is not checked for stars.

A function is fitted to the intensi,i"t ,a*^r, across a row of bins by a standard least

squares m€tlod. The fittinB routine returns a set of valugs of the function, Irrr,7b corre-

sponding to each bin of the row.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

' lrtthijk - lntensilies from the fit across a row ofbins.

. Sllaglhik-Flag indicating which rows were not processed due to lack ofdah.
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The function used for the fit is:

Ifbackground or (OH full band) Filter 5a Then

Irtlhijk = patubolic frt with column. (account for bad bin)

Else

Ifitt ijr = ot + oZcor@ 
t ;j*

wherc a) and a2are coefficients determined by the fitting routing.

(EO 5.61)

(EO s.62)

Note: It may be necessary to account for a gradient in the phase across the field of view

and to account for the 551nm filter separately. These must be confirmed in t}le instru-

ment characterization.

5.3.3 A2233: Search for outliers from the lit

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Residuals and a standard deviation are calculated from the curve fit across a row of

bins. If ll]e standard deviation, o,o., is equal to or greater than crt3 x llit 
huk, 

where

ffito,is the average value of lfr.tl;i1for the row, then the row is flagged with Slaglrdt and

the row is not checked for stars. Any bins having a residual greater than Crtl.x6.o,are

flagged with Sla82l,4r. Any bins having a residual great lhall Crt2 x lfithttk are

flagged with S/ra8.rtu)1. AIso, if 3 or more bins in the same row hay€ been flagged for

stars with either Slag2o,,r or Sflag31r;1y, then they are all flag ged with Sllag3 hijk.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. Flogs htk - Flags mapping good and bad measuroment bins. (from A21 14 output)

. Nj - Number of columns in a row.

. ICRhijk- Corrected intensity for each bin and phasc step.

. ffit niit - lntensities from the fit across a row of bins.

. Crtl 
c 

- Ci.teria for star detection as a number of standard deviations from the fit
function for €ach of the CDB bins in the row. (from CDB and independent of field of
view)

. Cr12 - Criterior for rejection of data due to excessive star conhmination (as a frac-

tion of the fit value). (from CDB and independent of field of view)

. Cr-, - Criterion for rejection of star correcdon due to poor fit to the data. (from

CDB and independent of field of view)

. SJlaB l hik - FlaE indicati ng which rows were not processed.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are
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. Resiijr - Residuals from the fit

. Sllag2hijk - Flag indicating which intensities are to be corectod for the presence of

stars.

. Sflag3hijk - Flag indicating which star-infested iotensities are not correctable.

. Flagshijk - Flags mapping good and bad measurement bins.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Generally applicabl e. Cnl q, Crt2 and Cir-, are independent of the fleld of view

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all observation images execept for Filter 7

THANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

Combine the CDB bins to the measurement bins for the detection criteda: Average all q

CDB bins in eachj measurement bin.

Lel CrlI = average of Crrl{ in given row.

Inidalize the star flag values:

Sflag2n,,, = | aad Sfldg3hijk = M, i,i and k

IfSrdgl,*=0foriThen

bypass

else

Determine the residuals from &e previous fit:

R"tti)* = llcn* ,- Ifitnijkl fot j = t,Nj

Obtain a staodard deviation and the average fit va.lue for a row:

Zlfito,io

Ifit
N,

)

Set flags

If a toe^n> CrtS x lfit a,htthen SJlagl 
o r = O

. /v .12

" = tli,o,, ,,
rrL?,

(EO s.63)

(EO s.s)

(EO s.6s)

(EO s.65)

(EO s.67)
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If lResr-] >Crrti,o,on,,,then Sfldg2h..k = O.

If 
lResr.-rl >Crtzx Irtth..kthen Sfla|3h k= O.

Reject rows which cannot be processed further:

lf Sllaglhik = O then SJlag3h k = 0 V jinrow /

Reject bins which cannot be processed further:

j=l

The bin flags are updated for bad bins due to stars:

Flagso *= Flogs 
hijkx 

SJlag3 hijr for eacb bin.

5.3.4 422341 Replace data point if aftoctod by star

t L 6flag2h. kx Sllo|3n;j*) S (Nj- 2) then SJlag3n,,r = 0 (EO s.72)

(EO s.6e)

(EO s.70)

(EO s.71)

INPUT:

The input pa-ramgters are:

. Sllag2hijk - Flag indicating which intensities are to be corrected for the presence of

stars (from A2233)

. SIsg3 hik - Flag indicating which bins cannot be conected.

. lcRhijk - Conected intensity for each bio and phase step.

. Res7,41- Residuals from the fit ofalgorithm 42233.

Nj - Number of columns in a row

o'.*, . - Initiul 
"rror 

estimate ofsignat level from A2123

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

/s,, 
r 

- Corrected intensity for each bin aod phase step (now also corrected for star

contamination).

ol,_, - Error estimate of corrected intensity.
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The data points affected by stars, as indicatedby Sllag2hijk, are remoyed and a culvo is

fit to the remaining data points using the same functions as in A2232. The romoved data

points are replaced by t})eir corrosponding values in &e fitted curve.
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HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Generally applicable.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all observation images excepr for Filrer 7

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

It Sflag3r$= Q ttrtsn make no correction for that bin

lf 5fla9267, = 0 thsn for tbe affected bio only

I' = l- o - Res^ 
'o

l+
R€r.

(EO s.74)

(EO s.7s)

(EO s.r7)

Note: Only the bins affected by stars a.re corrected. The remaining bins which ne€d no

correction are saved as:

CX
(EO 5.76)

oJ = oc8

5.4 A224 - Roll eflect attitude correction

5.4.1 4224'l: Determine whether correction is needed

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

When the spacecraft experiences a roll or similar movement lie line of view Orough

the atmosphere is displaced changing the value of the observed radiance. This phenom-

enon generates significant errors if it occun during the multiple image measurement

sequence. Narrow emission features ar€ most sensitive to this effect. Corrections are

only made for mesospheric OIS and OH (night time measur€ments) and for la-rge Az.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. Nl - Number of fields of view (=2).

. N, - Number of rows in measurement window.

. Ni - Number of columns in mea-surement window.

. Nl - Number ofphase steps in measurement.

. Zhijk - Ahifide at the tangent point for each bin.

' 2Rt, - Rrf"."*.q o-[*t**&l P
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422 - Remove observatory ettect

Azaar - Maximum change in altitude allowed before the roll correction is done.

(from CDB)

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. LZt,i* - Altitude variation of bins relative to image one.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The spacecraft movement is not a continuous roll. It contains small random movements

which occur during $e exposuro time. The frequency of these movements is larger than

the sampling rate of the attitude. The value of az is an average or mean change during

the exposure time. Consequently it is assumed that the amplitude of the random move-

ments is smaller than the global mean change of attitude.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

This routine is a.lways ca.lledr4r
t{^^l- ovr <, i

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

co,^.pc,-tc fr. ",-\\

*ra -"a.tn".^,f
^ot..
c;\tcrs aJ g-

u.r:fi,,- **<'

["t( &rr

-)

ttsp csrnn,'re rhc ilril',de va.iati€a Bs fellows:

AZu,,r=O Yh,i,jandk=l

Azhij' = zhijk-*i v 4 i'j ana t e'

lf al,y lLZh )kl 
z AZ a,execute A2242-3.

otl coYicc

5.4.2 A2242t Calculat€ partial derivalivo of bin intensity

.*l

(EO 5.78)

(EO 5.7s)

(EO s.8o)

1*+

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Compute fie partial deriyative \Mith respect to altitude by fioding he two partial deriva-

tives with respect to row. The final derivative is in altitude on each vertical column.

INPUT:

The input parameters aro:

o Flags6iil

. N, - Number of fields of view (=2).

. Nr - Number of rows in measurement window.

. Ni - Number of columns in measurement window

. Nr - Number ofphase srcps in measurement.
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/$,;11 - Measured signal for each bin (in .ayleigh) corected for dark cu[ent and star

contamination.

Zhijk - Tzngent ahiLude of each bin.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

AI

AZ
- Partial derivative of the measured signa.l with rospect to altitude for each

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The spacecraft movement is not a continuous roll. It contains small random movements

which occur during the exposure time. The frequency of these movements is larger t}tan

the sampling rate of the attitude. The value of AZ is an average or mean change during

the exposure time. Consequently it is assumed that the amplitude of th€ random move-

ments is smaller than the global meao change of attitude.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

This roudne is always called if the roll attitude correction is ro be done

TRANSFORMATION EQUATION:

(*)^,,r=w),w) Y h, i,j aod k (EO 5.81)

If no correction due to bad bin Then
al

AZ

In order to compute the above derivatives use a smoothing function sucb as a second

order fit to the 7 data points (3 on each side) sunounding the current point. The correc-

tions applied should be small and so the derivadves must be smooth inorder not to intro-

duce gxcessive error. If there is a bad bin, then use only six data points.

5.4.3 42243i Correct lhe data tor Ioll eflect

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The measured signal is corrected for the roll effect by adjusting the value according to

the partial derivatives and the variations in altitude.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. N, - Number of lields of view (=2).

. Nr - Number ofrows in mgasurement window.

. Nj - Number of columns in measurement window

48 SDPPS Algorithms: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1993
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A22 - Remove observatory eltect

. Nr - Number ofpbase stops in m€asurement.

. Lzo,io - Vadation in altitude relative to first image

. 1stuJr - Measured signal in each bin (in rayleighs).

Iatr)
\az,)

- Partia.l derivative of measured signal in each column

o'.^., - Error cstimate of intensity from A2234

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. /&ii* - Corrected data referenced to image one.

. o-**,,, - Enor estimate of intensity.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The spacecraft movement is not a continuous roll. It contains small random movements

which occur during the exposure time. The frequency of these movements is larger than

the sampling rate of the attitude. The value of AZ is an average or mean change during

the exposure time. Consequendy it is assumed lhat the amplitude of the random move-

ments is smaller tian the global mean change of attitude.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

This routine is always called if the roll attitude conection is to be done

TRANSFOR MATIO N EO UATION :

AI

az
Azo,iu V /r, i, j and /< (EO s.82)

(EO s.83)
2 I l(]),,,,-,,-]1

|.'.-l*-]
The first image is not corrected as all LZh. k are zero for t=1 which is the reference

image.
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CHAPTER 6

423 - Background subtraction

*

/t>'

ta/B
/

rfu
t
a

{(.

er$0.)

N0

6.1 A231 - Wavelength conversion

6.1.1 A23l1: WAVELENGTH CONVERSION 557.7 nm DAY

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This algorithm receives as its data input tho dark current and star corected background

measurement at 551 nm. It fits to (hese data a two-component model consisting of atmo-

spheric Rayleigh scatteriog and baffle scattering. The Rayleigh scattering component is

modelled with an exponential function (see below), having two adjustable parameters;

the Rayleigh scattering at 85 km S(Zo) and its scale height H. The baffle scattering is

modelled by using an empirical model from the CDB, and adjusting it by a single scal-

ing factor K. Thus the application of th€ tr o-component model yields four pamm€ters,

S(Zr, H, Kl and K2, which represent the background signal at 551 nm. This must now

be converted to the background signal at 557 nm, which in the general case is done by

applying separate wavelength conversion t'actors for Rayleigh, S(557)/S(551), and baf-

fle, B(557)/8(551), scartering (called below the Model method). A simpl€r d ect

method is to be optionally available; this involves using an average wavelength conver-

sion factor WCAV for both components. For this direct approach tie background is not

separated into its two components --- tie measured background is simply scaled wi&
this average wavelength conversion factor WCAV

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. BMsw - background model swi(ch (run time parameter).

. OlBhiJ - datk current and starlight corrected background image at 551 nm, in ray-

leighs.
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j

-)

. Zhi.i - ahinrde prolile associated wiur he background image. (k=l sinco th€ back-

ground measurements have only I image)

. Zr - altitude of the spacecraft.

. Bn hij(Z) - baffte scattering model (see definition below). (Model paramerers srored

in the CDB)

. Z0 - refercnce altitude for the Rayleigh Scattering profite. (from th€ CDB)

. Zref- rcfercnce altitud€ (from CDB) which defines baffle scattering threshold

region.

S { 557). -: ' - rayleigh scatrerinp ralio obtained from rhe CDB.
S ( 551)

B {55?l. : - baffle sca(erins ratio obtained from fte CDB.
B (55r)

. WCAV - average wavelength conversion factor obtained from the CDB.

. a"pn, br4,c"1r - coefficients of the baffle scattering model. (from the CDB)

OUTPUT:

The oueut parameters are:

. OlB55'l n;j - background image converted to 557.7 nm

. S(Zo) - Rayleigh scattering at 20.

. H - scale height of apparent Rayleigh scattering.

. l(/, r(2 - balne scattering normalization parameters.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The Model mothod assumes ftat the baffle scattering model described can b€ deter-

mined in orbit, and that baffle scattering can be separated from Rayleigh scattering.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

By DAY we mean that the daytime apenure stop is in position. Experience may sbow

that the single scaling factor WCAV (the direct method) will suffice. However the full

modelled analysis is preferred if it is found that meaningful values of Rayleigh scatter-

ing can be obmined.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

lzrtj zo)

s... = s(z^\e (EO 6.r)

-)
The Baffle Scattering component is described by( y'-luc Fv c.^ CbB

Zou = 3O0 km
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The Rayleigh Scattering componont is descdbed by:
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+

Bni.i = K 1^Bi,,tz"l +xr^ (Eo 6.3)

wherc BTijQ,) = a"o +b,r'(Zou-zr,r) +c"sr(Zrr-z^.t2 6o e.r1

Each set of coefficients (ashq,bshq,cshq) is obtainod from the CDB and combined into
the measurement biDs for all q iDj as in function A2l l3 to give ldte (a"1qbr1r1cr1i).

The coefficients are defined at each of 6 altitudes for the space craft. The coefficients are

linearly interpolated in spacecraft altitude to the curr€nt altitude Zr.

Two wavelength conversion processes are switch selectable:

If'BMsw = 0

Then Direct:

Ol8557 h = Ol B ni,' WCAV

Else Modelled: (lf BMsw = l)

Note: If this fails, then use direct.

lnteryolate (arib,tj,crt) V h and iat Zs

Fit (linear least mean squars)

Z,"t = t3O km

and K for all bins

olBh,. = Kt:f..tz.) +K2^ for atl ztil>2,"1 (check for bad bins) (Eo 6'8)

(Eo 6.s)

(Eo 6.6)

(EO 6.7)

(EO 6.9)

(EO 6.ro)

Borifro Kr,

otB!.. = otB...- 8...
hu ht) htJ

FOVI FOV2

57-s (al I l,rl I l,.l I l), (allz,bl lz,cl12) (al2l,b l2l,cl2l), ( al22,b 122,c122)...

5ll5 (o7l |,b2l | ,c2l l), (a212,b212,c212) (a221 ,b221 ,c221), (o222,b222,c222). . .

595 (a3l I,0311,c3 | l), (a312,b312,c312) (a321,b321,c321), (a322,b322,c322)...

605 (a4l l,b4 | 1,c4 I l), (a412,b4 I 2,c412) (a42t,b421,c421), (a422,b422,c422)...

615 (a5l l.r5l 1,c51 l), (a512,b512,c512) (a521,b521,c521), (a522,b522,c522)...

625 (d6l l,b6l1 ,c6l l), (a612,b612,c612) ... (@621,b 621,c621 ), (a622,b622,c622)...

Calculate
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b @tB|

Fit (linear least mean squares)

1

-.) = ln (J (Zo) ) - 
HQhij- 

Zi (cbeck for bad bins)

(ialaculate S, using S(Zo) aod H

(EO 6.11)

(EO 6.12)

Note: This function will be refined after launch once atmospheric data have be€n

obtained. Part of the initial operations plan will be dedicated to verifying the back-

ground colIections.

6.1.2 42312t WAVELENGTH CONVERSION 630.0 nm DAY

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This algorithm receives as is data input the dark current and star corrected background

image at 551 nm. This is converrcd to a background image at 630.0 nm.

INPIJT:

The inpur pa.rameters are:

. OIB hij - daJk current and star corrected background i mage at 551 nm, in Rayleigh

. B (6301 
-baffle scatterins ratio obtained from the CDB.

I (s5 r)

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. OlB630nij - background image converted to 630.0 nm, in rayleighs.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

This algorithm rests on the assumption that the rutio bgtwoen the baffle scattering at

551 nm and that at 630 om is a constant.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

By DAY we mean that tbe daytime aperture stop is in position. Since the 630 nm emis-

sion is only at high altitude (unlike the 557.7 nm emission) there is no attempt to recover

the Rayleigh scattered light. Hence the direct method is used.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

, (630)

. S(557r 8(557,
OlB557. =5. ^ +8. 

^,tt i,/ S(551) h, B\Sst)

-/
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o t 8630 = 0lB
B(55r)

(EO 6.14)

423 - Background subtraction

(EO 6.13)



A23 - Background subtraction

)

6.1.3 A2313: WAVELENGTH CONVEBSTON 232.0 nm O+ DAy

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This algorithm receives as its data input the backgound measurement obtained from
the OH Doppler cbannel. This is converred to a background image ar 732 nm.

INPUT:

The input paramercrs are:

. OHDhij -background image at 737 nm (which is rhe OH Doppler channel), in ray-

leighs.

B ('132\

B 1731)

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. OHD13zhij - background image conve ed to 732 nm, in rayleighs

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Generally applicable.

CEITFPIA r)F APPI IEAFIII ITV.

By DAY we mean that the daltime apcrture is in position

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

B (132)
(EO 6-1s)oHD132h = OHDt

B (',737)

6.1.4 A2314: WAVELENGTH CONVERSION 557.7 nm NIGHT MESOSPHERE

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This algorithm receives as its data input the 551 nm background mcasurement, from

which the dark curent and discrerc stars have been subtracted. From this image the dif-
fuse starlight background is subuacted, which is done using the average signal level

across the top row of bins, which is just above the NO2 continuum layer, alld is denoted

ES55J.. The image with the starlight sub[acted is sayed as an image of tie NO2 contin-

uum. Where a 557 nm thermospheric measurement follows the mesosphedc one, the

same starlight level is used for botl.

INPTJT:

. OIBNj- dark curren[ and star corrected background image at 551 nm, in rayleighs

NO. (557 )

N O 2155t)

. s:= 
- wavelength conversion factor for sta.rlight, obtained from cDB.

SI(551)

-
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A23 - Background subtraction

OUTPUT:

. OlB557 hij - background image converted to 557 nm, in rayleighs.

. NOz,, - NO2 continuum image, to be stored as a data product, averaged to one col-

umn.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

This method assumes that an averaged value of diffuse sarlight background, obtained
just above the NO2 layer is adequate for the subtraction of starlight from all other bins.

It also assumes (hat tho backgound signal, wit}l starlight subtracrcd, is a good represen-

tation of the NO2 continuum. Tbere will be a variation in the signal due to diffuse star

light from the highest altitude line of sight to the lowest altitude lino of sigbt due to

varying absorption. It is not known how large an effect this will be and it may be n€ces-

sary to account for tiis after atmospheric data is available for analysis.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

By NIGHT we mean that the nighttime aperture is in use

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

The top row or highest altitude row of the image is row i=1. Hence the estimate of tie
diffuse star background is taken as the average across row I for both fields of view.

(EO 6.16)
Bl)

Flags 
ot

IfNr6=0then

ES55lh \- r.r B.

ES55li = 0

set error message

I

N
(EO 6.17)

(EO 5.'r8)

(EO 6.1e)N02. . =
,!

IOIBh - ES55t 
hl

NO)(551) -srr 557)
OtB557. = lOlA.. -E.S55ll x - +ES55l xhu hu Noztssl) sr(551)

(EO 6.20)

6.1.5 A2315: WAVELENGTH CoNVERSION 630 nm NIGHT

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

At night, the background for the hermospheric emissioo will be tie diffuse starlight. If
the 630 nm measurement is made by itself, a backgound image at 551 nm will be

acquircd with it. If the 630 nm measurement is madc in conjunction with a 557 nm mea-

surement, then the same starlight will b€ used for both.
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-l

INPUT:

The input paramet9rs are:

. OIB hi - dark c\rrent and star corected background i mage at 551 nm.

Sf r6l0). _= :- - wavelengtl conversion factor for starlight obtained lrom the CDB
sT (s5l)

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. OlB630uj - background image converred to 630 nm

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

It is assumed that starlight is the only background signal for the 630 nm emission at

night.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

By NIGHT we mean that the nighttime aperture is in use

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

B (630)
(EO 6.21)OlB63Oh = Ol Bh

B(55r)

,

6.1.6 A2316: WAVELENGTH CONVERSION OH NIGHT

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This algorithm receiv€s as its data input a dark current and discrete star corrected back-

ground measurement at 735 nm. First of all the diffuse starlight background is sub-

tracted from this image, using the average of the row of bins just above t]le NO2 and OH

emission layers in each of the windows. By using a wavelsngth conversion factor and

noting that the starlight level in the 735 nm window is twice that in fte other windows

because of &o wedge, th0 corroctgd image is converted to background images at 734

and 737 nm. The background image with smrlight subtracted is saved as an ima8e of the

N02 continuum.

INPUT:

The input pammeters are:

. OHB hij - t\e average of thegffi dark curren t and star corrected background images

at 735 nm -- rayleighs.

NO)(731t N O t 17341

N Olt't35) NO )1735)

CDB.

Sf(734) SI ( 737)

SI(735) Sr(735)

CDB.
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)

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. OHn34hij - background image converted to 734 nm -- rayleighs.

. OHB'13'l *;j - background image convertod to 737 nm -- rayleighs.

. NOzOH tu - NO2 continuum image to be stored as a data product, averaged to a sin-

gle column.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

It is assumed tiat diffuse starlight and the NOz continuum ar€ the only backgrouod

sources for OH at night.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

By NIGH'I we mean that the nighuime aperture is ill use.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

Es?3s. = ls or:, N.t- 
lBnr, (check Flagrn-) Go 6'22)

) 1 
"lt[ x-4 t

where OIIB14 is the moasurement at the highesldLltitudEoy{in background imaBe.

NO2u.. = OYgn..- 9513t (EO 6.23)

No2(734\ E5735 sr (734)
OHB134,..= NO2,.._ +_ (EO 6.24)hr nu No.(735) 2 sT(715)

)

oHBj3.t,.. = ror,..'oi'""" +85735 
sr(737) 

(Eo 6.2s)hr o') No2(735\ 2 ST 1135)

No2oHh, = lLroro,, (Eo 6.26)

Note: For the above, one must check for bad bins.
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6,2 4232: lnterpolate to measurement reference
altitude profile

w* A&'(
*i€

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Tbe background image is taken at a time and location different from the associated

measurement. Consequently the altitude profile of the background will not be sampled

at the same altitudes as tbe measurem€nt. This function interpolates the background pro-

file using a NAG least squares spline routiDe to the measurement altitudes.

INPI,T:

The input parameters are:

' W,, 'The wavelength corrected background from A23t

. ZB hij - The altitude profile of tho background image.

. Zhijk - The alilude profile of the current measurement.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. Bgndzhik - The background interpolated to the measurement altitudes.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

It is assumed that the background image taken prior to the measurement can be interpo-

lated to thg measurment Iocation.

ERITFEIIA OF APPI I(:AFIII ITY.

None

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The vertical prot'ile in each column and in each fiold of view is fit using a NAG cubic

spline least squares routine (EO2RAF) as a function of altitudc. That is ZB 1;and Bgndp

vectors are input for each j.

The new yalues of background are lhen calculated for each zJl 41to give BBn ay.

Note: As an alternative to the simple cubic spline in@rpolation, a bicubic spline could

be used to fit the en(ire background image. This }vould introduca some dependence from

one column to the next and the effects of this would need to be studied,

6.3 A233: Background Subtraction

-)

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The wavelength and altitude corrected background is subtracted bin by bin from the

measured data.

INPUT:

The input pilramelcrs arc
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)

. I o - Corrected image intensities from A2243.

. o2o - Enor estimate for corrected d ala trom A2243.

. BgndZp4p- Background at roference alritudes from 4232

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

o ffik, - Background correcred intensiry images.

. o2. - Error estimate of back$ound corrected data.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes all conections have been made to the data and that lhe appropriate back-

ground has been selected and corrected for the given measurement.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

I u^,, = I *^,r- BgndZo,j, (EO 5.27)

(EO 6.28)
2

BgndZo
.l

I

i

6.4 A234: Filter transmission correction

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The signal level in Rayleigh is corrected for the tact that the emission line is not located

at the peak of the filter. The correction is made usiog the filter transmittance (normal-

ized to unity at the filter peak) at the location of 0re emission line.

INPIJT:

The input parameters are:

. /sr_ - Corrected signal level (in Rayleigh) from function 4233.

. MT nij - Filter transmittances for the measurement bins, from 42l l3

. 
"'- 

- Error estimate of backsround correctcd data.

OUTPUT:

The output pa.rameters are:

' /n,t - emission line signal level (in Rayleighs), corrected for filter ransmission
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o - Error estimate of emission line signal.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

This process assumes that all dark curlent and background have beeo subfacted, so that

the signal a ses purely ftom an isolated emission line.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

This process is applied to all observation images except O2.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

(EO 6.2s)
MT.

2

rMT. .t2'nu

(EO 6.30)

Note: The transmittance of tie filter may change with filter temperatue. The filter uans-

mission correction may need to be changed after the insturment characErization to

account for this effect.
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CHAPTER 7

11124 - Extract calibration parameters

Note: The pbase, visibility and dark curent obtained in the ftequent calibradons is to be

saved for &e use by other algorithms. Phase and visibility are computed in this fun$n.
Dark current images do not need to be processed further but must be saved.

7.1 A241: Calculate step phase

?

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The phase due to the mirror stepping is computed for the calibration measuroment.

INPUT:

The ioput parametcrs are;

OUTPUT:

The output pa.rameters are

6OcAr^_. - Calibration phase step

60r (I) - Phase step of mirror motion (from CDB, one value for each wavelength

and each phase step, approximately or ).

COAEhpq - CDB Off Axis Effect in CDB bins (from CDB). These are multiplicative

values relative to the normal incidence value at the MI optical axis.

N1 - Number of mirror phase steps.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The off axis effect is determined during the calibration of the instrument and is sot up as

an array of values relative to the opdcal centre of the Michelson. Thus the effective step
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size is changed by this relative amount to account for the longer path length for off axis
rays.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The measurement binning of he off axis effect map is calculated in the same manner as

for the CDB bio conversion in ,A2l13.

Nac = number ofCDB bins in measurement bin. (EO 7.1)

I
MOAE., = 

-
hr Nrazrootno, v (P,q) in (i,i) (EO 7.2)

(Eo 7.3)6oc^r,,, = MOAEi,, , I 00, tr-t for I = l, Nr

assumes phase steps are cummulative.

7.2 A242: Calculate calibration vector

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONT

The data from the frequent phase calibration is analyzed using either the Multipte Lin-

ear Regression tool (A3l3l) or the Multiple Point Algorithm (A3132) to denvell,12
and J3 values.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. I ^. , - Phase calibration imape \ryhich is dark current correc(ed

2
d cltL-. -

- Error estimarc of phase calibration data

. 60cez,,, - Calibration phase step.

. Nr - Number of rows in image.

. Nj - Number of columns io image.

. Nt - Number of mirror phase steps.

. mode -The mode of weighting used in the MLR or MPA fitting. lf mode=o then

equal weighting, if node=l then statistical we igbting. (Thir=ouffttErrortirrrE.
pa€n€t€r)- r..! eb g C- C 6rttT'

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are
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tlhij, lzhij and "/3rr - Fit values for each bin

2)2_
o t 

^,,'o 
tt^,, d;3,, - Error estimate of J values

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The calibration intensities must be sent to the MLR or MPA routines bin by bin since

these routines operate on vectors of data representing a single phase measurement or a

stacked set ofphase measurements. Each Jl, J2 and J3 for each bin must be used to

compute the phase and visibility in A243.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

SetNp=ly'r, ordee\,Nr., =2 arld iermq= q lor qll J'|,",^. (T\ese are all local vari-

ables used in the call to A31313)

{o = 6ocor-.

atA

b"
Set

lf mode = l then 6

If bad bin, th€n

set Jl, J2, J3 = I

o=l
do not call MLR

Else

Call 43l3l3 to compute MLR fit. Then,

Jtu. = bo 
"1r,r= "1,

J20,, = b, 
"1r"-= 

o1,

J3o, = b, 
"1r^,, 

= "'0, 
v It' i' and i

Alternatively use { as the input to the MPA routine and compute Jl' J2 and J3

for p = l, N, (cbeck for bad bins) (Eo 7.'l)

(EO 7.s)

(Eo 7.6)

(Eo 7.7)

If ,rod? = 0 then 6
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Note: Both the MPA and MLR routines aro includcd here as possible functions to use. It
is intended that the function which executes the fastest and provides $le most accurate

results will be used. It is not clear at this time which one will be best.

7.3 A243: Extract phase and visibility

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The values of Jl, J2 and J3 for each bin in the calibration image are used to derive cali-

bration phase and visibility. The calibration values obtained here must be stored for later

use by thf measurement excraction routines.

INPUT:

The input pammeters arc:

. llhij,12 j,l3h;; - J values from A242.

"3r 
^,,, 

"1r^,, 
olr^ - Enor estimate of J values from A242 2

-)

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. acot^,, - Frequent calibradon phase

? ,
2

carr- - Error estimatg for Phase ,1"* ;/ a 61 s
;;7-x lt''

t2l .+t3

z

(EO 7.8)

*+L "a'rVxt; '-'-'' ,

yc^.1_- Visibility from frequent calibradon

of.^, - Error estimate for visibility.

q ' 4l ''b+'
HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The frequent phase values are used in the processing of the flight data' however, the vis-

ibility values are simply stored and are used off line to look at the instrument visibility

in conjunction with &e inftequent calibration data.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION;

2

.n...

t,2

,

oj, nl,,*,f,. ttl ,rr - q - 
+6
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- ' 
(J3r,,)

actt,,,= b"-'lf, 
,) 

v h'iaidj (Eo 7'10)

p1, 
^ 

r rl', * 
"i r, 

", 
zll'"

6ocAL,,,= 

--4;4;- 
Go7'11)

ranseofphasovaru"rir[,2]p] O ;l^.tJ.l r-- 
"-=7GT**)

range of visibility values is I0,11

Notei The proper form of the inverse tangent functioD must be used in order to ensure

the proper range of phase values is returned. That is the function must use both sign and

magnitude of J3 and J2 inorder to determine the angle correctly.

Note: The caElogued output data interface document specifies a quality parameter for

each column of output. Since the phase is the value used by the algorithms the quality

flag is based on the phase error as:

tl
2

ooctL, (check for bad bins) (EO 7.12)

tn
I

,\L ,]
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CHAPTER 8

,A,'31 - Extract Measurement Parameters

8.1 A311 : Calculate intrinsic phase

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The phase due to the minor stepping is added to the other phase contributions to derive

the total phase without atnospheric wind phase or to deriv€ the intrinsic phase.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. Oyo^,, - Phase due to projected velocity terms and zero wind phase. (from A2224\.

. 60*(I) - Phase step for measurement of miror motion. (from CDB, one value for

each wavelength and each phase step, approximately or ).

. COAEhpq- CDB off axis effect in CDB bins (from CDB). (see also funcion A222)

. ly'r - Number of mirror phase steps.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. o/, r - Total or intrinsic phase for each bin

t{YpoTt{Fqtq oF APPI ICA FI II ITY.

All the phase contributions are add€d together including the step dus to mirror position.

The off axis effect is computed for the step. The mirror phase step calculation is

repeated here in order to reduce the catalogued data required in t}Ie first level ofprocess-

ing.
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CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all atnospheric doppler measurements.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

NBC = number of CDB bins in moasurgment bin.

I __
MOAEh = 

-1r1_LLCOAEi!, 
V tp.qt in ti. jt

otp q

k

6lo,rr = MOAEu..x I S0, f rl for t = l, Nr

ot iTr = ovo^ + 601,;11

8.2 4312: Calculate instrument visibility

(EO 8.1)

(EO 8.2)

(EO 8.3)

(EO 8.4)

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The instrument visibility stored in the CDB is converted from the CDB bins to the mea-

surement bins by averaging.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. U cor^,, - Visibility from the CDB in CDB bins

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes that the yisibility measured in the infrequent calibrations and stored in the

CDB can be averaged across the measurement bins to provide the insEument visibility
appropriate for the measurement.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all atmospheric doppler measurements.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

,, - |

ZZ'ro"^,, V (p, q) tn (i,j) (EO 8.s)

where Naa is the number of CDB bins in one measurement bin as in A2121
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OUTPTJT:

The output panmeters are:

. Uiij - Visibility in measurement bins.
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Note: A different bin combination may be required for rhe visibiliry. This will have to be

confirmed during the instrument calibration.

8.3 A313: Calculate apparent quantity vectors.
(J1,J2,J3)

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The apparent quantity vecton Jl, J2 and J3 may be obtained in one of rwo ways depend-

ing upon the measurement. Two functions A3l3l, the MLR Iit, and A3132, the MPA fit,
are described first. These routines are functions which are ca]led by different parts of the

software. They are important to understanding the calculation of the apparent vectors

and so are included frst. The MLR and MPA tools are called as needed in the remaining

algorithms.

INPUT:

. NOWAVE -Nowave limiting correlation coefficient value. (from CDB, typical value

is 0.6)

. U n,,, a n,1r,l n,iP Flagrr-r - Measurement data (as defined in following subsections).

OUTPUT:

. llhi, nhi, nhi - Column vectors of average column.

. 6!),:612r:c,r^ - Estimate ofthe standard deviation of theJ vectors.

. pnou",n - Wave/nowave correlation coefficient.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

It is assumed in all cases that the entire image is used to obtain a representative column

or average column for that measurement. This entails defining a common altitude scale

and average instrumeot parameters.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

1. Call 43133

- determine p,o,",r.

2. lf p.o"",a < NOWAVE

then Call A3134 else Call A3135

3. Call A3136

- compute average altitudes and instrument parameters
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8.3.1 A3131 : Multiple linear regression (MLB)

This function is divided into three parts. A3l3l I and A3l312 initialize all tbe

parameters oeeded for the actual N{LR fit in A3l3I3, Each of these three fuoctioDs

must be able to be called separately since thc frequent calibration data extraction

calls just A31313 while the meassurement data extraction calls all three.

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION DESCRIPTION:

Systematic tlends are introduced into the WINDII intensity data by wave motion and

other atmopheric stuctures. Spatial variations from image to imagg will lead to errors in

the apparent quantities if such trends are not accounted for in the analysis. The genera.l-

ized form of the Michelson equation can be extended to include a linear or quadratic

polynomial in place of the simple constant nlultiplier. This polynomial can ften be used

to model variations and reduce the error in he apparent quantity determination.

The measured intensity of a given bin at a given time may be written in the generalized

form as:

E (z\ Il + upv (z\ cos (O/ + { (z) ) I dl (Eo 8.6)

Where:

. A(rp) is one of

A(t) = aoot

A (tp) = ao+afpot

Att \ = a^+a.l +a^12'P u tp tp
. E(z) is the volume emission rate at altitude z.

. Ilp is the inlrinsic visibility of a given bin.

. y(z) is the line visibility corresponding to the atmospheric temperatue at altitude z.

. op is the phase due to OPD, spacecraft velocity and mirror position.

. { (z) is the phase due to the atmospheric wind.

and index p = 1,2,..., r. This assumes n data poinb were taken for the measurement.

If the cosine a.rgument is expaoded then equation I may b€ written as:

I
L

A
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

A multiple lioear regression method is used to fit the measured data to the generalized

form of the Michelson equation. The data may be from either calibrations or measure-

ments. A brief descripdon of the Michelson equation with an optional polynomial pre-

multiplier is given below. This formulation is weighted more strongly by the brigbtness
yariations and so averages wave structure in the intonsity profile morg than in the wind

and temperature profiles.
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t =At lEzd!+Art tu cosap pJ 9 t 0

L

E (z) Y(z) cos (O (u ) ) d/

-A (t 
p\ u psinD pl E (z) v (z) sin ( O (z) ) .r,

j
L

L

(EO 8.7)

(EO 8.11)

(EO 8.12)

(EO 8.13)

(EO 8.14)

(EO 8.1s)

(EO 8.16)

Io = A (tr\ Jr+A(rp\ upcosop.l2- Alr) upsino pJ3 (EO E.8)

The values,Il,,I2 and "I3 are l}le line integrals in equation 8.8 and they contain the atrno-

spheric information we wisb to recoveL

Fort.11€caseof A(, o) = ao+arro+arfi'.

lo = ooJ 
1+ 

ooJ 
2l r rcosop 

) rp - aoJr { np sinop I

+ a J I p 
+ a I 2l u pcosa ) t 

p - a J )l u ps|r,a p) 
t 
p

+ arl 
rr2 

+orJ,luocosD,'lf,-arJ,tu,suoottf, (Eo s.9)

This may be written as a linear system of equations

N_,_

lp = L bqxeep,ap,t) (Eo s.ro)

9=0

where for ly'r"-, = $ wg 51vg;

bo = ooJ, xo= I

X, = (arcos<Do)

Xr= - (ursno 
o)

X.=t

Xo = (r.rrcos<Dr) r,

X5 = - (u 
psino p) t 

p

b, = aoJ,

'oJ3

b, = a rJ,

b, = arJ,

(EO 8.17)

b., = arJ, X., = (uocos} 
r) f,

(EO 0.18)

bo = arJ',

xu='1bu = arJ,
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For the case of a constant term fit: (Ntenn= 2)

bl (EO 8.20)

(EO 8.21)

(EO 8.22)

I process-

0

REFERENCES:

The Multiple Linear Regression Fitting roudne described in ,{3l3l2 and A31313 is a

modiired version of that described by Bevington on pages 164 to 186 in:

Data Reduction and Error Analysis for the Physical Scieoces, Philip R. Bevington,

I969 (published by McGraw-Hill Book Company).

The modification is to define the fitting function to be in thee independent variables in

stead ofjust one. See A3l3l3 helow.

8.3.'l .l A31311 : Stack selected bins lor litting ,unction

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The phase steps for a given bin are assigned sequentia.lly to a vector for each bin in a

giyen horizonal row. The FlaSs map defines which bins are good data and may bo used

in the fit.

Jr= br= boVcos$

,13 = b2 = b ovsLnl

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

o 
ryrov - Field oi View number I or 2.

. rn - Row Number of current horizontal row.

o Flagsql - lnclude map of horizontal row. (must b€ obtained from level

ing)

. Nj - Number of columns in a row.

. Nr - Number ofphase steps.

. @,,;j* - total insrument phase or intrinsic phase.

. Irijk- correcetcd intensity for each bin and phase step.

). o; -r - error estimate of corrected inlensity.

. U/,r - instrument visibility for each bin.

. mode - mode of weighting used in fitting procedure.

OUTPUT:

Tbe output parameters are

Np - Number of data elements in the fit vector

{j - thase at sten o ln the fit vector
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{ - stacking phase fit vector

,{ - instrument visibility fit vector.

4 - bin inteosiry fit vector (dopendent coordinate).

dp - error estimate of bin intonsity vector.

rVOF./rI - flag to indicate that there is not enough daa to fit
data, '0' means sufficient data for fiO

('1'means not enough

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Generally applicable.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied to all doppler observation images. The number of data points which compose

tho fit is checked and if 30% of the data is missing then the data is flagged and no fit is

ca-rried out on tie data.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

h = nfov

i= rn

P=0
Do j = 1,1Y,

Do*= l, Nr

If F/agsrrn = I Thsn

p = p+l

(visibility does not cbange with phase step)U u,, for k = l,Nr

/

9P

{

= O. .+(i-l)'2rr
htJ^

= o. ...

lf mode = 0 then o = I else o
PP

r;
./"i,.

End If
End Do

End Do

If Np < 0.7 Nj Nr then NOF IT = I Else l{OFl"I = 0
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Figure 8.1 shows a sample of the stacking generated by this function. Vector { is plot-

ted against {, the stacfing phase. In the case shown there are 8 phase steps recon-

structed to appear as 8 fringes.

8.3.1.2 A31312: Initializelitling parameters

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Initialize the parameters needed for the MLR fit. These are parameters used by the

MLR routine to determine to mode of the fitting. (Note: these may change depending

upon the input requirements of the MLR routine used)

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

o order - Order of the MLR av€raging polynomiat (0,1 or 2)

OUTPUT:

The output paramteres are:

. N,"* - number of function terms included in the fit.

. jtermq- vectot assigning the fuoction (erms in thg ftt. (dspends on t}le MLR routino)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes the mode will be tlxed in the operatiooal software and will not be changed by

run time parameters.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITYi

Applied to all calls to tre fifting routine

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Nrc,-=2 + 3*order (EO 8.23)

itermq=q fot q=LNkm (EO 8.24)

Note: This algori(hm (A3l3l2) may be integrated with 43l3l l. It has been kept sepa-

mte since botl tie frequent phase calibration analysis and t]le atmospheric emission line

analysis use the ovcrall MLR routine in slightly different ways.

8.3.1.3 A31313: Mulliplo Linear Regression Fitting

FUNCTIONAL DESCBIPTION:

Mul(ple Linear Regression (MLR) provides a least squaies fit to a set of data using a

basis set of functions which may be polynomials or may be more complex functions. Its

advantage over straighl forward matrix methods is that it requires the solution of one

fewer simultaneous equation.

A standard multiple linear regression routine from a subroutine package like NAG may

be used. The function definition may, howev€r, need to be modified in such a standard
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routine. The basis fitting functions, descdbed below, roquire three (3) independenr input
variables as opposed to the usual one input variable. A single value is still returned for
each set of inputs.

The MLR subroutine also calls a matrix inversion routine. The required routine will be

in the math subroutine package.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. ,/ - insaument visibiliry vecror.

. 6/ - total phase vector (all sources excepr wind)

. 
{ - stacking phase (from A3l3l I ). (l g/ and / are the independent variables for the

fitting basis function)

. {o -ain intensity vector.

. op - standard deviation ofbin intensity data.

. Np - numbor of points in the input data.

. Nr?rn - number of terms in the nt or number of coefficients.

. jtermq- yectot assigning the order of the function terms in the fit. (depends on MLR

routine)

o mode - mode of the we ighting used in the fit. (depends on MLR routine)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

A standard math library subroutine may be used to compute the Multiple Linear

Regression fit, however, the function defining the basis vectors is not standard and

requires 3 independent variables as inputs. The MLR routine used must be able to ban-

dle the basis function defined bolow.
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OUTPUT:

The output parameteff arc:

. yrrp - vector lvith the calculated fit.

. ,0 - constant term fitting coefficient.

. Dq - vector of fitting coefficients.

. o. - slaodard deviation of b0.

. or, - vector of standard deviation of bq.

. rq - linear correlation coefficienB.

. rm,{l - multiple liDear correlation coefficient.

o 12- reduced Chi squared for the fit.

. F - value of F test of fit.
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CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

The number of data points, Np, must be greater than the number of terms in the fit or

greater than (N,,,?n + 2) in order to obtain a solution. (eg. for constanl term fit, order = 0,

Np> 4)

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

This defines the basis functions used in the fitting procedure. Each call to this function

returns only the yalue of one term of the basis functions. Thejrerm vector allows that

differeot basis functions may be used for differcnt calls to the routine. The sum of all
telms times the fitdng coeflicients gives the estimate of the measured intensity.

The input paraneters to the function are:

. ,/ - instrument visibility ar point p.

. 0j - totaf phase (all sources except wind) at point p.

. / - stacking phase at point p.

. p - curTent data point in input vector

. q - current term in function,

. jtermq- vectot assigning order of fitting functions.

The output of the function is:

. wfctn - value ol the function for the qth term and Oe pth data point using the yector

rterm lo specify tefms in the function.

The function requires three independent inputs in addition to the index values. The

MLR routine used must be able to ca)l tbis function *itn ,/0, {o and / defined.

Normally the function is called from within 43l3l3. It may be called indepedently if
the value of the fit is required for a given set of fitting co€fficients.

Basis Functions:

The valve r = jtermq is used as the index for the functions Xr wher€:

(EO 8.2s)

x (Eo 8.26)

(EO 8.27)

x (EO 8.28)

X
0

x, = - 1t/osnqJo)

Xt = (

l
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x, = - 1,/0"*4lr) /,

x

x- = ,,/ "or{ 
,lt p 'P'p

x^ = -t,/"rn{tl6 p P', p

(EO 8.30)

(EO 8.31)

(EO 8.32)

(EO 8.33)

Return lrlcrr, = & for the given p and q

8.3.2 A3132: Multiple point algorithm (MPA)

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

A simple matrix metiod is used to compute "/1, ,/2 and "/3 for 10 a constant

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. Np - Number ofpoints in the fit vector

. ,/ - lnstrument visibility ofeach bin.

b"

P

- Intdnsic phase of each bin.

- Corrected intensities.

- Error estimate for corrected intensities

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. ll,12, J3 - I values for each bin.

. atra!2,6J3- estimate of standard deviation from fit.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

This routino may only be used when a constant terrn fit is used, that is when I0 is con-

stant. For small matricies this method may be computationally faster than the MLR

method, but is exacdy equivalent to an order =0Ml,Rfit.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

This algorithm is designed to work with one frioge of data. Hence Np = 4 or Np = 8 are

the only two valuos allowed for this routine.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The 4 or 8 intensities measured in a bin can b€ expressed as follows:
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,{"".q{

Jr"o"6l

This is a malrix equadon of the form , = A./

Hence we solve for./ as:

r ' 
-l . ,

J = tA'L 'A) A'\ ' B

*"{r, -/r,l: 
/,

-4.*o{

where

-,{":"r41

-t

(Eo 8.34)

(EO 8.3s)

oi

r' = [])I 2l
iutd !

8.3.3 43133: Calculate visibility correlalion coefficient

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The visibility is calculated on a bin by bin basis using only rhe phase data for one bin (4

or 8 steps). The visibility is estimated for these bins from either the MLR or the MPA fit.
The apparent temperature is then calculated and a correlation coefficient is ca1culated

based on the whole image.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. Urr - Inslrument visibility ofeach bin. (from A3l2)

. Or.,r - lntrinsic phase of eachbin.(fromA,3ll)

. lijk - ColTected intensities. (from level I file)

. 
"1 

- Error rstimate for correcred intensides. (from level I file)

. Flagsiil - Good/bad data flags for each bin. (from level I)

. Ar - OPD for measuement from CDB.

. l0 - Wavelength for measuremgnt emission line.

. N, - Number of rows in measurment image.

. Ni - Number of columns in measurement image.
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t,t
l4i

ifl

[l
L,,l

Hence !-l is ly'p x Np and is diagonal

Compute the oJ values from diagonal elements of (ArE-'a) 
I. 

That is

- ' -14
or, = [ret: 'er,-l fot n = 1,2,3. = (A^T^-l A)^-ln,n for n=1,2,3.
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iy'1 - Number of phase steps or images in measurement.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. ll hij,nhij,J3hi - J values for each bin-

. p*o,,,n- Wave I Nowave correlation coefficient

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The apparent temperature gives the best estimate of the presence of waves in the field of
view. However, the intensity or wind pbase may also be used in tbe same manner as the

temperature. The visibility or temperature is used here. If the temperature is calculated

for gach bin then it is a function ofrow number, i, and column number,j. The row num-

ber corresponds to tangont altitude and if a wave is present then within a given column

the variations due to the wave should correlate. The correlation coefficient is calcularcd

at each bin and the average value is assigned to pno"",n. Values of p.,,",, less than 0.6

indicate that no waye is present in the measurement.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Call A31332:

Compute the apparent temperature for each bin. These temperatures are tle data points

used in the calculation of the conelation coellicient below.

Call A31333:

Compute the wave/nowave correlation coefflcient

8.3.3.1 A31331: Calculate J l, J2, J3 lor each bin

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The apparent quantiti€s are calculated on a bin by bin basis using only the phase data

for one bin (4 or 8 steps). The visibility is estimated for these bins from either the MLR

or t}le MPA fit.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

' Uii, - Instrument visibility of each bin

. oi.'r - Intrinsic phase ofeach bin.

. Ihijk - Cofiected intensities.
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Call ,A.3l33l:

Compute the MPA or MLR fit to the data in each bin to derive vdues for lI pi, l2lii and

./3i,r. ln the case of the MLR fit this is a corlstant term fit or order = 0 fit. Note that the

correlation coefficient must be calculated indepondgntly for each field of view.
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2
o, - Enor estimate for corrected intensities

Flags6il - Goodlbad data flags.

Ni - Number of rows in measurement image.

Ni - Number of columns in measurcment imag€.

Nt - Number of phase steps or images in measurement.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. I|hij,ntuj,l3hij - J values for each bin.

. o.tr,,,ot2^,,,6t3, - Enor estimate for J va.lues.

. y/u) - Visibility from fit for each bin.

. - Estimate of standard deviation in visibility.

' Nllaghij - Flag tor each bin to indicate lhat lher€ were enough dam to calculate "/ val-

ues. (l for fit,0 for nofit)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes that the visibiliry can be obtained from a single bin

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

If $e F lagJ variable indicates that more than one of &e bins in a measurement is bad

tren that bin should not be used in the determination of the correlauon coefficient.

Either the MPA or MLR fit may be used. The choice will be decided upon based on lhe

efficiency of t}Ie algorithm and will then be fixed.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Uql= Uqfor k= lJVr (visibility does not change with phase step)

If MLR fit then: setorder=0,Np=8, node = I and Call .A3l3l2 For each (h,i,j) exe-

cute the following 3 steps:

1. Set the fit vectors for each bin

P=0
Dot= l,rV*

lf Flagshijk = l'I\en

p = p+t

= o....lro

il
o

It
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End If
End Do

2. Fit the data.

If (rve > 4) rhen

Nflago,, = I

If MLR fit then: Call 43l3l3,
On return set ./ltuJ = bo, l2hij = b b 13hij = b2 and

Gtt = Ob-,6!2 = (Jb,At3 = Cb

If MPA fit (hen: Call A3132,

On return set "/14 = ll, 12ry = 12, Ro,,= fi v116

oJtr, = o.tt'oJ2r,,= ot2'ot3r,,= oJ3

Else

Nflagry = 
g

(Not enough data to do the fit for tie givon bin)

3. Compute the visibility.

It (Nflag^,, = l) 111s(l

Call 4314l to obtain YrrJ and oy, 
,

Else

Vuj=land,ou^,=lE+30

8.3.3.2 431332: Calculate temperature lrom bin

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Compute tlre apparent temperature for each bin using A333. These Emperatures are the

data points used in the calculation of the correlation coefticient.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. N, - Number of rows in measurement image.

. Nj - Number of columns in meastllement image.

. Vrr, - Visibility from 43l33l.

. A^ - OPD for the moasurement from the CDB.

. to - Wavelength of the measurement emission line
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OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. 7r4 - Apparent temperature for bin.
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HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Call A333 to compute the tomperature. (Set VIsw = I in call to 4333)

8.3.3.3 431333: Calculate temperature cottelalion coefficient

FUNCTIONAL OESCRIPTION:

The apparent temperature is used to calulate a correlation coefficient based on the

whole image.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. Ni - Number ol rows in measurement image.

. NJ - Number of columns in measurement image

. fhtj - Temperature from each bin.

. Nflaghj- nt flag fiom A3l33l.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. p-a"".h - Wave / Nowave correlation coefficient.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The apparent temperature gives the best estimate of the presence of waves in $e areld of
view. If the temperature is calculated for each bin then it is a function of row number, i,

and column number,j. The row number corresponds to tangent altitude and if a wave is

present then within a given column the variations due to the wave should corrolate. The

correlation coefficient is calculated at each bin and the average value is assigned to .

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

For a given row i (in FOV i) we havej = I to NJ data points I1;. For anotrer row p

(p;.i) wehavej= I to Nidatapoints Trpj.

I
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l*t Thi = trry and (EO 8.36)
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N,

-\-r (EO 8.37)

(EO 8.38)

(EO 8.3e)

(EO 8.40)

(EO 8.41)

'l 
hp

also

lf (Th =O) Then rr, = O Else thij= Thij-Thi

If f T. . = 0) Then r. . = 0 Else r. =T. -7,hPJnhnPJaP

The corelation coefircient then is (one per FOV)

fori = l,(Ni- 1) and p=i+1,N.

Srr. r. .r

Y LNflag hij> 0 then cbe.k good rows

and the average of the absolute values provides the wave criteria

2

*",", Ni(Ni - I)
p Llro,,

8.3.4 A3134: Calculate apparent vector in No-Wave case

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This function is called if the wave criteria from A3133 indicates that no waves are

detected. ln this case a constant term fit to the data is sufficient.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. - see below.

OUTPUT:

The output pammete$ are:

. - see below.
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8.3.4.1

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

CBITERIA OF APPLICABILITYT

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION :

A31341: Compute row mean values ol Jl, J2 and J3

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This function is called if the wave criteria from .{3133 indicates that no wav€s iue

detected. In this case the simple bin by bin values of Jl, J2 and J3 are avcraged.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. Il hij,l2hij,nhij - J values for each bin-

' o 
^,,,o 

t2r,: o 
t3^,, 

- esdmated standard deviations io the J values.

. Nlloghij -Fit nag from 43l33l.

OUTPUT:

The output pa.rameters are:

. i hi,Jzhi, nhi - Row average values.

. ; rr^;; rr,;; rr^, - standard deviation ofthe mean.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The average value and the standard deviation relative to the mean are computed.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION;

Set

NF.. = SNfldP,nt zJ ' en, (EO 8.42)

fi,Zr 
| 0,,* uttoer,, 

"r,^ = # F
uo, = fiL, n,,, Nfl a s s,,,i 12,, = 

O,l1"lr,

orr, x NJIaB nij GO 8.43)

tn

i

,]
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L')

x Nfloeh, (EO 8.,14)

thgn compute averages
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x Nllaehij (EO 8.45)

8.3.4.2 A31342: Test for acceptable signal to noise

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Use the sigma values calculated in ,A3l34l to determine which rows n€€d to be refit
using the full image and rhe MLR consrant term fir.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

Jlhi,J2h, J3h, - Row average values.

6Jt^;a!2^, oJ3,, - Standard deviations of the mean.

llimit - The maximum relative deviation allowed for simple row ayerages. (from

CDB)

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. llhi,lzhi,l3H - Apparent quantity vectors for the average or representative column.

. orr,,orr^ oJ3^ - Standard deviadons for the avemge column.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The relative variation is compared with the Jlimit valuo to determine if a new fit is to be

done.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY;

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

If

i3 h, = i- Zt 3 
h, j, N tt o s 1,,, o t t 

^, 
= 

il,}1"i, ",tr' 

"

o!! 
rtti^i, ^na? <lti*i, 

^ra 
"3 rrr,*u

Jt n; t2n; t3ni

Then

(EO 8.46)

(EO 8.47)

(EO 8.48)

Jln = llp JZh = J2ht J3o = 131,;

orr = o./t ott = o!2 orr = o./l

Otherwise

Refit tre dala using A3131 with constant term nt and mode = 0. Call ,A3l3l I for each
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row i and each FOV h. With order = 0 Call A31312 and A31313. Then fte output values

are defined as:

Jl o, = bo J2r, = b, J1o, = b,

olrr. = 6bo a12, = ob,

(EO 8.4s)

(EO 8.s0)

8.3.5 A3135: Calculate apparent vector in Wave case

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This function is called if the wave cdteria from A.3133 indicates that waves are

detected. In (his case two possible solutions are given in A3t35l and ,{31352.

INPUT:

The input parameters are

. - see below.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are

. - see below.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

8.3.5.1 A31351 : Compule lull MLR lil to image

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This is currently the only function defined to treat the wave case. The raw data from the

images are sent to A3l3l with order = 2 for a quadratic fit. The fitting coefficients

returned are theo used to compute the avorage -/ vectors.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. 1tuI - Conected intensity data for &e full image and for all phase steps.

1
- Error estimate for corrected iotensity.

O r - Total phase for each bin.

U1,4 - Instrument visibility for each bin.

Flaqshijk - Goodlbad data flags for each bin

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:
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. llhi,nhi,J3tu - J values based on MLR fit.

, o 
! t,,, o tzr, d !1r. - Esti mated standard deviati on of the J values.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Use the MLR fitting routine to r€turn a fit and then obtain average values ofJl, J2 and

t3.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION:

Compute the MLR fit for each Field of View, ft, and each row, i, as follows

Call A31311 wi|n t hi.jb U hi,a h .1, ol 
n-r, 

Flags 6;i1and mode = I to stack the image data

along a row.

IfNOFI=0then
Call A3l3l2 with order = 2.

Call A.3l3l3 with the bs, b b ..., 18 and or's retumed.

Use fit to give average val\e fot ll H, J26 and 136 for each row in each field of view as

follows:

The best fit va.lue of intensity at a given point may be calculated from:

I p = bo + b | 
(u 

pcoso ) - b2@osino 
o)

+b^t +b-tu coso ll -D-(r. srn(D )ttp 4 p P p r p p P

+h 12+b-ru.,r.o r12-D^tr.ino t12op t p p'p 6' p P p

Tbe above equation may be rearrangod by collecting all &e terms in ,:

J3 = b^ + b.r tb..t2
P 2 JP 6P

We can thus calculate visit,ility and phase at each data point as

I 
o = b 

o 
+ b rr o 

+ b uf, + O | + b at p + b 11) u pcoso p - (b 
2 

+ b 
st p 

+ b rf,\ u osno,
(EO 8.s2)

This is in a form that looks like the standard Michelson equadon with:

(EO 8.s3)

J2 (EO 8.s4)

Jl = b- + b^t +b-t2
P u JP t)P

o = br+botr+brt2

(EO 8.sl)

(EO 8.s5)
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v
t32

r3n8e [0, l]

l13 \I pt

lu) range [-r!,7r]

(See note on inverse tangent function in A3142.)

and the average va.lues may be easily found:

I

Lt,,

+
2t2

J
(EO 8.s6)

(EO 8.s7)

(EO 8.s8)

(EO 8.5s)

(EO 8.60)

(EO 8.61)

(EO 8.62)

(EO 8.63)

o

I

N
vI

1

N
o \-d

with

J

J2o, = Jl^V^cosgo oJt,. = 6a,

J3o, = Jl oVosnio 6Jt^, = ot,

Else (NO,FT = t) Flag row to indicate that no fit was possible.

8.3.5.2 A31352: Alternale wave correction

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This function is currently undenned. Provisions should be made fbr possible future

development.

INPUT:

The input pa.rameters are:

. - must be the same as A3l35l

OUTPUT:

The output pa.rameters are:

. - must be the same as 431351
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8.3.5.3

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

8.3.6 A3136: Compule row averages tor reterence column

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

CRITEHIA OF APPLICABILITY:

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

A31352: Allernate wave correclion

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

This function is currently undefined. Provisions should be made for possible future

development.

INPI,JT:

The input parameters are:

. - must be the same as A3l35l

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. - must be the same as A31351

FUNCTIONAL OESCRIPTION:

The simple numerical average of the values across a given row is determined

INPIJT:

The input parameters are:

. Zhijk - Tangent altitude poins for all hins.

' Un, - Ins[ument visibility values for bins.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. 21,, - Average altitude profile.

. Ur, - Average instrument visibility for row.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes that the instrument visibility can be averaged across a given row. The average

altitude profil€ is over all columns in a row aod over all the phase images. Tho \alue of
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Ar changos by about I part in 100,000 across a t)?ical row and so does not need to be

averaged.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Es, .'l

U,

8.4 A314 - Derive apparent phase, visibility and
amplitude

z^, = ;.2

nr,= i.,

(EO 8.64)

(EO 8.6s)

8.4.1 A3141 : Calculate visibilily trom Jl,J2 and J3

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Simple a thmetic manipulation of the values to exract the apparent quantities is used

INPUT:

Tbe input parameters are:

. 
"/11,; - Radiance term from apparent quaotity determination

' l?ni-I0Y 0 from apparent quantity determination.

' "/3r,i - I0 V 0 from apparent quantity determinadon.

. o 
t t 

^,,o 
l2^,, 

o tt^ - Standard deviation of J values.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are

/A,, - Appa.rent radiance.

y,ai - Apparent atmospheric Iine visibility

ovA,, - Staudard deviation of visibility

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes./1,.I2 and "/3 have been derived by the fitting routines. The input values may

be derived from atmospheric measurements or from ca.libration measurements.

CEIITFEIIA r)F APPI ICAFIII ITY.

This transformation is required for all data
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TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

l^, (EO 8.66)

(EO 8.67)

(EO 8.68)

(EO 8.6s)

tz?.+n?.
vn range [0, l]tt..

).4

"1r,,t21,* "1.,,,nl,

J2 + J3

,"1r,,4^

8.4,2 43142 : Calculate phase trom J2 and J3

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Simple arithmetic manipulation of the values to extract the apparent qua[tities is ussd.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are;

. 01,. - Apparent atmospheric line phase

. o, - S(andard devialion of Dhase.qr,

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes "/1, J2 and,I3 have been derived by the fitting routines. The input values may

be derived from atmospheric measuremeots or from calibration measur€ments.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

This transformation is required for all data

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

/J1..\
,^, = "" 'l.ra-] renge [-r, n]
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6vl

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. l2ni - /0ycos(O) from apparent quantity determination.

. 13hi- I0vsin (0) from apparent quantity det€rmination.

. orrr,orrr, - Staodad deviation ofJ values.
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o - l:1, 
^,"1, 

* 
"1, ^,t'1)'"

n? +n?.
(EO 8.70)

(EO 8.71)

Note: The proper inverce tangent function must be used inorder to ensure that the calcu-
lated value of phase iryill b€ in t}le correct range. That is both the sign and magnitude of

"/3 and "/2 must be used to determine the angle and the quadranr for the aogle.

8.4.3 A3143 : Calculate amplitude lrom J2 and J3

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Simple arithmetic madpulation of the values to extract tig apparent quantities is used

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

. 12ni - /0ycos(O) from apparent quantity determination.

. 13ni- /oVsin ({) from apparent quantity determination.

. orr,,or1,,, - Standard deviation of"/ values.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. A,{i - Appareot atmospheric line amplitude.

. oA^ - Standard deviation of the line amplitude.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

This transformation applies only to OH and O2 measurements

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

2l2 +J3

ln

,I
^,- rl

"lr^tzl,* "',r^tt'o
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n1 + tl.
(EO 8.72)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Assumes,Il,,I2 and "/3 have been derived by the fitting routines. The input values may

be derived from atmospheric measurements or from calibration measurements. The

amplitude is used by the rotational temperature algorithm.



CHAPTER 9

432 - Deconvolution of apparent quantities

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1. Objective

The WINDII operational software can potentially provide profiles of doppler tempera-

ture, rotational temperature, and horizontal wind speed as a function of altitude. An

intermediate step required for the determination of these profiles is t}le deconvolution of
the appareot quantity e.Iruys Jl h, lzh, and 13h 0n rayleighs). These arrays are described

in the previous chapter and are provided as a function of tangent height. A tangent

height is defined as the altitude of Oe point where the reference observation line-of-

sight perpendicularly intersects an ea.rth centered geodetic radial vector.

The aldtude profiles resulting from the deconvolution process arc volume emission rate,

visibility, amplitude, and wind phase. The amplitude is defined here as one half (}Ie

product of the volume emission rate with the visibility. Doppler temperatures aod wind

speeds are directly calculated from the corresponding visibilities and wind phases. The

volume emission rate profile must be determined in order to derive tie visibility profile.

Rotational temperatures are derived by using the ratio of volume emission rates, or

amplitudes, for two spectral lines associated with the same atmospheric constituents.

This chapter features a description of the general algorithm being used to determine the

altitude profiles of volume emission rate Eh (phorons. c^-t . r"" '), aod of visibility

V;, (dimensionless), or of amplitutle A1, (phorons.cm '.r".-'),andofawindphase
component Qo Qadians).'Ihe flexibility of this general algorithm should facilitate the

application of any future improvements. The random erlor standard deviation estimate

irrrays o| 
"no "1, 

o, 
"oo, 

ano o[, are provided as quatity parameters. The above arrays
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will b€ used in defining level 3 data. Noteworfty results or piuamerers, including t_hose

defined below' may be catalogued instead of being provided as level 3 data. The pro-
vided goodness of fit of the final solutions to each given apparent quandty array is cha.r-
actgrized by its chi-square statistic over the chi-square statistic 95qo confidence interval.
In addition, independent parameters derived by fitting either one or two aldtude depen-
dent skewgd gaussians to the volume emission rcte profile may also be produced. These
parameters are the maximum emission rates, the altitudes of maximum emission, the
average half-widths, and the skewness factors. The above agenda is repeated separarely
for each of the two fields of view (i equals I and 2).

2, Transformation Equations

Each appa-rent quantity can be inrerpreted as a line-of-sighr inregration through the

atmosphere. Assuming a spherically symmeric atmosphere and discretizing the latter

into homogeneous spherical layers (Figure A32.1) permits the three appifent quantiry

armys to be related to fie desired altitude profiles by means of the matrix equations

JI, = LE,

f

u [""0r,'l
''['i" rOr.t 

]

(EO e.1)

(EO e.2)

(EO s.3)

(EO s.4)

Jzh = L

dJ3h = L

where

E

AII variables shown in the first three equations denote ooe-dimensional vectors, excopt

for the line-of-sight integratioo matdx L.

The homogeneous layers are set up such that lhe above systerns are preferably even-

determined but, as shall be described later, may occasionally be under-determined.

Their boundaries a-re deflned, whgnever possible, to correspond to tie tangent height

boundaries of fte actual three-dimensional fields-of-view. The length of gach apparent

quantity vector array must be greater or equal to four for tie application of deconvolu-

tions.

3. Genenl Solution Method

The aboye ransformadon equations are not well suircd to properly deal \yith measure-

ment random error and under-determined systems. Consequently, tiese expressions are

replaced by more appropriate general solution equations. The adopted general solution

approach for each of the unknowns consists of the application of a Twomey techoiquo

with statistical weightirrg (Twomey, 1963 and 197?). This scheme falls under the cat€-

gory of linear-constrained least-squargs methods. Statistical weighting is introducsd to

account for any unequal distibution of measurement random error level.
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A common feature of the propogation of raDdom errors from thg msasurements to the

solutions is error amplification. In the abseoce of constmints and in the presence of sig-

nificant measurement random eror, a final solution profile will likely exlibit what will
appear to be large random oscillations. The Twomey deconvolutions can ensure that any

such oscillations will be damped. This damping will not increase the amount of infor-

mation that may be extmcted from the solutions. Instead, it will hopefully make the

available minimal information more immediately clear and \ ill simulhneously provide

tools required by the user for the extraction of this information from the solution pro-

files.

The fitting of altitude dependent skewed gaussians to lhe volume emission rate profile

has been introducod mainly for handling under-determined systems. The occuronce and

handling of under-determined systems is briofly described later as one of four special

cases. The flexibility of the software will also allow for the application of lhis fitting

scheme to volume emission rate profiles associated with even-determined systems.

The most commonly requgsted deconvolution solutions will be those of volume emis-

sion rates, visibilities, and wind phases. For OH or 02, the amplitude profile may be cal-

culat€d insEad of the volume emission rates and he visibilities. Its do vation is

described later. The general Twomey method equations for tle volume emission rate

profile Er,, the visibility profile y/r, and tle wind phase profile 0r, arc

(L r;^L+lEHE)

t-T - \
\t s,),t + t nn n)

l-T ,- \
\L S B_L *'t tH r/)

,s
eu = f s,l"tro (EO 9.s)

(Eo e.6)

(EO s.7)

(Eo e.8)

1'

f =Ls

t' = ts

-l
t1

I

t2'

J3'

where

=L.EL

ltr')
,rl .

LI]

(LE 
h\

(EO e.e)
JI

["o. ,O'rl

[.*,+r,,]
(EO 9.10)

sJlr, sJ2r, and , s.r3r are diagonal covariance matrix estimates. the lls are constraint

marices, and the ls are non-negative weighting factors (lagrangian multipiers). It is

l,r,)
l: ,,,]

4
f
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assumed that variances for,/2' and "/3' are the samo as for,I2, and -/37,, hence the use of

S,. and .S ,,

The constraint matrices will typically denote the squa.re of low order firite difference
matrix operators. Each applied consraint matrix is selected from a set of choices con-
sisting of pre-defined matdx types. This set may be expanded larer. Some of rhe avail-
able typ€s of consEaint matrices will makg use of specifrc reference profiles, or a priori
information. The reference profiles can be based, for example, either on the previous

solutions or on arrays specified in auxiliary files. For the volume emission rate profiles,

previous solutions and profiles rcsulting from skewed gaussian fittiog are two examples

of a priori information.

The constraint matrices are used to limit the range of t}le corresponding solution gradi-

ents along the vertical. Thes€ consEaint matrices do not tlpically restrict the absolute

position of the solution profiles. The influence of these matrices on the final solution is

dictated by the relative size of each weighting factor and of tie elements of the direct

inversion solurion covaJiance malrix inverse, e.g. trsrl t.

The constraint matrices also ensure numerical stability of the solution gquations. This

asp€ct is especially crucial with regard to the second and third solution equations, this

due to the dennitiorr of i. Another scheme applied for improving numerical stability,

and simultanueously reducing the size of the matrix equations, is the elimination of

atmospheric layers with expected or predicted weak volume cmissioD rates.

On the assumpdon that the remaining systematic phase error contribution is negligeable,

the non-linearity of the above soludon equations should not be of major concern since

the wind phases being determined should typically be less tlan 0.1 rad,afl. in magnitude,

implying that

(EO s.11)

4- v,b 
n,

(EO s.12)

The constraint matrices used for the deconvolutions are not rigorously based on statis-

tics. Therefore, calculation of associatod solution standard deviations is not possible.

Instead, t}re random error standard deviations calculated for E1n d, and.d are those

associa(ed .l ith the inidal transformadon equadons. For example, $e volume €mission

rate shndard deviations are

(EO s.13)

Once liese are available, the standard deviation estimates for y/' and 0, can be calcu-

la(od
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The selected goodness-of-fit pammeters are three chi-square statistic ratios. Each of
these three pammeters has been defined as t}le ratio of an apparent quantity chlsquare
statistic to the 95% confidence interral chi-square statistic. This limiting value is

approximated by N + Z,6i where y'y' is rhe leng0r of the apparent quantity array. 'lhe

chi-square statistic ratio for,/1,' is defined as

2
1

sr1^&Eh- Jt h)

N +2.,6i
(EO e.14)

The standard deviation estimates, the cbi-square statistic ratios, the weighting factors,

and an indication of the selected types of consraint maEices, will be essendal for the

inrcrpretation of the final solution profiles. The srandard deviation esUmarcs of the final

temperatures and winds will be provided as level 3 data. Th€ other parameters are cata-

Iogued.

The general solution method described above requires the initialization and possible

updating of some key parameters. At th€ moment these consist only of indices specify-

ing the solution approach, weighting factors, indices specifying the selected constraint

matix types and reference profiles, and of parameters related to the skewed gaussian

fits (Table A32.3). Since measur€ments are taken a.lternately for various emission lines,

a set of these pa.rameters must be available for each line. In addition, the weighting fac-

tor values, the indices, and parameters required for initializing the skewed gaussian fits

are provided off-line.

4. Special Cases

T,?ically, lhree deconvolutions are dooe. These yield one volum€ emission rate profil€,

one visibility profile, and one wind phase component profilc. However, depending on

the specral line being observed, a special reatment may be required. The following

desc bes these spscial cases. Most of hese cases can be handled using the tools made

available by $e general solution method.

4.'l Case I

Measuremens at two OH specral lines may be taken alternately for th€ purpose of
deriving rotational rcmperatures. Therefore, it could occasionally be requested that, for

the weaker of t}le two emission lines (at 734.1 nm), only the deconvolution for the vol-

umo emission rates be conducted. The timg assigned to the measurement will be the

average of the times for the OH(Pl3) and OH(Pl4) measurements.

4.2 Case 2

Another option for OH measurements is the calculation of amplitudes and wind pbas€s

instead of volumc emission rates, visibilities, and wind phases. This scenario is included

in tie event that the potentially large background contdbution to the apparent quantities

cannot be conectly esdmated. On &e assumption that the visibility profile would be the
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same for both OH lines, rhe ratio of rhe amplitudes should be equal ro the rado of vol-
ume emission rates, thus providing romtiona.l temperatures.

Since the 02 background is not measured, the above scenario could also be applied to

02 once deconvolutions for this emission are defined.

The general Twomey method equations used in this circumstance are

(,'s,:^L +f
) = t's;)^tzo (EO e.15)

where

(t's,l t,t.r,)e' = rrs,l ;.r. (Eo e.16)\ /rr ,A, A't tt^ n

The routioes used for the general solution me0od are also employed for case 2.

4.3 Case 3

The vertical O(lS) emission rate distribution typically consits of two major emission

regions. The lower emission region is locarcd in the mesosphere while the othcr is found

mainly in the fiermosphere. During night dme, the vertical separation between the t\ryo

emission regions can be as much as about l0O km. In additioo, the mesospheric emis-

sion region is often narrower than the thermospheric emission region. Therefore, the

corresponding two tangent height observation windows are viewed in sequence instead

of simultaneously. Since the visibility and phase solutions in the mesospbere can be

strongly dependent on the solutions in the thermosphere, the two sets of measurements

must be combined so tlat Uey may be deconvolved as a single set of measurements.

Whenever mesospheric observations are preceeded and followed by thermospheric

observations, the two sets of t}Iermospheric measuremenB are linearly interpolated

along (he vertical and as a function of measurement dme. h is possible to make a ther-

mospheric correction for day time measurements as well as for night time. The dme

assigned to the measurement will be $e time of the mesospheric measurement.

4.4 Case 4

WINDII is limited to taking measurements at tangent heights below about 320 kn.
Thermospheric emission layers often extend above this altitude. This scenario pertains

mainly to t}te O(lD) 630.0 nm emissioo but may also occasionally occur for the O(1S)

557.7 nm and tIo O+ 732.0 om day time emissions. Consequently, some assumption

must be made regarding the emission region above the highest tangent height (i.e.,

above the inversion window). The adopted schem€ consists of incorporating a modelled

profile of volumo emission rate as part of the consuaint matdx IlE, and of assuming a

constant visibiliry and phase for this upper region.

The volume emission model consists of either one or two altitude dep€ndent skewed

gaussian functions. The skewed gaussians are htted to the volume emission rate profile

produced by Twomey deconvolution. Only the layers inside the inidal inversion window
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are ussd in the fitting. The skewed gaussian fit provides an approximation to tie altitude
variation of the volume emission rate ill the emission region above fte inversion window
for the following deconvolution. This approach is applied only if r}Ie maximum emis-
sion rate altitudo is below the highest tangent point. Otherwise deconvolutions are not
applied.

5. Algorithm Sructure

The deconvolution algorithm is subdivid€d into three main sections. The first section
(4321) reatJ (he aspects relevant to the determination of the line-of-sight matdx. This

is followed by the deconvolution for the volume emission rate profile (A322). Using

these results, the visibility and phase profiles are determined in rhe thi.rd section (A323).

The treatrnent of each special case is imbedded in the overall a.lgoritbm and is specified

by means of indices. Whenever possible, the same routines are used for the various

cases.

INPUT:

(for steps I and 6 of the Transformation Equations)

. DECONVOLUTION SCENARIO INDICES

- ideconl - Index specifying desired deconvolution scenario for J l.
(0 - no deconvolution, >0 deconvolution scenario) (from CDB)

- idecon2 - Index specifying desLed deconvolution scenario fbr J2 and J3.

(0 - no deconvolutions, >0 deconvolution scenario) (from CDB)

. MEASUREMENT SCENARIO DEPENDENT INDICES (to be defined prior to

A32)

- iflqgdr - lndex specifying desired solution pammeters. One index is required for

each measurement scenario. (-l - no inversions,0 - emission rates, visibilitios and

phases, I - emission rates,2 - amplitudes and phases)

- itherm - llodex specifying if the inirial and the frrst a d/or second additional a.rrays

are present. This index identifies if O(^ 1S) thermospheric measurements are avail-

able to complement the mesosphe c measurements. (0 - Neither the first nor the sec-

ond additional arrays are present, I - the lirst additional vector is available,2 - the

second additional vector is available,3 - both additional vectors are available.)

. INPUT RELATED TO MOST RECENT DECONVOLUTIONS

- NPF^ - Previous filter number.

- NP1 - Dimension of following arrays.

zp,, - Altitude array for solution a.rrays. (km) (size: NPh)

E- - Volume emission rate solution array. (size: NPh)
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A list of input parameters provided by previous chapters is given in Table A32.1. The

output parameters for possible use in A33 are listed in Table A32.2. Tables 432.3 and

A32.4 specify de suggested Characterization Data Base parameters and parameters to

be catalogued, both pefiaining only to A32. The parameters found in these lists may be

described in more dehil in the various sections of this chapter.
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STANDARD ARRAYS/CONSTANTS

- NF - Current filter number.

- N; - Dimension of arays to .

- 4; - Geodedc tangent heighr (or alritude) array. (size: Ni) (km) (from A3136)

-.Ilni - Apparent emission rate array. (rayleighs) (from ,A.31342)

- "/2nj - Apparont quantity cosinusodal compooent array. (rayleighs)

- "/3p - Apparent quantity sinusoidal componenr array. (rayleighs)

- orl^. - error standard deviation array. (from ,A31342)

- or2r, - error standard deviation array.

- oJ3^ - error standard deviation array.

FIRST SET OF NIGHT TIME O(IS) TI]ERMOSPHERIC ARRAYS/CON.

STANTS

- Nl; - Dimension of a.rrays associated with the first and second thermospheric

apparent quantity arrays. The following six arrays are of length Nl;.

- or,,^ - J I I error standard deviation afiay.

- o rrr, -J2l error standard deviation array.

- orr,^. - J3l error standa.rd deviation aray.

SECOND SET OF NIGHT TIME O(IS) THERMOSPHERIC ARRAYS/CON-

STANTS

- 6.12, - error standard deviation array.

- or22, - eror standard deviation array.

- oJ32,, - error shndard deviation array.

INTERMEDIATE:

(from step I and for use in A32l to 4323)

. ly'lr'; - Dimension of arays. (work variable)

. zcci - Tangent height (altitude) aray. (km) (work vadable)

. ideclh - lodex specifying ifdeconvoludon oiJl will be attempted. (0 - no, >0 - yes

(specifi es deconvoludon method))

. idec2n - lndex specifying if deconvolution ofJ2 and J3 \,viu be attempted. (0 - no, >0

- yes (deconvolution scenario))

. Ea - Initialized volume emission rate profile. (phorons. cm 
3. 

s 
l) 

(size: /VNi)

. A1; - Initialized amplitude prolile. (photons. cn{l . sl; lsize: NN;.1
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. oEi. - Initialized volume emission rate standard deviation array. (size: NN;)

. 6A, - Initialized amplitude standard deviation estimate array. (size: NNr)

. chiln- lnitialized chi-square statisric ratio for J L

. yr, - Inidaliz€d visibility profile. (size: NN,)

. oij - Initialized wiod phase componenr aray. (radians) (size: NN;)

. oy,, - Initialized visibility deviation estimare array. (size: NNi)

. dor, - Ioidalized wind phase standard deviation estimate array. (size: NN;)

. chqd - htitialized chi-square statistic rado for J2.

. chi3tt - lnilialized chi-square statistic ratio for ,I3.

. Jli, or Jli,l2i ald J3: - Apparent quantity arays. (work arrays) (size: NN;)

o Sl1, or Sl:, S2:, and 53: - Vadance arrays for the abov€ apparent quantities. (size:

. nrherm - Number of thermosphoric measuremen6 being used during the greon line

thermospheric/mesospheric coupling. Partially defined using itherm.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

( l) All input iDdices have been appropriately defined.

(2) The apparent quantity arrays are available.

(3) The apparent quantity standard deviation arrays are available.

(4) This section is called once for each of the two image fields of view. (i.e. ft=l and 2)

(5) When green line measuremsnts are provided, either l, 2, or 3 sem of apparent quan-

tities are provided.

(6) AU the arrays for the O(lS) double thermospheric data have the same dimension.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

DeconvolutioIs a-re requested. (iflagdt > 0)
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OUTPUT:

(from steps 5, and 6 of the Transformation Equations section)

. NMl,i - Dimension of all solution a.rrrays. (see Tables A32 .2 and A32.4) (NMriis fot

field-of-view I and NM2i is for field-of-view 2)

. 2t, -FrnA altitude array. (size: NM6)

. NPF, - Filter number to be used for future deconvolutions

. ly'P, - Dimension of following arrays to be used for future dsconvolutions.

. zp, - Altitudo array for current solution a-rrays. (km)

. ,_ - Current volume emission rate solution array.
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TRANSFORMATION EAUATION:

(l) The initializarion of working arrays and consrants. This step is described below

(2) Call A32l - O(lS) data coupling, determinarion of he inversion window, addition of
Iayers above the inversioo window, and definidon of the line-of-sight matrix. (3)Call
A322 - Volume emission rate deconvolution.

(4) Call A323 - Visibility (or amplitude) and wind phase deconvolurions.

(5) Set the length NMh and fte aldtude array offinal solution profiles using

and

zt, zcc

(6) Store the filter number and some of the solution arrays. These may be used dudng

the following call to A32.

Il ideclh>O

z =2,

E D

Otherwise, set NPa=O,zp" = 0, and E, = 0..

Steps (3) and (4) will be applied only if the results of the preceding step allow it

Descrintion ofstep l:

(i) Initialization of deconvolution scenario work indices:

lf 0 < iJlagdr < 2, the index idecll, is initialized by setting it equal to ideconl. Ofter-

wise, ldecll, is set equal to zero. lf iftagdr * l, 
^nd 

illa?dr t -1, idec2l, is set equal to

ideconz and, othetwise, it is set equal to zero.

(ii) Initialization of work a-rrays and constanK

The working arrays and constaDts are initialized using the corresponding INPUT arays

and constaots, i.e.,
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Figure A32.1: Beprosentative path length AB+CD lor the line ol sight of bin i'through layer i '

Field of view per bin

i=L

WINDII
(UARS)

x

Rc

i'+ I

zj

t
atmospheric layersj = | layerj'(=i'-l)

(Scale distoned)

. xi - Reference tangent heiBht for line of sight i

. zj - Upper boundary altitude for atmospheric layerj

. Re - Earth radius

The variable definitions are those used in A3215.

The tangent height and altitude decrease as the subscript value increases

The number of fields of view is the same as the oumber of layers.

t
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A32 Output Available to A33

Current label Oescrlption

id.clh

idcczh

zL

Eni

vti

o

lndex specifying ifdeconvolution for Err for successful

Iodex specifying ifdeconvolution for yrI orAr1, and 0t was successful

Dimension of following ar.ays (A32)

Altitude aJray (,/<r, (A32)

Volume emission rate profile (plorons..;3 . r-\1 ILZZZ+)

Standard deviation afi ay (phorons . cm-3 . , '1 lelzzel

Amplitude profile (photoas . cm-3 . { ') (lrZ:a)

staodard deviation arr ay (photons . cm-3 ., ') (a:Z:S)

Visibility anay (A3234)

Standard deviation aray (A3235)

Wind phase component anay (radians) (A3234)

Standrad deviatior alray Qadians) (A3235)
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Table A32.3: Suggested Characterization Data Base Parameters (required for each scenario)

Current label Description
Number of
slsment6

ideconl

idecot2

MATI, MAT2,

MAT22, MAT3,

MAT33

nef'l , hep, iref3

'l E f 2,'1 22' 
'1 

3, 
'l 

33

Yx,t,^,n

Deconvolution scenario index (A32)

Deconvolution scenario index (A32)

Constraint matrix selection indices (A3222)

Reference profile indices (A3221 and A3233

Weighling factors (A3223)

Initialization parameters defrning skewed gauss-

ian fit parameteG (A3213)

t = 1,2,J for constant. sin2 ond sina coeflicients

I = I for oesospberic

/=2forthermospheric

z= I for day

z=2fornighl
,l = I for balf width

n=2forskewness

Maximum number of itemtions for skewed Sauss-

ian fitting (A3227)

I

I

3or5

3

3or5

3x2r,2x2

I
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Table 432.4:

Current label O6scripUon
Numb6r ol
sl€m€nta

Aagdt

idecl l
idaczh

chil h, chi2h,

chi31, chi4l

MATI,

MAT2, MAT3

nel, nel2,

ireJ3

'f 
s''12' l3

x n,t,t

Eh

E

2

l

r^

Constraint malrix selection indices (A3222)

Reference profile indices (A3221 and A3233)

Index for type of solutions (A32)

Index for ol(S) dara (A32)

Final deconvolution scenado index

Fina.l deconvolution scenario index

Chi-square statistic ratios (A32X and A3227)

Weighting factors (A3223)

Final skewed gaussian irl pammeters (A3227)

Dilnension of following arrays (A32)

Volume emission rate prcflle (A3224)

Staodard deviation prcf]I,e (A3226)

Variance prohle (A3235)

Varia ce profile (A3235)

3or5

I

I

I (per FOV)

I

4

3or5

4t2

I

-]
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Suggested Parameters to be Catalogued
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9.1 A321 : Line-of-sight geometry delinition

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1. Objective

The line-of-sight marix, denored as L in the A32 FT,NCTIONAL DESCRIPTION,
must be calculated such *rat deconyolurions may be applied. This line-of-sight matrix is

required to tmnsform a.rays provided as a function of line of sight to corresponding
arrays donoted as a function of altitude. The matrix elements can be determined onc€ a
few assumptions are established and a few important considerations are taken into
account.

2. Assumptions

The assumptions pertaining to the atmosphere are that it can be treated as spherically

symmet c, that it can be discretized into homogeneous layers with thicknesses approxi-

mately equivalent to the differeoce between tangent heights and, whenever possible,

with altitude boundaries approximately equivalent to tangent height boundaries of indi-

vidual bin [elds-of-view. In addition, it is assumed (-tlat the measuremgnt bin fields-of-

view, which are finite, can be approximated by infinitessimal fields-of-view, i.e. by

lines-of-sight. These assumptions are essential in order to minimize the work required in

denning l. (Figure A32.1)

3. Special coosiderations

There are three important considemtions, each requiring special attention. The first con-

sists of combining thermosphgric and mesospheric O(1S) measurementS (Case 3 of the

A32 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION). The lauer is required only for O(1S) data taken

during night time. Typically, the mesospheric measurements are taken between two

thermospheric measurements. The final profile consists of the mesosphedc data coupled

with thormospheric data obtained through interpolation in time and in tangent height.

The second consideration is the reduction of the apparent quantity arrays. All values of

,IIr- at t]le top of the inversion window which are smaller than t}Ie allowed lower limit of

one standard deviation are defined as statistically unacceptable, and a.re lherefore elimi-

nated from the transformation equations. The corresponding layerc,12hi, and 136are

also discarded. Deconvolutions are not conducted if the resulting length of each appar-

ent quantity array is less than four.

For rhermospheric O(lo), O(lS) oay dme, and O+ day time measurements, if the appar-

ent emissioD rate associated with the highest tangent poiot is larger than lhis lowgr Iimit
of one standard deviation, the deconvolution region may be extended upwards. (Case 4)

The extension region is subdivided into homogeneous layers with constant thickness

equal to that of lhe first underlying layer. A notable consequence of this extension is the

change of the the Eansformation equations from eveniercrmined to under-determined.
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The determinadon of tho upper bounda-ry for this extended region reli€s on considering
a skewed gaussian based analytical model defined either by a fit of the volume emission
rate profile solved during the previous call to A32, or, after each filter change, by fit
parameter estimates. The volume emission rate model is defined as

)

/= I

_X

\ xr.,exP ln (2) for 01 
ls;

otherwise

3,t

Xr,, t ( ,- Xr,r) Xo,
E(zx\ =

X\(tp ln (2) l. .-'', l']
lxr,,+ t ,-xr.,)x0.,,/ I

where the Xr,l are the fir pammerers and z denoros alritude. (ThuiUicr, 1973). The nr

parametcrs are also dependent on the FOV and on the filtcr, i.e. h and Np

After each filter change, he fit parameters for the skewed gaussians must be estimated.

The fit parameters are t}le maximum emission rate X1, the altitude X3 of maximum

emission rate, the reference half-width X2 , and the skewness factor X1 for each ofeither

one (for O(lD) and O+) or two (for O(1S)) emission regions. The altitude of maximum

volume emission rate is taken as equal to the tangent height of maximum apparent emis-

sion rate. The reference half-width and tbe skewness factor are initialized using tie gen-

eral function

X(0r) = Y, + 12 sin2 (0r) + 13 sin4 (0,,) (EO e.18)

where denotes latitude and lhe array y is provided as input. The magnitude of the max-

imum emission mte for each emission region will be roughly approximatod by dividing

each coresponding maximum apparent emission rate, say "/14, by a line-of-sight seg-

ment of 2.52;,i.

The upper boundary altitude of the extonded window is dofined as tie altitude corre-

sponding to a volume emission rate value close to 5%, of the emission rate peak. An

upper Iimit altitude of 500 km is also imposed.

4. Calculadon of the line-of-sight matlix

Once the above considerations have been taken into account and the geodetic earth

radius Re has been determined, the line-of-sight matrix can be calculated. The line-of-

sight matrix element Li,j for each infinitessimal field-of-view i, and through each atmo-

spheric layer j, is defined, using the Pythagorean theorem, as
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(EO e.17)

If the altitude of maximum thermospheric appa-rent emission rate is at tle highest tan-

gent point altitude, and if the esdmated altitude of maximum volume emission rate in

thg thermosphere is greater or close to tbat same tangent height,lhen any deconvolution

solutions that would be produced should be considered unreliable. Therefore, the cur-

rently requested deconvolutions will not be done.
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L t lzj- x;) (zt+ x + (EO s.'r9)zn r'l

matdx elements are in
rayleigh

In Figure A32.1, the sum of segments

photon, . cm-1 . se, 
I

AB and CD corresponds to the matrix element wirh indices (i'l')

INPUT:

o idecltr- lndex specifying requested deconvolution scenario forJ[.
(0 - no deconvolution, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. idec2h - hdex specifying roquested deconvolution scenario for J2 and J3

(0 - no deconvolution, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

(l) Call A32l I - Combination of O(lS) nigbt time thermosphedc and mesospheric mea-

suremeots

(2) Call A3212 - Determine the referenca geodedc aafih radius.

(4) Call A3214 - Determino the final deconvolution layers. The result is either tie elim-

inatioo or addition of atmospheric Iayers. When applicable, the number of added layers

is provided.

(5) Call A3215 - Calculalion of &e line-of-sight matrix.

9.1.1 A3211 : Combine thermospheric and mesosphoric green line

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

For the night time green line (O(lS)) case where thermospheric and mesospheric mea-

surcments are taken separately (i.e.: ithent > O), these are combined to form single ther-

mospheric/mesospheric arrays.

12O sDPPs Algorith,ns: lssua 3.0, March 15, 1993

where R" (/<nt) is the geodetic earth radius, the 4 (,bn) are the reference tangenr heighrs

for the infinitessimal fields-of-view, and zj (kn) define layer altitudc boundaries with

zj < zj - I (A3215). The constant c (=0.1) is the product of the km to cm and tbe

photons c cm 
2 . s"c-t to rayleighconversion factors, respectively equal to 105 and 10-6.

The factor of 2 accounts for the line-of-sight crossing the atmospheric layer twice. The

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITYT

See assumptions provided in the FIJNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Deconyolutions are requested. (idecl l> 0 or ideczl> 0)

(3) Call A3213 - Initialization of fit parameters for the volume emission rate prolile.

This is done for each atrnospheric line, not for the background.
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INPUT:

. lr'Ni - Dimension of arrays.

. zcci - Tangent heighr (alrirude) aray. (km) Gize: NNi)

. LT - Universa.l rime of firsr image for Jl. (sec)

. Jl: - Apparent quanrity array. (rayleighs) (size: NN;)

. J21 - Apparent quantity array. (rayleighs) (size: NN;)

. J31 - Apparent quantity array. (rayleighs) (size: NN,)

. s I I - Variance array for J I ^. (rayleighs2)

. s2: - Variance aray for "/2o.

. s3i - Variance array for./3o.

itherrn - lndex spect fying if the initia.l and the first and/or secood additional apparent

quantity arays are present. (0 - Neither t}le first nor the second additional arrays are

present, I - the first additional vector is availble,2 - tho second additional vector is

available, 3 - both additional vectors are available.) This index is intended mainly for

use with green line measurements.

nrierm - Number of thermospheric measurements being used during the groen line

thermospheric/mesospheric couplin g.

Nli - Dimension for first and second additional arrays for &ermospheric night time

O(lS) measurements.

Zl ti - First geodetic tangent height (altitude) array for thermospheric nigbt time

OIS measurements. (forJll) (size: Nl)

UTI - First additional universal time (for Jt l)

.Il ltu - First additonal appa-rent quantity aray. FLst set of thermospberic night fme

O(lS) measurements. (rayleighs) (size: Nl) (Taken before "Il in terrns of measure-

ment time. itherm2l)

"/21l,, - First additional apparent quantity a-rray. First set of thermospheric night time

O(rS) measurement s (ithern > I ) (rayleighs) (size: Nli)

J3lhi - First additional appa-rent quantity a.rray. First set of thermospheric night time

O(^lS) measurements (itherm> I ) (rayleighs) (size: Nl)

or,,, - Jl I erlor standard deviation array.

o rrr^ - l2L error standard deviation array.

o rrr^, - J3l error standard deviation array.

-r, - Second additional g€odetic tangent height (altitude) arrdy. (for,Il2) (size:

NI,)
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. U72 - Second additional universal time (for,Il2)
o 

"I121,; 
- Second additonal apparent quantity array. Second set of thermospheric night

time O(lS) measuements. (rayleighs) (size: iy'I,1 (Taken after,Il in terms of mea-

surememt time. itherm> 2\

. l22hi- Second additional apparent quantity array. Second set of thermospheric night

time O(lS) m€asuements. (rayleighs) (size: Nl;) (ithern>2)

. 
"/32ni - Second additional apparent quantity aray. Second set of tbermospheric oight

time O(lS) measuements. (irrrerfl > 2) (rayteighs) (size: Nl)
. oJr2^. - Jl2 enor standard deviations.

. o !22^, 
- J22 error standard deviations.

. o t)2,, - J32 error standard deviations.

OUTPUT:

. NNi - Dimension ofarrays.

. zcci - Tangent height (altitude) array. (km) (size: Nlr';)

. NN; - Dimension of standard a-rrays.

. ./l: - Apparent quantity array. (rayl€ighs) (size: NNi)

. J2: - Apparent quantity array. (rayleighs) (size: Nlr';)

. 
"r3: - Apparent quantity array. (rayleighs) (size: NNr)

. s l: - Variance array for Jlo. (rayleighs2)

. s2i - variance array for "/2o.

. s3: - vadance array for "/3o.

. ntherm - Number ofthermospheric measurements being used during the green line

thermospheric/mesospheric coupling.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

l) The dimension parameter NNr, the afiay zcc all,d the arrays with superscript 
o 

have

been properly initialized prior to the use of this algorithm.

2) The arrays for the two sets of thermospheric data have the same dimension (i.e.: y'y'I;)

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

The combination of measurements is requested (i.e.: itherm > O)
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TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

(l) If the re are two sets of thermospheric arrays (i.e.: itherm=3) then the altitudes

Z1 6 and 221; are linearly interpolared in time (using UT, UTI and lJT2\ fot each i. The

result is a common altitude profile Z. This simple inrcrpolation will preserve to som€

oxtent tbe field of view per bin implemonted in the matrix line-of-sight calculation.

The apparent quantity arrays (i.e.: "Il I ad J12, 121 and, 122, and J3l and J32) are then
linearly interpolated aloog the yertical and in time (2-dim€nsional liDear interpolation
(i.e.: Bilinear interpotation)) to correspond to (he dorived cornmon altitude profile and to
Uf. Each interpolated [inal apparent quantity value will have been determined by the
interpolation of four of the intial appareot quantitios. Special attentioo must be given to

the determination of he first and last values in the interpolation arays.

The 6nal three variance arrays for lhe ftermospheric apparent quantities are determined

by properly summing Oe appropriate variances. E.g.: If

lB1 = a1110, *6tln,j*r+ciJt2Lk+d,lt2t,r*, GO 9.20)

where J t 31 is the interpolarcd value and ci bi, c i and di arc constants resulting from tho

bilinear interpolation, tlen the conesponding variance s l3: is given by

(EO e.21)

(2) If there is only one set of thermospheric data, tlen no interpolation is possible. Con-

sequently, this appropriate thermospheric data will b€ coupled with the mesospheric

data wirhout interpolation. (e .g.: lf itheru = 2 then Z is set equal to 27, )

(3) This step is done in order to eliminate overlapping of the field of views of t}le bins at

the mesosphere/thermosphere interface. IfZ31 is less than (i.e.: below) zccr then no

thermospheric data is included in the final arrays. Otherwise, all thermospheric related

array elements associated with aZ,(i> l) where 2.23.-23i r is smaller than zccl

are not included in the final single thermospheric/mesospheric arrays.

(4) The single l}l0rmospheric/mesospheric arrays are defined.

269 = 1Z3,7cclr
T

tf = lt s", tr'l
T

st' = Isl3', slol

sr3: =
2 2 .2 2 2 1 2 2o,6ltt lDioltt tci6rtz td,6rz.

lf idecl h> 0
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Jz' = [J2j', t2't

r3o = 1.133o, t3'l

sz'= $zt',sz'I

53' = 1sl:., sr,1

'I

T

1'

T

Note that all the arays in the input/output lists giyen above must be included in the ther-
mospheric/mesospheric couplin g.

(5) The final size of the measurement window NN, is re-set as equal ro N/y'i + Nl, when

there is no overlapping between the tlermosphedc and mesospheric windows. Other-
wise, y'y'Ni is re-set equal to lVN, + lr'l, - (Nl, +l -j) where thermospheric measuremenrs

j to Nl, have been eliminated.

(6) The number of thermospheric measurements at the top of the resulting arrays is

stored in ,rr,herm (O < nthern 3 Nl ).

9.1.2 43212t Determin6 tho reterence geodetic oarth radius

INPUT:

. 9, - Reference tangert point geodetic latitude. (deglees)

OUTPUT:

. Re - Reference geodetic eaflh radius. (km)

. 0n - Average reference tangent point latitude. (to be used in 43213)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The planet Earth is approximated to an oblarc spheroid. However, local sphericity is

assumed in calculating the line-of-sight marix. Consequently, dre geodetic earth radius

must be calculated (as opposed to the goecentric radius).

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Nonc

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The Orbit/Attitude (OA) service routine which calculates the geodetic earth radius

requires the goecentric latitude as input. However, the available latitude is geodetic.

Therefore, the latter must be converted to geocenric latitude (i.e.: ). This is done by

applying the equadons
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The reference geodetic eartl radius is determined.

The providcd geodetic latitude is in the interval [-90,90].



(EO 9.22)

0. = arctao ((l-F)2tanoa) (EO s.23)

with F = 11298.257 when 0n is nor cqual to either -m or 90 degrees. Otherwise e" is ser

equal to 0i. The above expression was taken from tre Orbit/Attitude service routine

OA EARTI]-RAD.

The geodetic earth radius is then calculated by a call to the above OA service routine,

i.e.:

CALL OA EARTH RAD IO.O,,R,J)

If the staus index J equals UOAS_GEOCLATINC then the radius could not bo calcu-

lated (see Orbit/Attitude service routine documentation for information on UOAS_-

GEOCLATINC). In lhis case the geodetic radius is set equal to t}Ie geocontsic earth

mdius.

,, = ir*,,

The geocentric earth radius Rc" is determined by

R

2

(r"sin (0") )2 + lrrcos(0"))2

wbere r"=6378.160 km and ,.p=6356.775 km

9.1.3 A3213: lnitialization ot skewed gaussian lit parameters

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Skewed gaussian fit pa.rameters are initialized when skewed gaussian fitting of ttre vol-

ume emission rate profile is desired and when the filter has just been changed (i.e.

The fit parameters are the maximum emission rate Xl, the altitude X3 of maximum

emission rate, the reference half-width X2 , and the skewness factor X4 for each of either

one or two (for O(lS)) emission rogions.

INPUT:

. gh- Reference tangent height geodetic latitude from A3212. (degrees)

. R€ - Reference geodetic earth radius. (km)

. openwe - lndex specifying whelher the day or the night apcrtulg is used
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Y1,4^, - Coeficients used in initializing the skewed gaussian fitting half-widtbs

(r=l) and skewness pammeters (4=2) (size:.3x2x2x2) (from CDB)

NPF, - Filter number for previous deconvolution period.

NF - Current filter number.

itetmdx - Maxinum number of iterations for skewed gaussian fitting. (0 - fitdng is
not allowed, > 0 - maximum number of iterations, fitting is attempted onty wben lay-

ers have been added above the inyersion windou < 0 - its absolute value is the max-

imum number of iterations, fitting is attempted at all times) (from CDB)

rdecl1 - Index speciflng if deconvolution scenaio for J I was successful. (0 - oo

deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

NNi - Dimension of arays.

,/l;i - Radiance anay. (rayleighs) (size: N/Vr)

zcc, - Tangent height array. (km) (size: NN;)

OUTPUT:

. chi4h - lritilization value for chi-square statistic ratio for Eh with respect to the

skewed gaussian fit solution.

. X/,,t,r - Initial skewed gaussian fit parameters. (size:. 4x2 for given b value)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITYI

None.

CNITFRIA OF APPI ICABII ITY

The deconvolution of,/1/I is requested (idecl1,> 0) and fitting is allowed (itermax+0).

Also the filter has just been changed (i.e. NPF^ + NF) and the new filter is for a different

species (i.e. inidalization is not done during subsequent switching of the OH filters, i.e.

Nr = 5).

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The initial fit pa.rameter values are defined. For O(1S) measurements (i.e. Nr = 2), fit

parameters must be estimated for both the mesospheric and thermospheric region

skewed gaussians (i.e. I = I to 2). Otherwise, only one set of fit pammeters are initial-

ized (i.e. l= I only).

For O(lS), the thermospheric fit parameters (i.e. , = 2) are derivod from Jti and zcc for

tangeot heights above 140 km. The mesospheric fit parameters (i.e. , = l) are derived

from the measurements for tangent heights below 140 km. If zccl is less than 140 km,

XttJ,zand XttJ.zcan be set equal to zero and zccl, respecdvely. Otherwise, if zccxN is

greater than I40 km, Xr.l.l and Xn.3.l are set equal to zero and zccN , respectivoly.
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The aldtude Xn.l,t of maximum volume emission rate is taken as equal to the tangent

heiBht of maximum apparent emission rate.

The magoitude of the maximum volume emission rate for each emissioo region will be

roughly approximated by dividing each corresponding maximum apparent emission

mte, say ,Ilri, by a line-of-sight segment of 2.5L with L defined using fte Pytbagorean

$eorem (see A3215)

L = 0.2

where

(zcc, ,-x1 (zcc t+x+2Re)

(zcc, _, + zcc r)

I

2

The reference half-widtI X1,.2,1 and the skewness factor Xh4,l are initia.lized using

Xt,z,t = Yt,t,^,t+Yz,t,^,r"h'(Bo) + 13,,,.,1sin4 (0r)

and

Xt,t.t = Yt,t,^,2+ Y2,,,-,rsin2 {0r) + 13,r,-,2sio4 (ei,)

for thc day time or night time aperturcs respeclively

The constaot ciAh is initialized as equal to 0.5 (or any vatue between 0 and t). Tbis con-

stant will be required, in 432143 andlor A322.

9.1.4 A3214: Determine deconvolution window

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Either eliminate inversion window layers or add layers above inversion window when-

ever required.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

(l) A32l4l - Apply criteria tbr window modification . (Dehne index..)

(2) A32142 - Reduce window by eliminating small apparent quantities. (Applied only
wben iulex = l.)
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9.'1.4.'t

(3) A32143 - Add layers above inversion window' (Applied only when indet = 2.)

432141: Apply window modilication criteria

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Set fie index that specifies if and ho\tr the inve$ion window or the set of atmospheric

layers will be changed.

INPUT:

. y'r'Ni - Dimension of standard arrays.

. ,Il: - Apparent quantity anay. (rayleighs) (size: NN)

. S I: - Vafiance array for .Ito. (rayleighs2)

. NF - Filter number (from Al l)

. p*,,..a - Wave/No-wave correlation coefficient. (from A3133) (not cuneotly used)

. idecl n - lndex specifying requested deconvolution scenario for./1. (0 - failed or no

deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. idec2h - Index specifying requested deconvolution scenario for J2 and J3. (0 - failed

or no deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

OUTPUT:

. NA - Initialized number of layers above inversion window.

. "Ifiax-Maximum;ll.

. i/,", - Layer index of ltu\.

. idecl n - lndex specifying requested deconvolution scenario for J l. (0 - failed or no

deconyolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. ideczh - lndex specifying requested deconvolution scenario tbr J2 and J3. (0 - failed

or no deconvolutions, >0 - deconyolution scenario)

. indef - Index specifying how solution window sizo is to be changed. (0 - No change,

I - Reduction,2 - Add layers)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None

TRANSFOBMATION EOUATION:

( I ) loitialize index as equal to zero and NA as equal to zero
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(2) If the initial size of the vector J l' is less than four (ie.: if ( NNi < 4 )) rhen indices are

set to i ndicate that no deconvolutions will be applied (i.e.: set idecl l = 0, i/.a620 = Q, a16

i/rder = 0). Therefore we can escape from A32. (Note: A criterion to account for the

presence of waves might be added later (e.g.: If ( p..,.., > 0.6 ) then waves aro present

and inversions will not be done.).)

(3) Determine tlre maximum value (,I,riar) in the array Jlo. Also store the corespdong

layer index (iJ ). Both variables may be used in A32142 or A32143.

(4) Apply the window rgduction criterion. Use the minimum of ,ff and one percent of

the maximum value as the lower limit for J1; that is applied on tho top side ofthe array.

I

lf ((idecltne.0.oridec21,.ne.0).and.Jt",.lr.minfJsti.0.olJ,-,1)index=l

(5) Apply 0re window extension criterion. Extension of the window is possible only for

the green line (O(lS), Nr = 2), the red line (O(lD), NF = 3), aDd the 732 nm line (O+,

lf (idecl h.ne.0.anal.index.eq.0.and.zcc 1.9t.250.and.(NrBe.2.dnd.NFle.4)) index=z

9,1.4.2 A32142i Reduce inversion window upper boundary

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The highest atmospheric layers (and apparent quantides associated wili lie highest tan-

gent heights) corresponding to weak intensities are eliminated. No less than four layers

must remain for applying deconvolutions.

INPUT:

. /z,ax - Maximum J 11.

. N/Vi - Dimension ofstandard arrays.

. inder - lndex specifying how solution \trindow size is to be changed. (0 - No change,

I - Reduction, 2 - Addition of layers)

. zcci - Tangent height (altitude) aray. (km) (size: NN,

. Jli - Apparent emission rate a-rray. (rayleighs) (size: NN;)

. J2: - Apparent quantity (cosinusoidal component) array. (rayleighs) (size: NN;)

. -/3: - Apparenr quantity (sinusoidal componeno array. (rayleighs) (size: NNi)

. Sli - Variance aray forJt". (rayleighs2)

. s2: - Variance array for J2".
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. s3: - variance array for J3o.

. rtierz - Number of ftermospheric measurcments being used dudng the green line

thermospheric/mesospheric coupling.

. idecl h - lndex speci fying requesred deconvolution scen ario for J l. (0 - failed or no

deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. id.ec2n - lndex specifying requested deconvolution scenario for J2 and J3. (0 - fai led

or no deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

OUTPUT:

. NNi - Dimension of standa-rd arrays.

. zcci - Tangent height (altitude) array. (km) (size: NN;)

. zcci - Altitude aray. (work a-rray) (size: NN;)

. Jt: - Apparent emission rate array. (rayleighs) (size: NNi)

. J21 - Apparent quantity (cosinusoidal component) array. (rayleighs) (size: NN;)

. J3: - Apparent quantity (sinusoidal component) array. (rayleighs) (size: NN)

. Sli - Variance array for Jlo. (rayleigbs2)

. s2i - Variance array for J2o.

. 53: - Variance array for J3o.

dlerm - Number of thermospheric measurements being used during tbe gr€en line

thermospheric/mesospheric coupling.

ideclh - lndex specifying requested deconvolution scenario for J l. (0 - failed or no

deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenado)

idec2h - lndex specifying requesrcd deconvolution scenario for J2 and J3. (0 - failed

or no deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Reducdon of inversion wiudow is requested

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

(irule/.=l)

( I ) Use the minimum of Jsli andonepercentof the maximum value as the lower limit

for Jl; that is applied on the top side of the array. Then eliminate the consecutive top

side rows which fall below this lower limit. Remember that &e rosulting size of the

anays (i.e. NNi) must be no less than four in order to apply deconvolutions later.
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Sample algorithm

Do I = I, NNi

l0

lr (.ni.3r..in (rfr, o.o,r-,)) *r" to

End do

If (i.eq.l) Return

If (i.gt.l{N; - 3) then

ideclh= 0

idec2^= g

Return

End if
Doj=i,NN

zccj-i+t = zccj

JI

J3i

srl =.srl) t+t I
End do

lf (idec21.gt.O) then

Doi = i, Nlv''

l- t+ t I

= J3"

s2". . = s2'

s31 = s3',

Iind do

End if
NN;=NNi-i+l

(2) The number of green line thermospheric measurements, del'ined when ntherrn>O, is

reduced in size by i - I (i.e.: ntherm = ntherm - i+ 1). If the resulting quantity is less

than zero then it is set to zero.

9.1.4.3 A32143: Add layers above inversion window

FUNCTIONAL OESCRIPTION:

Add layers above the iDversion window in order to account for high thermospheric

emissions. This algorithm is applied only for rhe species of O(lS), O(ID), or O+.

INPUT:

. itemax - lr[aximum oumber of iterations for skewed gaussian fitting. (0 - fitting is

not allowed, >0 - maximum number of iterations, fitting is attempted only when lay-

ers have been added above the invorsion windo% <0 - its absolute value is the maxi-

mum number of iterations, fitting is attempted at all timos) (from CDB)
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. ttdex - lndex specifying ho\ry solution window size is to be changed. (0 - No change,

I - Reduction,2 - Add layers)

. rdecl, - Iodex speciflng requested deconvolution scenfiio for Jl. (0 - no deconvo-

lutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. chi4t- lnitilization value for chi-square statistic ratio for E2 with respect to the

skewod gaussian fit solution.

. Xh,,r,l - Skewed gaussian fit pa.ramercrs. (size: 4x2 for each /r value)

. ,Imar - Maximum apparent quantity value. (rayleighs)

. iJ rux - L?yer ind,ex of I na,.

. NNi - Dimension of arrays.

. zcci - Tangent height (a.ltitude) array. (size: N/r';)

. Jll - Apparent quantity array. (size: IVN;)

. Nr - Filter number (from Al l)

OUTPUT:

o idecln - Index specifying requested deconvolution scenario for Jl. (0 - no deconvo-

lutions, >0 - deconvolution scenado)

o idec2n - lndex specifying requested deconvolution scenado forJ2 and J3. (0 - no

deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. NA - Number of layers added above inversion window.

. zcci - Altitude array. Includes any layer added above inversion window (work array)

(size: NNi + NA)

. chi4h - ltrltllizatio! value for chi-square statistic ratio for E/l with respect to the

skewed gaussian fit solution.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Addition of layers is requested (index = 2) and f;].ting using skewed gaussians is

allowed (iternax , 0).

TRANSFOFIMATION EOUATION:

The determina(ion of the upper boundary for this extended region relies on a skewed

gaussian based analytical model defined by a fit of the volum€ emission rate profile

solved during the previous call to A32, or, after each filter change, by fit parameter esti-

mates. The volume emission rate model is defined as
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HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

This algorithm is applied only for the addition of high thermospheric layers and for the

species of o(lS), 01lD), or o+.
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2

Xr,f rP

)')x

( ,- xr., )'l
\xr,, * t ,-xr.rlxo.) )

, 
_ X,,,

Zxt,f*P ln (2) for 01r s; , N. = 2

l=1 3,1 ) Xo,Xz,t * (

E (2, X) =

ln (2)

where the Xr,t (= X[A, are fie fit paramerers and z denotes altitude

If the altitude of maximum thermospheric apparent quanrity is ar the highest tangent

point altitude (zcc\, f.., = I ), anO if the estimated a.ltitude X1,,3.1 of maximum volume

emission rate io tbe thermosphere is greater or close to that same tangent heigbt, tben

any deconvolution solutions rhar would be produced should be considered unreliable.
Therefore, the requested deconvolutions will not be done. The ir,dices idecl hand idecZh

are both set equal to zero and c/ri41, is set equal to 100 (or some other large value).

Otherwise, the upper boundary altitude of tie extended \ indow is defined as the attitude

coresponding to a volume emission rate value close to 5%, of the volume emission rate

peak (Xr,,t,r or X/r,1,2). An upper altitude limit of 500 km is a.lso imposed.

where NA is the number of layers added above tbe inversion window. NA is determined

using the 5% cutoff value (or the 500 km limio described above and (he a.ltitude limit
expression 21 + NA ic for tbe region above dre inversion window. The final dimension

of zcc is NNi + NA.

9.1.5 A3215: Calculation of line-of-sight matrix

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Dercrmination of the lino-of-sight marix using $e infinitessimal field-of-view assump-

tion. The marix elem€nts are calculated using the Pythagorean theorem. The resulting

matdx will be squa.re and lower triangular wh€n atmospheric layers have not been added

above the inve$ion windo\ry. Otherwise, all th€ elgments of the iust f€w columns vr'ill be

non-zero, while the remaining pan of the matrix will be square and lower triangular. The

ruJleigh

3 I
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The extension region above the inversion window is subdivided into homogeneous lay-

ers with constant t]lickness ,,c equal to that of the ilrst underlyinglayer (h, = 7cc, -xcc2).

The fioal altitude aray zcc ixhich includes both the new layers and the layers of th€

inversion window is defined using

Zi=zcci,fori=l to NNi

zcci= Zt+ (NA+ l - i)h*for i=I to NA

zccl+NA=21 , for i=l to N/V;

matrix elemeots are in
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The square and lower triangular matrix result from selecting (he atmospheric layers such

that their altitude boundaries closely correspond to taogent height boundaries.

INPUT:

. NA - Number of layers added above inversion window.

. N/Vi - Number of layers for inversion window.

. Re - Reference eanh radius. ( km)

. zcc, - Geodetic tangent height (and altitude) array. (km) (size: NN, + NA)

lllrnn - Index specifying if the initial and &e first and/or second additional arays

are present. (0 - Neither the first nor the second additional arrays are presen! I - the

frst additional vector is availble,2 - the second additional vector is available,3 -

both additional voctors are available.) This index is intended mainly for use with

green line measurementJ.

,rfterfl - Number of thermospheric measurcments boing used during the green line

thermospheric/mesospheric coupli n g.

OUTPUT:

. lij - Line-of-sight matdx. (size: Nly', x (N1Vi + NA))

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

l) Local sphericity can be assumed.

2) The infinitessimal field-of-view assumption is adequate in defining the path Icngth

tirough each aunosphoric layer (i.e., sheU).

3) Spherical homogeneity can be assumed.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

None

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Ths line-of-sight matrix element Zll for each infinitessimal field-of-view l, and through

each atmospheric layerj, is defined, using the Pytlagorean theorem, as

L, = 2cl tz. .-xl(z .+r+2Rl-
J-t t l-l

3 I

(zi- xi) Qj+ ti+ 2R) )

where R, (kn) is the geodetic earth radius, the r, (/on) are the reference tangent heights

for the intlnitessimal fields-of-view, and z, (tm) define layer altitude boundaries wiOl

zj < zi - l. The constant c (=0.1) is the product of &e lon to cm ar,d the

photots. cn 2 . sec 
I 

to rayleighconversion factors, resp€ctively equal to 105 and 10-6.

The factor of 2 accounts for the line-of-sight crossing the atnosphoric layer twice. The

malrix clements are in
rayleigh

For the inversion window, lhe aldtude boundaries of the atmospheric layers are approxi-

mated by the midpoiot point altitudes between successive geodetic tangent heiBhts
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(i.e.: zcc). Above the inversion window, the layers are of thickness €qual to that of the

first ioversion window layer.

The one exception is at the green line mesosphere/tiermosphere iotorface. In this situa-

tion, the mesosphere/ thermosphere altitude boundary is defined as the lower bouodary

of the thermospheric measurements

(i.e.. for nthe rm > l, z = 1.5 zcc,rh.tn, NA - 0.5 zc.,th",^ - NA _ tl.

Sample algorithm

Fori= I toNNido

L.... = O.20
r,r+/vA

b = L,,,*rn

(zitNA- x) (zi, 
NA+ x.i+ zR.)

It(NA > 0 and i = l) or (i > l) then

Fori=i+NA-ltolbY-ldo

(zj- x) (zj+ x i+ 2R 

")Li'j=g'6
b=c

End do

End if
End do

The atmospheric layer boundary z; is defined by

If !.e4.1) then

zj=l.5zcq-o5zccz
Else if 0.e4.NNl + NA + l) then

Zi = l.5zcc1'ty;*y1- 0.5zcc1s1y;.1y1 - 1

Else if (itherm.ne.0.and.nthenn + NA + l.eq.j.arut.j.gt.2) theu

zj= l.5zccj - I -o.5zcci-2

Else if (itherm.ne.o.and.nthem + NA + l.eq j.and.j.eq.2) then

zj = (zccr + l.5zcc2 - 0.szcc) l2
Else

zj=(zccj+zccj- l) l2
End if

The tangent height ri of the representative infinitesima.l FOV is given by

lf (itherm.ne.0.and.ntherrn + l.eq.i.dnd.i./r.NNr) then

Ii = zi + NA + t+ 0.5684(z; * p,a * | - zi + NA +)
Else if (itherm.ne.0.otd.nthe nn + l.eq. i.and.i. eq.NN i) thea

Xi= ZCCi + NA

Else if (i.gr.l) then

xi=0.56842i+ Nt + (1.fi)00 - 0.5684) zi*,va * r

Else if (i.e4.l ) then

c = 0.2.
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r,= 0.5684(l.5zccl * 1,s, - 0.5zcc2* 111) + (1.0000 - 0.5684) z;*1yn*1

End if

and Lrl = 0.0 forl - NA > i.

The constant 0.5684 provides an integration line-of-sight that is slightly above tho bin

field-of-view midpoint (which corresponds to zcci+NA). This value is chosen in an

attempt to minimize the enor resulting from the infinitesimal field-of-view assumption

Figure 432.1 describes the matrix element a|j,as the sum of the line-of-sight segments

AB and CD.
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9.2 A322: Volume emission rate deconvolution

FUNCTIONAL DESCHIPTION:

1. Objectivs

Given the apparent quantity array./lh, the volume emission rate profile E,, is dctermined

prior to solving for he visiblity and phase profiles. The volume emission rate profile is

determined through Twomey deconyolution. If requested, lhe volume emission mte pro-

file can afterwards be fitted by skewed gaussians. The fit parameters defining lhe

skewed gaussians are determined iteratively. These fit pa.rarneters may be requted later

for the deconvolution of the next set of measurements. A standard deviation estimate

array is provided for the volume emissio[ mte solution. Th€ ratio of the chi-square sta-

tistic for the appareot quantity array,fl, to the 95% conhdence inrcryal chi-square sta-

tistic is provided as additional quality pammeter.

2 General solution method

The general Twomey method equation applied for deriving the volume emission rate

profile EL is

(t's,!3,rru)en= rrsl!1ro (Eoe.24)

where s.Ilr is the provided diagonal covariance matrix estimate, Ir is a giv€n weighting

factor, and H is fie constraint matdx. The equation can be solved using a Nag routine

that accounts for a positive definite and symmetric matrix. Once the matrix equation is

solved, a lower bound of zero is applied to the volume emission rates.

One possible choice for the consraint matrices is tre square, i.e. H = (rI(, of the first

order finite difference matrix operator (, where, denoting the length of the array E,, as

N, the NrN mafix is

00
1l

00

0K

En,t Eo,t

I
0 0

E,,,2 En,z

0

Et,y t E^,*

The array 8,, may be based on the solution of the previous deconvolution period, or' if

available, a modelled version of the latter, or a combination of the above two possibili-
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ties. This modelled version will have been defined by titting skewed gaussians to this

previous deconvolution solution.

The above constraint matrix could be used when the deconvolution window has been

extended, or when it is desired that the weight of the constraint t e approximately pro-

portional to the ratio of the emission rate random error va.riance over the square of the

volume emission rate. The random enor information is contained in the lrst term of the

deconvolution equation, while an estimate of the required volume emission rate is

imbedded in the flnite difference operator.

3, Quality parameters

The standard deviation estimate aray oE for dre volumeemission rate profile r,t is cal-

culated using

I / z r \-l

"E_, 
= [t'sri^L),.,

The chi-square statis(ic ratio calculated for "/1,, is defined as

for 01l s1

(EO e.26)

(EO 9.28)

:

lls;ii or^- t^tl
(EO e.27)

4. Skewed gaussian fitting

The pronle required in defining the matrix K shown above should vary smoothly with

altitude and should exhibit, whenever possible, the pdnciple featuros of the volume

emission rate profile. In addition, for high thermosphedc emissions, E1 must extend

above the initial inversion window. For this purpose, skewed gaussians were selected to

model the constraint volume emission rate profile. The volume emission rate model is

defined as

I ln (2)X,,i P

,)

( ,- xr., )'ll-{l otlrerwrse
\xr,,+ I ,- xr,,lxo,r) )

-X3,1

xr,,* ( ,- xl,) xo,

EG,D =
t= I

x ID (2)I

where z denotes altitude. (Thuillier, 1973).

The value of the parameters X*.1 are determined, through iteration, by minimizing
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| (Ehi- EQ,n\
I max (E) , l) 6E

t I

max (E, l)

(EO s.2e)

where E(.zi,X is a model average for atmospheric layer i, and E1 is the d€convolution

volume emission rate profile. For a volume emission rate profile of length NNi, a con-

vergence criterion is v' < NN, + 2J2NNi. A limit on the number of iteratioos is imposed

For the window extention case, if an acceptable fit cannot be determined, deconvolu-

tions cannot be done.

The initial fit parameter values are typically those defined during the previous deconvo-

lution. After &e first Twomey deconvolution following a filter change, other than during

subsequent switching of the OH filters, the a.ltitude X3 and value Xy of the maximum

emission rate can be defined using the solution profile E P and the half-width X2 initial-

ized as tie average of the upper and lower half-widths of E1, (if both are available). Tho

half-width is defined as fte magnitude ofthe altitude difference between the positions of

I
E,,ax ard Ehat[whete Er,.t1. 

;E^.,.

INPUT:

. yE - Weighting factor. (from CDB)

. MATI - Indox specitying constraint matrix for llr. (from CDB)

. idecl h - hdex specifying requested deconvolution scenario for J 1. (0 - no deconvo-

lution, >0 - deconvolution scenado)

. itemax - Maximum number of iterations for skewed gaussian f(ting. (0 - fitung is

not a.llowed, >0 - maximum number of iterations, fitdng is attempted only when lay-

ers bave been added above the inversion window, <0 - its absolutg value is lhe maxi-

mum number of iterations, fitting is attempted at all times) (from CDB)

. cii4n - Chi-square statistic ratio for E/r with respect to the skewed gaussian fit solu-

tion. (for previous fit solution if available)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

The deconvolution for volume emission rates is requested. The apparent quantity array

"/lrr has a length greater or equal to four. (idecla> 0)

2
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TRANSFORMATION EOUATIONS:

(2) Call A1221- If requesrcd, define the reference volume emission rate profilos. (se€

step (l))

(3) Call A3222 - If requested, dofine the constraint matrix HE. (see step ( l))

lnpl{lr ideclh, MATI, NA, N i,r, i,i6a,yPL,Slo

Output: F/6

(4) Call A3223 - Solve for tle volume emission rate profile using lhe Twomey matrix

equation.

Input; idecl7,, NA, NNi, L,llo, Slo, If, HD

Otl.pt)t: ideclh, E

(5) Call 43224 - De{ine the final volume emission rate profile.

(6) Call A3225 - Derive the chi-square statistic mtio for "/1t.

lnp]ut: idecl1,, L, Jlo, sl', NA, NNi, Eo

Output: ciil;

(7) Call 43226 - Derive the standard deviation estimato array

(8) Call A3227 -lf requested, apply skewed gaussian fitting to the volume emission rate

profile by minimizing

(EO 9.30)

F-,,

9.2,1 A3221: Delin6 r6ference protiles lor E .

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Define either one or two reference profiles for -E r. The reference profiles are defined

using a selection index. At the moment only four choices are available. If requested,

these reference profiles will be used when defining thc Twomey deconvolution equa-

tions.

^ lE,. - E(2.n)r=L#
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( I ) If skewed gaussian fittiog is allowed (irermax + 0) and the first guess values for the

fit parameters are available (.rri4l, s I ), then if MAII is not equal to 7, 9, or 10, MAT=10

should be used instead ofMAII, and if 1, is less than 0.1, y = 0.1 should be used in

place of IE. This ensures that the region above the inversion window will be ta.ken into

account in (he deconvolution.
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INPUT:

. irefl - Index specifying selection of reference profiles for E1. (from CDB)

. yE - Weighting facror. (from CDB)

. NP, - Dimension of prgvious solution arays.

. zpr - Altitude array for previous solution arrays. (km) (size: NP)lf NPl=O,7oig

not available.

. E r 
- Previous volume emission rate solution array. (photons cm^-3 s^-l) (size:

NP1,).lf NPl= 0, E, is not available.

. NPFI - Filter number for previous deconvolution.

. Nr - Cunent filter number.

. itermar - Maximum number of iteratioDs for skewed gaussian fitting. (0 - ntdng is

not allowed, >0 - maximum number of iterations, fitting is attempted only when lay-

ers have been added above the inversion windou <0 - its absolute yalue is the maxi-

mum number of iterations, fitting is attempted at all times) (from CDB)

. cii4l, - Chi-square statistic ratio for E, with respect to the skewed gaussian fit solu-

tion. (for previous volume emission rate fit solution)

. Xt,l - Initia.l skgwed gaussian fit parameters. (size: 4x2)

r idecll - Index specifying requested deconvolution scenario for J1. (0 - failod or no

deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution sconado)

. NNi - Number of layers for inversion window.

. ly'A - Number of layers above inversion window.

. zcc, - Altitude aray. (km) (size : NNi + NA)

. Jli - Apparent emission rate aray. (rayleighs) (size: Nlr';)

. Lr - Line-of-sight matrix. ( l0's of km) (size: lr'N; x (NN1NA))

OUTPUT:

. itlecll-lndex specifying requested deconvoludon scerario for Jl. (0 - failed or no

deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. .r; - Reference profile for possible use in defining constraint matrix IIE. (size:

NN, + AtA)

x, - Additional reference profile (size NNi+ NA). Only available when indicated

(i.e. when iadl = I )

i& - Indicates if ,ri is available. (=0 - not available, =l - available)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Nonc.
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CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

The deconvolution of Jlo is requested (idec1l, > 0), and reference profile(s) are required

(16 > 0).

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The reference profile r is specified using the selection index irefl. At the moment only

four choices are available for (hese profiles. The default value for irel is set equal to I if
the initial irel is out of t}Ie range for the available choices.

lf irefl < 3, skewed gaussian fitting is allowed ( i termox + o), and the first guess nt

paramet€rs are available (c,ii4n s I ), then the trird choice is used instead of that speci-

fredby ieJl.

An additional reference profile, denoted by r, is defined using the previous volume

emission rate solution when the latter available. Otherwise (i.e. NPF| * NF except when

OH filters are being switched), i is set equal to.r. Wh en E o,is available, io74 is set equal

to I and is detined using choice four specified below.

I-ist ol availablc choiccs iorx

( I ) Set each element in .r as equal to [.0.

lt?
(2) IfNA = 0, the array elements xi are set equal to i with an imposed lower limit of, 

L,,,

l 0. Otherwise, idecllr is set equal to zero.

(3) Define .r using only the skewed gaussian model described beloi , if the fit parametels

are available. If they are not, use the second choice when NA = 0, and, when ly'A > 0,

specify that no deconvolutions will be possible (set ideclh = 0) and then exit this algo-

rithm.

Tho elements Ji are set equal to lhe layer zveruge E (zcci,x) where the latter can be

defined using Simpson's rule, e.g.

E(zcc,X\ = IE(o.5(zcc,_r+zcc,),x\ +4E(zcci,x) + E (o.5 (zcc 
i + | + zcc ) , n )

The modelled volume emission rale function

I

a
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_X

)')
x I In (2) for o(ls), N. = 2

3,t

T
E(z,x) =

l= 1

Xz,t* ( ,- xz,t)

X^,+( -X

_X

)')
3,1

Xt,t"*P ln (2) otherwise

3,,

with X;r1 denoting the fit parameters. For O(lS), if any one of the two maximum volume

emission rate values X1.1 and X1.2 are zero, the corresponding skewed gaussian is not

used in $e fit. If the skewed gaussian exponent is excessively large or if its donominator

is less or equal to zero, the corresponding term io the summation for E(z,L) is set equal

to 0.5. A lower limit of 1.0 is applied for E(e)o.

(4) If the filter has just been changed in order to observe a different species ( NP Ft* N F

except when OH filters are being switched), do choice (2) for layers of the inversion

window (i.e. i > NA). Otherwise, lor layers of fie inversion window (l > NA), set the "r;

for i < N/ equal to the elements r€sulting from $e linear interpolarion, in altitude, of

For Iayers above the inversion window, use the skewed gaussian fit model of choice (3).

In addition, the reference profiles above the inversion window are matched to lhat of the

inversion window by multiplying ri for i < NA by a factor where

= = "^tlE (zccrn t, X\

9.2.2 43222t Selection ol constrainl matrix

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

A constraiot matrix is selected by means of an index. There are currendy elev€n possi-

ble choices.

INPUT:

. idec - Index specitying deconvolution scenario. (either idecllor idec2i (0 - \o

deconvolution, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. MAI- Index specifying selected constraint matdx. (eithet MATI (ot MAI), MATZ,

MAT1, MAT22, MAT33)

. N.4 - Number of layers added above inversion window.

. Nly'i - Number of inversion window layers.

. ri - Reference profile (size: N/V; + NA)

.ri - Additional reference profile (size: NN1+ NA). Only available when indicated

(i.e. when ,adl = l)
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OUTPUT:

Ci; - One of the following consEaint ma]trices:. HE, H t' H I, H 
A., 

ot H 

^,. 

(size'.

(N r+NA) x (NNr+ A))

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Deconvolution is requested (idec>o) and the constmint matrix is required (>0).

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The consraint matrix is selected from the following list using the va.lue of MAI For

cases where a maLrix denoted by K is presentod, tbe final consraint marix is calculated

using

C=KrK

The calculation of the matrix C should be done such that computing time is minimized
(e.g. account for sparsity of ,( and symmetry of C). The r( matrices are finite difference

representations of low order differential operators. For exajnple, the second difference

matrix of type 3 (MAT = 5) is representative of the operator

a'
,

-2dz

where z denotes altitude

For any.ri value less in magnitude fian about 0.001, this limiting value is instead

applied in defining the corresponding elemenB in the following matrices. The above

should also be applied to ; when the latter is available.

The second difference matrix of type 4 and the first diff€rence matrix of type 4 cao only

be used when the additional array i has been made available (i.e. ida = l).

lf i"a=OandMAT =6or l0 then select matrices 3 or7 respectively.

All K and C matficas are (NNiNA) x (NN,+NA). For convenience let M = MNi + NA
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. iadd - lndicales if is availablo. (=0 - not alailable, =l - available)

. 1 - Weighting factor. (either t s, t 2,'t3,'t22 
orty)

. L;,; - Transformalion marix. (size; N/V; x (NNiNA )) f ei$er L;.7 or i,..,)

. Jl - Variance array. (size: NN) (either Slo, J2", or S3o)
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00
r:l
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,, Jr: rl*z
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0

( I I) Inverse oi covariance matdx for measurements

c = f srtt

where SJ is diagooal with s, = s:.

The calculatioo of matrix products should be done such that computiog time is mini-

mized (e.g. account for the sparsity of L and the symmetry of lrsrrtl.

9.2,3 43223t Twomey deconvolution

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

A solution profile is determined using a least-squares linear consrained deconvolution

method based on Twomey (1977).

INPUT:

. id€c - Index specifying deconvolution scenario. (either idecllor idec2l)

. NA - Numb€r oflayers added above inversion window

. NNi - Dimension of measurement array and numbgr of layers for inversion window

layers.

. Lij - Transformation marix. (either L1u or i,.;) {size: NN, x (NN;+NA))

. 4 - Apparent quantity an-ay. (eithet llo,I2o,l2', /Jo or,I3') (rayleighs) (size: NNi)

(rayleighs)

. si - Variance array. (either Slo, S2o, or.i3") (size: NNi)

. y - Weighting factor for consraint matrix I{. (either yr, 1 2,'13,^122, 
ot 'l:,3 )

. H - Consraint matrix. (size: (N/vy'NA) x (NNi+r'r'A)) (eit]ler

H,

t- - 
t-

xu_ r^lxu ,J xN

H,l' H 

^" 

H 
,r' 

o'
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HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Twomey deconvolution is requested (idec > 0).

TRANSFORMATION EAUATION;

(l) Solve for x io

GT S;
I 
t+1tty x = tTsrtI

where S./ is diagonal with s./, = Si. The equation can be solved using a Nag routine

tlat accounts for a positive definite and symmetdc matrix for a system of fie t,?e Br=y
where I is the matdx.

The calculation of matrix products or additions should be done such that computing

time is minimized (e.g. account for the sparsity of I and the symmeuy of tfsrtt and

$

(2) If an acceptable solution could not be dotormined by tbe Nag routine, tho index idec

is set equal to a non-positive number. (idec < 0)

9,2.4 43224t Set tinal volume emission rate protile

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Elimioatg volume emission rate solution elements for Iayers above the inversion win-

dow and any negative solution values.

INPUT:

. idecl h - lndex sp€cifying if deconvolution sconario for Jl was successful. (0 - failed

or no deconvolution, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. y'y'A - Number of layers added above inversion window

. lr'Ni - Dimension of measurement array and number of layers for inversion \Mindow

layers.

. Ei - Volume emission rate profile obtained from deconvolution ofJl. (sizo:

NNr-+NA)

. zcc, - Altitude array. (km) (size: /V/V, + lr'A)

9OPPS Algorithms: lssue 3.o, Narch 15, lggg 149

OUTPUT:

. idec - Index specifying dcconvolution scenario. Indicates if the deconvolution was

successful (d)) or not (=0). (e\ther idecll or idec2)

. ,-Solutionof deconvolution process. (either.60, f ,A',V, or,4s) (size: Nly'-1vA)
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OUTPUT:

. El,i - Final volume emission rate profile obtained for $e inversion window. (size

NN,)

. zcci - Altitude array. (km) (size: NN;)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

No e.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Deconvolution for Elt was successful. (idecll> O)

AII negative elements in the array E9 are set equal to zgro

The volume emission rate profile is defined for the inversion window by discarding the

solution values for the Iayers above the window, i.e.

E,

and

E.

fori= I to NN;

9.2.5 43225: Chi-square statistic ralio calculation

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The ratio of the solution rclated chi-square skdstic to the chi-square 95llt percentile is

determined for an apparent quantity array.

INPUT:

. idec - Index specifying requested deconvolution scenado. (0 - failed or no deconvo-

lution, d) - deconvolution scenario) (either idecll or idec2l)

. Zij - Transformarion. (eirher lrj or i,.r) {sire: NNi x (/VNi+NA))

. ,I, - Apparent quantity array. (eiiter llo,I2o, ot l2o, or,I3" or"I3") (size: NNr)

. sl: - Variance array for,L (either Sto, S2o, or 53) (size: NNi)

. NA - Number of layers above inversion window.

. NN; - Number of layers for inversion window.

. r, - Deconvolution solution profile. (either,Eo, V, Ac,lF, or Ar) (size: NNilr'A)

150 SDPPS Algotithms: lssue 3.0, March 15, 1gg3

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:
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OUTPUT:

. chi - Chi-square sudstic ratio. (either chilh, chi2h, ot chi3h)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY;

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Applied only if deconvolution was successful. (idec > 0)

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The chi-square statistic ratio is given by

2

cni = 
s-lt Lx - tt )

NN, + 2 J2NN,

where the diagonal covariarce matrix S has its diagonal equal to So.

9.2.6 A3226r Derive standard deviation estimate array tor E,

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The standard deviation of each volume emission rate iuray €lement is determined,

based on direct inversion, given tre variance array associated with the apparent quantity

vector.

INPUT:

. idecll - Index specifying deconvolution sconado. (0 - failed or no d€convolution, d)
- deconvolution scenario)

. L1j - Line -of-sight marix (sizo: NNi x (NN,+I/A))

. s1: - Variance aray for the radiance profile "I11,. 
(size: NI{i)

. NNi - Dimension of arrays.

. NA - Number of layers added above inversion window.

OUTPUT:

or,, - Standard deviation profile for volume emission rates. (size: NNI)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Thc decoDvolution was successful (idecll> O)
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TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The derivation of standard deviations is basod on the equation

(r"';i^'.) -l

9.2.7 43227t Skewed gaussian titting

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

One or two skewed gaussians are fitted to the volume emission rate profile of the inver-

sion window. The fitting involves finding acceptable values for either four or eight fit
parameters. This search is done using an iterative routine selected from the Nag libra.ry.

The fit parameters are t-tle maximum volume emission rate Xl, tie altitude X3 of maxi-

mum volume emission rate, t-he reference half-width X2 , and the skewness factor X4 for

each ofeither one or two (for O(lS)) emjssion regions.

INPUT:

NPF^ - Filter number for previous deconvolution. (NF of previous call to A32)

N,o - Current filter number.

itermat - MaximtJm number of iterations for skewed gaussian fitting. (0 - fitting is

not allowed, >0 - maximum number of iterations, fitting is attempted only when lay-

ers have been added above the inversion window, <0 - its absolute yalue is the maxi-

mum number of iterations, fitting is attempted at all times) (from CDB)

cii4l, - Chi-square statistic ratio for E/, with rospcct to lho skewed gaussian fit solu-

tion. (for previous fit solution if available)

Xn,r,, - Initial skewed gaussian fit parameters. (size: 4x2 for each t value)

idec 17, - Index specifying if deconvolution scenario for Jl was successful. (0 - failed

or no deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

ly'N, - Dimension of arrays.

E/,i - Volume emission rate profile. (photon, . ,^-1 . ,- l) (size: Nr'r';)

oE^ - Volume emission rate standard deviation estimate array.

zcc, - Altitude aray. (km) (size: NN)

OUTPUT:

. cii4l, - Chi-square statistic ratio for E/' witi respect to the skewed gaussian fit solu-

tion. (for curent fil solution)
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where i = I to NNr, and sJr, is a diagonal covadance matrix, with the diagonal equal to

the variance array Slo.
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icazvl, - Number of iterations for convergence of skewed gaussian fitting. (for cur-

rent tlt solution)

Xr,a, - Final skewed gaussian fit parameters. (size: 4x2 for each h)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

The deconvolution was successful (idec l, > 0), fitting i s allowed (itennar r 0 ), and &e

first guess values for the fit parameters are available and acceptable (chi4o< l).

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION :

The initial fit parameter values are typically those defined during the previous deconvo-

ludon, or those initialized in A321. Immediately after lhe first Twomey deconvolution

followirg a filter change (i.e. NPr^ * Nr), other than during subsequent switching of the

OH tilters Nr. = 5, &e altitude X3 and value X| of the maximum volume emission rarc

are re-defioed using the solution profile E,, and the half-width X2 is re-initialized as thc

average of tbe upper and lower half-widths of Eh (if boti are available). The half-width

is defined as the magnitude of the altitude difference between thg positions of E ,a, and

I
E,-,.where E. .-- - Enatt 2 dd,

In addition, whenev er ll2E6> X611or 2Ep> X1,11,where zrci is closest to X43; (other

similar inequality conditions could instead be used), the Xrr,1,1value is re-initialized as

equal to E1,;.

For O(lS) (i.e. Nr= 2) whero two skewed gaussians are considered, tbe re-initia.lized fit

parameters are determined for the regions above and below 140 km (see A3213). Also

for O(lS), if any one of the two maximum emission rate values X1r11and X61,2are zero,

the corresponding skewed gaussian is not used in the fit.

(2) Fiuiug:

1-he value of the parameters Xfi,*,1 are determined, through iteration, by minimizing

1 Go,'E17'x1Y

max (E' l ) o t^,
\y

,
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(l) Re-define first guess fit parameters when requested:

tlLfiax(EhJ,l\
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where r(zcc-,X) isamodel average for atmospheric layer i, andE,' is the deconvol -

tion solution yolume emission rate profile. Only the variance a-rray o; is used, instead

of the sntire covariance marix for ,fr, in order to save computing time. The rcrms

involving (Enr, l) are intloduced as weights.

The model average for atmosphedc layer i can be defined using Simpson's rule, e.g

E (zcc 
i, 
x\ = [, (0.5 ( zcci _ r + zcc i\, n + 4 E (zc c 

i, 
x) + E (0.5 ( zc c 

i + | + zc c ), n )

The modelled volume emission rate function E(z,X) is defined as

I

a

2

-X3,j
for o( 

I 
s), NF = 2, xr, r"'P

ln (2)Itex

ln (2)
xz,t' ( ,- Xt,t) Xo

E(z,x) =
l=l

( ,- xr., l

lxr,,., axrJ,x*l

with Xr.l (=X/,,r., denoting the nt parameters. For O(lS), if any one of the two maximum

emission rate valugs Xn.l,l and Xr,l,2 are zero, the corresponding skewed gaussian is not

used in the fit. If a skewed gaussian oxponent has an excessively large value, or if its
denominator is less or equal to zero, the corresponding term in the summation for E(aX)

can be set equal, for example, to 0.005. A lower limit of 0.01 for example can be applied

for E(z,X).

V'< NN, + 2J2NN.

The imposod limit on the number of iteratiols icotw isl itermd.r l, except possibly for the

first attempted fitting after a filter change (e.g. measurements for O(15) following tlat
for OH). The maximum number of iterations during (he first fitting after a filter change

might have to be larger than I itermax l.

lf convergence was not attained or if the final fit parameters do not satisfy the following

inequality conditions, lhen the fit is considered unacceptable. In addition, if tbe follow-

ing inequality conditions are not satisfied, the fit parameters are set equal to their initial
(first guess) values of step ( I ).

Iuequality conditions for fit parameters

' lxo,o,/'s
. zccl > X43,1> zcc11yi

'154 sDPPs Algotithms: tssue 3.o, March 15, 1993

For a volume emission mte profile of length NNi, one of tbe minimization convergonce

criteria should be
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. Xnl,z> Xr3) when applicable

. 3Ehi> XhJJ> where zcci is closest to Xr,3,,

. 3ffikm > X1,21>2 km

If possible, the above inequality conditions could be imposed in the iterative method.

The initial value of the chi-square statistic ratio for E, is set equal to

NN ,+ z,lzNN-i

If dre fit solution is not acceptable, chi4h is assigned a lower limit larger than 1.0
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9.3 4323: Visibility (or amplitude) and wind phase
deconvolution

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION;

1. Objective

Given the apparent quantity arrays ,I2h and 
"I31,, 

the profiles of visibility y, or amplitude

A/,, and of wind phase +,, are determined so that temperature and wind speed profiles

can be calculated later The most commonly requested deconvolution solutions will be

those of visibili(ies, aod wind phases. For OH (and O), the amplitude prolile may be

calculated instead of the visiblity profile.

Standard deviation estimate arrays are provided for the visibility, or amplitude, and

phase solutions. The ratios of the chi-square stadstics for the apparent quantity arrays

12rtand 13hto Lhe 95Eo confidence interval chi-square stadstic are provided as additional

quality parameters.

2. Sys(en reducli0n

Before solving for the visibility and phase profiles, numerica.l stability of the deconvolu-

tion equations is improved when necessary. This is done by only discarding the bottom

layers wi$ weak volume emission rates and the corresponding apparent quantities. Cut-

off values of 5% of the deconvolved maximum volume emission rate and one standard

deviation a-re applied below the pea]( emission rate a.ltitude.

For cases where the deconvolution window has b€en extended, wilh the volume omis-

sion ratos having been determined, the line-of-sight matrix is simplified by assuming a

constant profile of visibility and phase above the initial inversion window. The Iayers of
the extension region are combined with the top layer of tie initial inversion window to

form a single uoit. The modified line-of-sighr matrix i (see below) should then become

lower triangular.

3. General solution method

/-T
[r sli f *, ff )

-\-T
L+ruH r)t' = L s

.Tt'=rs I

t2 l2'

( I
l3t

-t
l3

(EO 9.31)

wherc

't56 SDPPS Algotithms: tssue 3.0, March 15, 1gg3

LS J3' (EO e.32)

The general Twomey method equations for the visibility profile yr, and the wind phase

profile 0r, are
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(t's'l (EO e.35)

(EO s.37)

(EO 9.33)

(EO e.34)

tf.

f
,,,[:;ll:N (EO e.3s)

wbere SJ2r ard 5rr^ are diagonal covadance matrix estimates, the 1s are weighting fac-

tors, and the Hs are the consuaint matsices. Ttte const-raint matrices are sglected, from a

set of pre-defined choices, using indices. Tbe equations are solved using a Nag routine.

Once IE and !d are known, the profiles of visibility V1, and of wind phase {, are derived.

Any visibility value less than 0.1 or greater than 0.99 is considered unacc€ptable.

4. Amplitude dererminarion

For the OH (and ()2) spccies, the deconvolutions for amplitude and wind phase profiles

may be requested instead of for tho visibility and wind phase proflles.

The general Twomey method equations are

Li,i = L;,iEr,,

'I

L s Ltf(

ltr,7 ttr),ltzof,

LrJ 
- ,u, 

1,,,,]

t.l

[^r]

L+y 
A"H A)A" = { s;'r,tzo

= t's) Lt.,)H Al3r

whcrc

,o. . [*' '*r,'l
''[.in r+1,)]

(EO s.38)

The same algorithms used for the general solution method are employed in the ampli-

tude determination.

5. Quality parameters

Once tle standard deviadon esdmate arrays have begn calculated ior E and Er (see

FUNCIONAL DESCRIPTION of 432), standard deviation estimate arays can be

on lhe variance gxpression of the product of two uncorlelated variates,

determined for yir and O/,. A first step is the derivation of o| anri o2n. The latter is based
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22
(EO e.3s)

where o and, are the uncorrelated variates, and pa and pb are thet respective means.

Thg resulting expressions are

1 22 22
, +o u, +o,Lr

fz
Lq-'

2

z^,)

2

o

a ^ 2 ^1
p'r- rr1 

"i^)

f
2

o

rt't + rt'.t

(EO s.4o)

(EO 9.42)

(EO s.43)

(EO 9.44)

(Ea s.4s)

{Eo,)' * o'r^

(EO 9.41)

tE. t

Then, the final standard deviation estimates for each layer are det€rmined, to frst order,

using

2ot=

2
2 (() +o2

f
(4)

t/

1 2

22

2vr,

2

tf2
6I

tf'

2

t tf.

rf. +( f

2
G

2
2

A ) +o
A

(A ) +(A

The chi-square statistic ratios for,I2l, and "/3/, are defined as

. (Al)
I

oa =;
22

lls;)" 
rtf -tz^t)l'

chl.=-
' uN * z ^lzun,

s;l 'rrd ;:rr l'
tht t. = 

-

' NN *z.f zuu
(EO e.46)

A Iower limit of o" should be applied to the temls denoted by the square brackets.

{
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INPUT:

t idecZn - lndex specifyiog requested deconvolution scenario for J2 and J3. (0 - no

deconvolution, >0 - deconvolution scenario)

. illqgdr - lndex specifying desired solution parameters. (-l - no inversions,0 - emis-

sion rates, visibilities, and wind phases, I - emission rates,2 - amplitudes and

phases)

. NA - Number of layers above inversion window.

. y and 13 - Weigbting factors. (from CDB)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

The volume emission rate profile is available for determining visibilities

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Deconvolutions for visibility or amplitude, and wind phase profiles are requested and

have been estimated to be possible. The tength of the apparent quantities must be greater

or equal to four In addition, if the volume emission rate profile is available, t}le altitude

of the volume emission rate maximum is inside the inversion window. (idec2l, > 0)

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

( I ) Call A323 I - Ioitialization of transformation equation arays

(2) Call A3232 - Eliminate lowest atmospberic layers wilh weak emission rates.

(3) In order to guarantse numerical stability of the deconvolution equations a lower limit

of 1.0 is applied to the values for 1, and y3. (The labels 12 and y3 are used instead of

yv., 14" and I22 ( lower limit of 0.1 to y22 + 133) .) Also, the number NA of layers above the

inversion window must be set equal to zero. The index t'add for use by 43223 is also set

equal to zero.

(4) Call 43233 - Ifrequested, define the referenco profiles for l/. The specific input are

ireP and ind=l .

(5) Call A3222 - If requested, defioe the constraint matdx Ht orH
A". 

(with i"2=0)

It (iflagdr = 0) t.},en

lnput: klec21,, MAT2, NA, NN i, x, ;, idd (4), 12, L, 52"

Output:H
\f

else

hpvt: idecZh, MAT2, MAT22 (or MATI), NA, NN b x, x, io1a (4), 't2,f 22(ot 
't i , I.

s2'
Output:l/^.

eud if

'DPPS 
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(6) Call A3223 - Solve for V' or A' using the Twomey mahix equation.

\f (ilbgdr = 0) tJj,en

lnpu: idec21,, NA, NN 1, L, n', 52", t 2, H f
Ortp\t: idec2p f

else

lnpl:ti idec2h, NA, NNi, L, 12o,52",122@t 'tE) , HA"

Output: idec2h, A^c

end if

(7) Call A3225 - Derive the chi-square statistic mtio for J2r.

lf (iflagdr = O) then

lnput: idec26, L,lz',52", Nl, Nu,, f

else

lnp : idec2h, L, Jzo, S2o, NA, NN, A'

end if

O\tp]ut chi2h

(8) Call 43233 - Ifrequested, define the reference profilss for lF. The specific input are

iref3 and ind = 2 .

(9) Call A3222 - If requested, define the constraint marrix II otH ,. (with i6s=0)

lf (iflagdr = 0) thet)

Input: tdec2h, MAT3, 1r'A, NN,, t, i, i.r1AS, r", Z, S:"
Output: Hy'

else

lrput: idec2h, MAT33 (ot MAT3), NA, NNi, x, ;, iatu GO), y33 (or y3) , Z, S3o

Output: H,{,

end if

(10) Call A3223 - Solve for lF orAs using the Twomey marix equadon.

lf (iflagd.r = 0) then

lnput:. ideczh, NA, NNi L, fi', S3o, ^t3, Hf
Outp]ut: idec2h, f

'160 S,DPPS Algorilhtns: lssuo 3.0, March 15, 1gg3
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A32: Deconvolution o, Apparenl Ouanlities

9.3.1 A3231: lnilialize translormalion equation arrays

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The apparent quantity arrays are adjusted to account for the volume emission rate solu-

tion of 4322 and the volume emission rate profile is combined wit}l the Iine-of-sight

matdx.

INPIJT:

. illagdr - lndex specifyinB desirod solution parameters. (-l - no inversions, 0 - emis-

sion rates, visibilities, and wind phases, I - emission rates,2 - amplitudes and

phases)

t idecln- Index specifying ifdeconvolution scenario for "/l was successful. (0- failed

or no deconvolutions, >0 - deconvolution scenario.)

. ideczh - lndex specifying deconvolution scenario for "/2 and ./3. (0 - no deconvolu-

tions, 0 - deconvolution scenario.)

. lti, J2i, and J3: - Apparent quantity arrays. (size: NN;)

. Li,j - Line-of-sigbt matdx. (size: NN, x (N/{.NA))

. NN; - Dimension of arrays.

. NA - Number of layers above inversion window.

. E: - Volume emission rate profile for combination of inversion window and layers

added above window. (size: NNj + NA)

OIJTPUT:

. NA - Number oflayers above inversion window. Has beeo re-set as equal to zero.

. idec2n - lndex specifying deconvolution scenario for "/2 and "/3. (0 - no deconvolu-

tions, >0 deconvolution scenario)

. J2i, and J3-'- Modified apparent quantity arrays. (size: NN;)

. Li,j - Line-of-sight matrix. (size: NN, x NN,)

. ;;,i - Line-of-sight matix combined wit}l the volume emission rate profile. (size:

NN; x N ;).

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

None.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Deconvolutions are requested aod the determination of $e volume emission rate profile

was attempted in A322. (i.e.: klec21,> 0 and iflagdr = 0)
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TRAN SFOR MATION EOUATION :

( I ) If the determination of lhe volume emission rate profile was not successful

1 frlt! i ui!, then the visibility and wind phase profiles cannor be derived. Conse-

q,rently, ideczh is re-set equal to zero. The following steps are done only if idec26> 0

(2) The matrix is derived using

(3) The primed appirent quantity arrays are deriyed using

Jtl

(4) If layers were added above rhe inversion window in A322, then these layers are com-

bined by adding togeder lhe first NA + I columns of rhe mauices a and i. The resulring

matrices should be square and lower riangular with size NN; x NN;.

(5) Following this matrix roduction, Ne is re-set as equal ro zero

9.3.2 A3232: Eliminato lowosl atmospheric layers with weak omission rat€s

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

In order to reduce the size of the solution equadons and improve numerical stability for

tie deconvolutions, the lowest layers witb weak volume emission rates are eliminarcd. If
less *tan four layers result, then deconyoludons will not be done (i.e.: id.c2, will be set

equal to 0). The applied cutoff values for the emission rates a.re 5 of the maximum yol-

ume emissioo rate and one standard devation.

INPUT:

. illagdr - Index specifying desired solution parameters. (- l - no inversions, 0 . emis-

sion rates, visibilities, and wind phasos, 1 - emission rates,2 - amplitudes and

phases)

. ideczn - lndex specifying deconvolution scenario for J2 and J3. (0 - no deconvolu-

tions, >0 - deconvolutioo scenario-)

. l2i and J3' - Apparent quantity arrays. (size: NNi)

. s2l and s3: - Variance arrays for apparent quaotity arrays. (size: /VNt)

. E/,, - Volume emission rate pronle for inversion window. (size: NN;)

. 64 - Standard deviation estimate array for E6. (size: NN;)

. zcci - Altitude array. (km) (size: NN)

f

LLi .81

ltrl
1,,:,]

L 24

,:l
L)
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A32: Deconvolulion o, Apparent Ouantities

. l,,j - Line-of-sight matrix. (size: NN; x NNi)

. NNi - Current dimension of arrays.

. 12,' ar,d J3 ' - Modified apparent quantity inrays. (size: NN;)

. - Line-of-sight matrix combined wit}I the volume emission rate profile

NN).

(sizc: NNl x

OUTPUT:

c idec2a- lndex specifying deconvolution scenario for./2 and "/3. (0 - no deconvolu-

tions, >0 deconvolution scenario)

. NNi - New dimensioo of arays.

. zcci - Reduced altitude array. (km) (size: lVNi)

. Ei - Reduced volume emission rate afiay. (size:1VN;)

. 6/ - Reduced standard doviation array for volume emission rates. (size: NN;)

. l2i and J3: - Reduced apparent quantity iurays. (size: NN;)

. J2l and 53: - Reduced apparen( va-riance a-rrays.

. Lr - Reduced line-of-sight marix. (size: Nlr'; x NN).

. J2' and J3-' - Modified apparent quantity arrays. (size: Nlr';)

li,j - Line-of-sight matrix combined with the volume emission rate profile. (size

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Nole.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Deconvolutions are requested and the volume emission rate profile has been derived in

A322. (i.e.: idec2l> 0 and iflagdr = 0)

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

(l) The array reduction is based entirely on the volume emission rate profile Er. First,

the oumber M of consecutive lowest layers which have a volume emission rate value Etu

less the 570 of the maximum volume emission ratg or less than one standard deviation is

determined. All provided input arrays are rcduced in size by eliminating elements

/VN, - M to N&i. The resulting arrays are defined in the output tist. The marices L and i,
are reduced by eliminating the correspoDding columns and rows. The final matrices

should be square and lower triangular with dimension (NN1- luflx(NNi - M),

(2)'fhe final dimension ly'N, of fte arrays is set by subEacung M from the initial NNi
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(3) If the final number of layers witlr volume emission rates E: larger than both 1.0 and

o, is less than four, then the deconvolutions will not be done, i.e. rdec21 is set equal to

zero,

9.3.3 43233: Deline reterence protiles.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Define a reference profile for I/ or Ac, or for I/n or A". The reference profile is defined

using a selection index. At the momerlt only one choice is available. If requested, the

reference profile will be used when defining tbe Twomey deconvolution equations.

INPUT:

. idec21, - lndex specifying deconvolution scenado. (0 - no deconvolutions, >0 decon-

volution scenario)

. ind - Index specifying if reference profiles are to be produced for cosinusoidal (=l)
or sinusoidal (=2) terms.

. iref - (eilher ]ref2 or ireB) Index specifying selection of reference profile for Il or

A'(when rnd=l) or f or A" (when irul=2)

. NNi - Dimension of arrays.

. zccr - Altitude array. (km) (size: NNi)

. Ar - Optical path differcoce. ( rrra ) (see 4333)

. Ai - Conected optical path difference. (prn ) (not currently used)

. Lo or NF - Wavelength (prz) or filter number. (see A333)

. illagdr - Index specifying desired solution parameters. (- I - no inversions, 0 - emis-

sion rates, visibilides and phases, I - emission rates,2 - amplitudes and phases)

. ri - Reference profile for possible use in defining constmint matrix H. (may be

available when izd=2) (size: NN)

. lzi nd J3: - Reduced appar€nt quantity arrays (size: NN;).

. L,,j - Reduced line of sight mafix (size NN; x NrV).

OUTPUT:

. ri - RefereDce profile for possibl€ use in dgfining constraint marix Il. (size: NN;)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

No nc

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

Twomey deconvolution is requested (idec2h> 0\
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TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

The reference profile r is specified using the selection index ire, At the moment only

one choice is available for these profiles. Therefore, for any iref value, t}le following is

applied.

List of available choices

(l) If rlagdr equals 2, then the ri a-re set equal

azi) + e3i\
> 1.0

Otherwise, if (aod only ii) itrd=1, the temperatue profile from rable 43233.1 is interpo-

lated (e.g. linearly) to the altitude aray zcc. For altitudes above 320 km and below 80

km, constant values will t e sutficient. The temperatues are converted to visibilities

using the relevant equation in A333. The array r is set equal to the resulting visibility

profile. If ird = 2, the input r is unchanged and is passed again as outpul.

L
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Table 43233.1: Relerencs temperature profile (average profile based on MSlS86' model.)

Altltud.

(km)

Temperalut6

(Kelvln)

Altltud.

(km)

Temperafu16

(Kolvln)

320

300

280

260

240

230

220

210

200

195

t90

185

r80

t'75

170

165

160

I t32

I 128

I t23

ll13

1099

1089

t076

1059

1038

r 025

l0t I

94

916

955

931

903

873

155

150

145

l,lt)

135

r30

t25

120

I r5

I l0

t05

100

95

90

85

80

837

'197

750

697

636

567

486

395

294

25t

200

186

184

t97

225

256

* - Reference: Hedin (1987).
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9.3.4 43234: Derivs visibilities, or amplitudes, and wind phass profiles.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Using the solutions derived from the Twomey deconvolutions, determine either the vis-

ibility and the wind phase profiles, or the amplitude and tie wind phase profiles.

INPUT:

. idec2p- lndex specifying deconvolution scenario. (0 - no deconvolutiols, >0 decoll-

volutioo scenario)

. iflagdl - ktdex specifying if visibilities (=0) or amplitudes (=2) are produced n

A323.

. f, or ei - Visibility, or amplitude, cosinusoidal component profile (size: NNi)

. t', or e", - Visibility, or amplitude, sinusoidal component profile. (size: r'r'N,)

. NNi - Dimension of arays.

OUTPUT:

. V7,; or Ap - Visibility profile (when rlagdr = 0) or amplitude protile (when ,/ra8dr =

2). (size: NN,)

. 0r, - Wind phase component. (radians) (size: NN;)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Nooe.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

The deconvolutioDs were successful. (idec2h > 0)

TRANSFORMATION EQUATION:

(l) When iJlagdr = O, the visibilities and phases yr,, and oii are determined using 4314l

and A3142 (with "Il h, lzh, and J3h rcpl^ced by I, Vc, and Il). when iflagdr = 2, the

arnplitudes An, and the phases 0r, are determined using A.3142 and A3143.

9.3,5 A3235: Derivs slandard dEviation estimate arrays.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Derive the standard deviation estimate arays for oither the visibilides aDd tbe wind

phase profiles, or the amplitudes and the wind phase profiles.
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INPUT:

. illagdt - Index specifying if visibilities (=0) or amplitudes (=2) are produced in

4323.

t idec2 t - lndex specifying deconvolution approach. (not cunently used)

. ( or li - Visibitity, or amplitude, cosinusoidal component profile (size: NNl)

. t', or A', - Visibility, or amplitude, sinusoidal compon€nt profile. (size: NN;)

. s2l and s3: - Variance arays for the apparent quantity profiles.

' Zi,j - Line-of-sigbt matrix (size : l/Ni x NN,)

. ly'Ni - Dimension of arrays.

. THE FOLLOWING IS NEEDED ONLY WHEN rlagdr = 0.

. Ei - Volume emission rate profile. (size: NrV,)

. o/ - Standard deviation array for emission rate profile. (size:,VNi)

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

Nonc.

CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

The deconvolutions were succcssf'ul. (idec2t> 0\

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

(l) Define the direct inversioo standard deviation arrays for the visibility, or amplitude,

cosinusoidal and sinusoidal components.

where s.r2r is diagonal with Srr^,.,= Szi, and

(r's,] r) '

(t's;) t) '
2

'DPPS 
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OUTPUT:

. oy^. or or^. - Visibility or amplitude error standard deviation csdmarc arrays. (size:

. o. - Phase error sundard deviation estimate array. (size: NN;)

. o2- ano o1 - Inrermediate error standard deviation arrays. (size: NN1)
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whore sr3r is diagonal wittr srt,, 
, = s3i. Gee A3226)

t2) lf ifla7dr = 2. then set o2- = o2" and o2. =4;t^
o-,. Otherwise (i.e.: iflagdr = 0), set

T , . 2 .1
I o', - tt.l o'-
L r, L,)2

o

(Ei)
{,

1

t

ard

2

r^

4t

P',,-,nf "')

A lower Iimir of o2- should be applied to the terms donoted by tho square brackots. The

above two equations stem from the variance expression of the product of two uncorre-

lated variates, i.e .

2 22 22 22o =('o.+('u.+o.u

where a and A are [le uncorrelated variates, and F, aod p, are their respective means.

(3) The phase standard d0viation estimates are given by

2
+oE.

4t"t,

2
o* +o

:
o+
f,

)
(t + (4)

with l/c arrd Vr replaced by Ac and Ar when iflagdr = 2.When iflagdr = 0, the visibility
s(andard devia(ion estimates are specified by

$,) t',)
i

22
ttrl + tt'l

and, when iJlugdr = 2, the amplitude standard deviation estimates ale defioed by
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2

+62 (A
t'o {Af

(4) When iflaqdr = 0, for each visibility ytu greater that 0.99 or loss than 0.1, both the

corresponding visibility and wind phase standard deviatioo estimates should be set

equal to 2x 1030 in the CDB (or some other large number).

I

i
(A

22
it + reit
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CHAPTER 12

1142 - Select data with respect to latitude

12.1 A421: Select Data with Respect to Latitude

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Meridional wind, zonal wind and temperature profiles are selected for the 3AL grid cor-

responding to 4 degree intervals of latitude.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

' s'i,1 - 3AL Erid Point latitude.

. os - The latitude of the measurements found in the FOV combination A343. This

is an array of the individual latitudes found in 4.343.

. OTflag - Overlap temperature flag.

. OEflag - Overlap emission flag.

. A/a, - Chaoge in ladtude.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. (9,,9.,...,S_) - ladrudes ofdatapoints on each side of the grid latitude.
t,rtd

. nr - number of profiles selected.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

It is assumed that linear interpolation in latitude is adequate. It is assumed that tho sets

(9r, s2, ..., s,,) will be found for tho full day's data.
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CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

If no data exist within 2 degrees of the grid point, the value is left empty and no latitude

set is generated. If both OH rolational temperatures and dopplor temperatues e avail-

able for a given measurement then use the rotational temperatures for the gddding.

Select only deconvolved data (see 44t).

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Select data within Ato, degrees of the grid latitude:

If ($ .-4. ) <OS < (9 ..+4. ) then
tt,d P gtt o

ll OTllap =landOEIloe =llhen' "p " "P

OS e (9,,9.,...,9- )
t,tL

n =n +l

(EO 12.1)
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CHAPTER 13

A42 - Select data with respect to latitude

13.1 A421: Select Data with Respect to Latitude

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Meridional wind, zonal wind and temperature profiles are selected for the 3AL grid cor-

responding to 4 degreo interyals of Iatitude.

INPIJT:

The input paramercrs are:

' ss,i,l - 3AL 8rid Point latitude.

. Og - The ladtude of the moasurements found in the FOV combination A.343. This

is an array of the individual latitudes found in 4343.

. OTJlag - Overlap temperature flag.

. OEfiag - Overhp emission flag.

. Ator - Change in latitude.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. (s|s2....,g,) - latitudes ofdatapoints on each side of theg d latitude.
, tttd

. 4r - number of profiles selectod.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

It is assumed t}lat linear interpolation in latitud€ is adequate. It is assumed l}lat the sets

(91, S2, ...,9,,) wiu bc found for the full day's data.
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CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

If no data exist \ri$in 2 degrees of the grid poin! the value is left empty and no latitude

set is generated. If both OH rotadonal temperatures and doppler temperatures are avail-

able for a given measurement then use the rotational temperatures for the gridding.

Select only deconvolved data (see A4l).

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION:

Selecr dara within ar4r degrees of the gdd ladtude:

If (9 .,-4, .) <oS-< (S.,.,+4,-.) rben
' 8.td p ttt d

lf OTflogr= I and OEflago= I the11

O9, e (9,,9r,...,9,,)

n =n +l

(EO 13.1)
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CHAPTER 14

442 - Select data with respect to latitude

14.1 4421: Select Data with Respect to Latitude

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

Meridional wind, zonal wind and temperature profiles are selected for the 3AL grid cor-

responding to 4 degree intervals of latitude.

INPUT:

The input parameters are:

' st,i,, - 3AL grid Point latitude'

. OS - The latitude of the measurements found in the FOV combination 4343. This

is an aray of the individual latitudes found in 4343.

. OTflag - Overlap temperature flag.

. OEflaB - Overlap emission flag.

. Aro, - Change in latitude.

OUTPUT:

The output parameters are:

. (9,,9",...,9-) - ladrudes ofdatapoiotson each side of the grid latitude
t Rt Ltl

. ,k - number of profiles selected.

HYPOTHESIS OF APPLICABILITY:

It is assumed that linear interpolation in latitude is adequate. It is assumed that the sets

(91, s2, ..., s,,) will b€ found for the full day's data.
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CRITERIA OF APPLICABILITY:

If no data exist within 2 degrees of the grid point, the value is left empty and no latitude

set is generated. lf bot}I OH rotational temporatures and dopplor temperatures are avail-

able for a given measurement then use the rotational temperaturos for the gridding.

Select only deconvolved data (see ,{4l).

TRANSFORMATION EOUATION :

Select data wirhin ato, degrees of the grid latitude:

lf (9 ,-4,.)so9 <(s ,+4,.) rben' Rrtd p S ttd

ll OTllao = landOEflap = lthen' 'P " -P

O$, e (9,, $r, ..., 9,,)

n =n +l

(EO 14.1)
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